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Your Complete HP Portable Solution
I

HP 100LX Palmtop Computer

Introducing

I

HP I~OL)( Basic Package
HP 100LX with AppMAN! ........ .. .......... ........................... $729

HP 100LXAppMAN!

HP I~OL)( with Serial CableKit
HP 100LX with AppMAN!.
PC serial cables & Serial Adapters .. ....... .... .......... . $779
HP

a.: ,\Cw'\"aswri La • em.

Startup Drv: 'Dir

a : 'dala

~8G ' f'wf'

Co""and Tall

M""orY Block Size
Icon File
Screen Hod"
Screen Color

I~OL)( with Connectivity Pack

CO~:~i~!~r

HP 100LX with AppMANL
Connectivity Pack ...................... ............................ . $829

HP I~OL)( Complete Package
HP 100LX with AppMANL DoubleFlash 5M .
HP Connectivity Pack. AC adapter and
Rechargeable batteries ....... ..... ....... .. .. .... .... .. .... ......
Complete Package with DoubleFlash 10M .. ........ ..
Complete Package with DoubleFlash 20M .... ........
Complete Package with DoubleFlash 40M .... ........

f'aalaWRITEt

Manu N.v.Iif
File Specification

Type of Return

.. & .. 0

eGA Col 81!>c25

Nor.. al
Nor.. a.l

OCC
No PauaIJ

Light. Sh!ep : On

Block Curaor
Cureor Tracking
9SLX E"ulalion
PrOJIIPt. for COJIII.umd

: No
: On
: Of'f
: No

Features- ALL NEW!
$1.179
$1 .239
$1 .449
$1 .959

Get complete control of running DOS programs on your HP
100LX. Add and edit ICONS. control Video modes. color
mapping. Memory size. cursor control and much more. Now
you can easily and automatically run your favorite DOS
applications on your HP 100LX.

HP I~OL)( accessories
HP 100LX 3-year Express Exchange .. ..... ..... .......... ...... .. $90
Connectivity Pack .... .... .... ...... .... .... : ............... .. ........ ..... $109
AC adapter .......... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... ..... .......... ............ ... ........ $39
Serial Cable for PC or Mac " ........ ...... ...... .. .... ..... .... ....... $25

For information and t

AppMANI (C1215) ... ... ........ .... .......... ..... ....... .. ...... ......... .... ...... . $29

0

order Call:

1-800-825~9977

OMNIBOOK 425/ 300 & Accessones

HP 100LX Accessories

NEW! OMNIBOOK 425 with DoubleFlash ......... Call
486SLC 25MHz CPU with 2MB of RAM
OMNIBOOK 300 with DoubleFlash 20M ........... 1949
OMNIBOOK 300 with DoubleFlash 40M ........... 2365

Fax/Modem 24/96 PCMCIA 2.0 .......................... ............. $249
Fax/Modem 14/14 PCMCIA2.0 ....................................... $399

OMNIBOOK 300 Network Package
PCMCIA Ethernet 10 base 2 (coax + twisted pair) .. . $379
PCMCIA Ethernet 10 base T (twisted pair only) .. ....... $359
(Both options are NE2000 compatible)

External Portable Modem with "DIRECT-CABLE" for
HP 100LX - No need for null modems
24/96 Fax/Modem .............................................. .......... $139
14/14 Fax/Modem ......................................................... $279
High Speed Serial 16550 card PCMCIA 2.0 ................... $189
Serial to Parallel converter - "No Batteries Needed"!
weighs only 1.50z ............. ......... ....... .... ............................ $79

OMNIBOOK 300 Modem Package
Fax/ Modem 24/96 card PCMCIA 2.0 .... ..... .. .. .. ... ....... $249
Fax/Modem 14/14 card PCMCIA 2.0 .......... ......... ...... $399
High Speed Serial 16550 card PCMCIA 2.0 .. .............. $189

OMNIBOOK 300 Storage Options
DoubleFlash 20M ............................ .... ......... .. ... ..... ........ $599
DoubieFlash40M ........ .. ........ .. ...... ............................... $1149
105MB PCMCIA 2.0 Hard disk drive ........ .... .. ................ Call

• Nation-wide Shipping

ACE Technologies. Inc.

• Toll-Free Technical Support • Extended Warranty

ACE Technologies. Inc. 2880Zanker Rood. # 103 San Jose. CA 95134 U.S.A. (408) 428-9722

FAX (408) 428-9721

DoubleFlosh cnd AppMANI ore trademarks of ACE Technologies, Inc. OMNIBOOK and HP lOOLX ore trodemorks of Hewlen Packard Company

Now Reflection-To-Go gives a palmtop computer
the power of an HP 3000 ...
John felt his stomach tense.
He has been working for two months
to complete this sale, and now he's
waiting in the client's office.Then the
client asks, "How soon can you deliver?"
Success! Thanks to ReflectionTo-Go®on his HP palmtop computer,
John has the answer-straight from
the HP 3000. "The order will ship
tomorrow."
Reflection-To-Go lets John use his
palmtop to log on to the HP 3000 from

almost anywhere, day or night.
The moral ofthis story? If you
Reflection-To-Go is a full-featured
have an HP 95LX or an HP 100LX,
terminal emulator, complete on a tiny
ask for Reflection-To-Go. And put real
PCMCIA card. It works with a modem power in your palmtop.
or a direct serial connection.* John
can run block-mode applications,
Call1-800-92NETWORK
work with HP DeskManager, or transfer
ftles over the telephone. He can even
hot key between the built-in applications on the HP 100LX and those on
Making PC Connections Count
the HP 3000, making his palmtop
computer a versatile sales tool.

~Reflectiorr

Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.
2815 Eastlake Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98\021206.324.04071 FAX: 206.322.81511 Buitenhof 47,2513 AH Den Haag, The Nether1ands1 +31.70.375.11.00 1FAX: +31.70.356.12.44
Ref1ection·To-Go is a registered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
•Available as a stand·a1one product on a PCMCIA card . In some locations also available fully integrated with a modem on a PCMClA card.

-------
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" Dnve In the Fast Lane with Ego Fax/Modem

PCMCIA 2.0 compatible

A

Great software for HP100U to send,
receive and view Fax and for OmniBook
to send, receive and view Fax in WindowS/DOS.
Features:

*
*
*
*
*

Send, receive and view Fax Program for HP1 OOLX.
Send, receive and view FAX Program for OmniBook in
Windows/DOS.
High speed DataCom program for OmniBook.
Compatible with Compuserve, Genie, Dow Jones,
MCI and BBS up to 14400bps.

14.4kbps
('

Don't be tied down by slow modems,
free up with Ego Fax/Modem

Compatible with Data Comm and CC: MAIL on HP100LX.

Platform Compatibility:

AST PowerExec EL, 2/25/EL, 4/25SL. Cannon NoteJet 486. Chaplet NBD
486SX-25, 486DX-33, NBE Series. CompuAdd 425TX, 425TXT. Data General
Walkabout 386SL. Dell 320SLi. Epson Action Note 4000. Grid Convertibles.
Hewlett Packard 100LX, OmniBook 300. Hyundai Courier. IBM ThinkPad
720,500 Series. NEC UltraLite Versa, Autograph. Northgate ZXP-XL.
Panasonic CF-580. Sharp PC 6881 and 6891 . Toshiba T1 OOLX,
T3300SL, T4500, T4600, T1900 series. Zenith Z-Lite series and many more.

r----------------------------------------YES! I'd like to order:
(Please circle/Check item #)
Item #

Ul

Description

For

PCMCIA FaX//Modem 14400bps
Chaplet PIN: FM144KUH

HP OmniBook.
HP100LX

I[l PCMCIA FaX//Modem 14400bps
Chaplet PIN: FM144KU

List Price
$399.

$399.

Other PCs

$ _ __

Qty: _ _

CA residents add 8.25 % sales tax $ _ __

Standards:

Shipping & Handling

Total : $ _ __
Name:-

Data Modes:
CCID V.32bis: 14400bps, V.32: 9600bps, V.23: 75/1200bps, V.22bis:
2400bps, V22: 1200bps, V.21 : 300bps, Bell 212A: 1200bps, Bell 103:
0-300bps.

Fax Modes:

$ _ __

(USA $10.00/Inlernational $20.00)

Hayes AT command set, MNP levels 1-5, CCID V.42, V.42bis.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sh ipp ing Address: _ _ _ _ __ __ __

_
_

_

City: _ _ _ __ _ _ State: _ _ Zip : _ __
Country: _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _
Phone:*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_

_ __

FAX: _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

CCID V.17: 14400bps, V.21 channel 2, CCID V.27ter: 4800bps,
CCID V.29: 9600bps, EIA Class 2, CCID Group III.

European PIT
Approvals available upon request. Standard with RJ-11 jack.
Call Chaplet today for further InformatIOn or your nearest local EgoFax/Modem distributors
Steepler Corp. RUSSIA
Tel: 095-246-6845
FAX: 502-224-1019

BEACON Corp. Japan
Tel: 03-3864-7361
FAX: 03-3864-8644

SED
Tel: (800) 444-8962
FAX: (404) 493-9481

Belmont
Tel: (800) 328-2488
FAX: (612) 454-8088

RONtN Nederland B.V.
Tel: 078-41 40 22
FAX: 078-41 31 64

EduCALC
Tel: (800) 677-7001
FAX: (714) 582·1445

UDC Group, Australia
Tel: 09-368·2111
FAX: 09-367-1833

Transmarco, Singapore
Tel: 278·8988
FAX: 273·1156

CompuSTAR
Tel: (800) 564-4219
FAX: (408) 747-0315

Payment By:

0

Check enclosed (payable to Chaplet Peripherals)
0 MasterCard
0 Discover
Card# _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date: _ _

..

o Visa

rnaPlet

'II.\~~
~~. ' -

,,..,z '

PERIPHERALS

252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA.
Tel:(408) 732-7950 • FAX:(408) 732-6050

Toll free: 1-800-308-3388

HP95LX· and HPIOOLX· are registered trademarks of Hewlett Packard Corporation. Ego FAX Modem· is a registered trademark of Chaplet Peripherals.
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Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper

With this issue we complete our second year publishing The HP Palmtop
Paper. Our thanks goes to
subscribers, contributors,
and advertisers. Collectively we make our HP Palmtops more useful and more
enjoyable.
The real thanks goes to
Hewlett Packard. A relatively few HP engineers in
Corvallis, Oregon developed the Palmtop, a productivity tool that enhances hundreds of thousands
lives in over a hundred
Top: Hal Goldstein
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall
countries. In this issue an
HP Corvallis engineer,
Everett Kaser, tells the story of how the HP Palmtops came to
be.
I think you'll find Everett's technical history intriguing.
We've included a glossary so words don't get in the way of
you enjoying a good story. If you read between the lines, you
will get a sense of the HP culture and of why HP has been able
to create exceptional products through the years. Many of you
will be surprised to see how an idea organically developed and
evolved into the HP 95LX and the HP lOOLX.
Once HP shipped the product, we the users have been
writing the Palmtop history. In the past two years The HP
Palmtop Paper has provided space for a doctor, a lawyer, a
farmer, an engineer, an athlete, a sales professional, a student,
and a Marine to tell how the HP Palmtop enhanced personal
and professional lives. In this issue we profile two more mobile
professionals, a technical support engineer and a sales manager
to find out more ingenious uses of this wonderful invention.
As you browse through the issue you will find much of
interest, no matter your level of technical sophistication.
Remember that we appreciate your feedback. Our goal is to
enhance the usefulness and enjoyment of your HP Palmtop. We
hope to serve you for many years to come.
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LETTERS
Designing
Microprocessor
Devices on the 100LX
I'm an electronics engineer
and I design microprocessor
controlled devices. So, computers are a MUST for me.
A few years ago I designed all my projects with
pencil, ruler & paper. I only
used my desktop computer
to write & compile the software that goes into the
EPROMS of the units I designed.
With time, more powerful
computers and better software came along. Then I was
able to do everything in a
computer and said goodbye
to my pencil & ruler. But it
wasn't enough!
I was getting the URGE
to continue my projects
while camping, waiting in
line at the movies, in the
bathroom, etc. I just hated
seeing time pass by and do
nothing. To correct my situation I carried a notebook
computer with me all the
time. Unfortunately size,
weight, and battery life got
in the way.
Imagine how HAPPY I
was when the first palmtops
came out. After playing
around with the Atari portfolio, Poqet PC, and ZEOS
POCKET PC, I discovered
the HP Palmtop. I was delighted to see that the guys
from Hewlett Packard had
the same thing in mind that
I had; an IBM compatible
computer that REALLY fits
in a pocket (not like the
other video-cassette sized
palmtops) and would run for
tens of hours on just 2 AA's.
Many times I think the HP
100LX was created just for
me.
Unfortunately, many
people viewed my Palmtop
as little more than an expensive gadget. Some even
thought I was a little crazy
to spend so much money
and time on this little "calculator."
In order to prove to others that VERY SERIOUS
work can be done on the HP

100LX, I decided to design
one of my projects from start
to finish, using ONLY the
HP 100LX.
I copied an old copy of
the OrCad electronics drafting software to my 10MB
flash card. I also copied my
favorite editor (QEDIT), two
assemblers (8088 & 68705),
EPROM programming software, a couple of my software libraries, and all the
technical information I
would need for all the chips
I was going to use for my
project.
When I finished filling up
my flash card, my HP 100LX
was ready for the work of
it's lifetime.
First, I wrote an overview
of my project. Then I started
designing the software for
the microprocessors used in
my project. At the same time
I was using OrCad and designed the schematic diagrams.
I finished this first part of
the project in a little over a

month and then proceeded
with the PC board design.
(The PC board is the cardboard where the electronic
components are mounted.)
The 100LX screen seemed a
bit small for drafting PCB's
but I soon forgot the small
screen & keyboard.
Finally, I programmed
the EPROMS (again with the
HPIOOLX), soldered the components on the PC board
and tested my project for the
first time.
After two months of
debugging and other hard
work, I finally had a finished
prototype ready for production - COMPLETELY designed on my 100LX.
I couldn't have completed
the project any faster on a
desktop computer. With a
desktop computer I'm stuck
in the same place all day
long. With the HP Palmtop,
my work is with me wherever I go. I did much of it
sitting under a tree in a big
park near my house. It was

more pleasant working outdoors, far from any AC outlet, not worrying about batteries, breathing clean air
and letting my creativity
reach its limits.
I bet the guys from HP
could use the HPlOOLX to
design the next HP palmtop
(HP 200LX?). In any event,
that's how my HP 100LX
became more important than
my other computers.
Ahhh! Those were the
nice summer days in the
park!
Harry Konstas
Montreal Quebec, CANADA
CompuServe ID: [72540,620J

Programming
Language Article
The Sep/Oct 93 issue of The
HP Palmtop Paper (page 32)
lists UTIL Forth as not running or available for the HP
100LX. A new version of
UTIL Forth that will work
on the 100LX was announced in the August 93
issue of The Forth Corner,

Electronic Pop-Up Notes for your Palmtop
Introducing

fastNOTES!
Resizable and
Overlapping Windows

A

TM

SWlrCHab/el

Global Searching
of Note contents

Imports and
Exports
Memo/ASCII
files

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus

fastNOTES! Features
• Create, organize and access information as popup notes on your HP Palmtop.
• Automatic time-stamping and text formatting
• Provides free··form database with global
searching capabilities.
• Imports and Exports MEMO and ASCII files
• Fully SWITCHablel with built-in 95LX applications
fastNOTES! (C 1095) ........................................... ........... $69
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Index allows
fast access
to any notes

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technotogles, Inc .
2880 Zanker Rood. Suite 103
Son Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fox: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

published by Essex and available on CIS. The new version will also create .EXM
files directly. Also, Essex's
CIS ID: [70412,2546] was
ommitted from the article.
Eddie Maddox
St . Paul,MN

Palmtop Case Wars
I spent quite a bit of time
examining EduCalc's relatively large (and kinda pricey) selection of palmtop
cases at their store today.
[EduCALC phone: 800-6777001; fax: 714-582-1445.1
The best case, in my
opinion, was the brand new
"Leather Desk" (#2764), a
high quality black leather
case with six card slots,
multiple interior pockets,
pen loop, detachable strap,
and a slick mounting bracket
for the Palmtop which is
VELCRO' ed to the case.
Nice, but steep at $64.95.
The TimeBoss Leather
Case (#2750, retails for) is a
nice case - smaller, and less
functional than the Leather
Desk, but with better leather.
[No longer available from EduCALe. Contact: Connection
Point Inc.; Phone: 608 757
0673; Fax: 608 755 1744.1
The real news is that the
POUCH case (#2736), retails
for $19.95. The POUCH
provides more pickpocket
protection than EduCalc's
"leather" case, which is wonderfully silent in comparison
to the alarming "RRRRIIIIIIPPPP" of the velcro fastener (a.k.a. built-in security
alarm) on the POUCH.
The EduCalc leather
wallet (#2638) is nicely
made, but the mounting
system for the PC is not as
secure. There isn't nearly
enough room inside and has
fewer features in contrast to
the Leather Desk. At $43.95,
you're better off with the
Leather Desk.
The remainder of their
zipper pouch cases seemed
pricey and/ or chintzy.
BOTIOM LINE: If you
need space for extra gear, go
for the Leather Desk. If you
want simple or inexpensive,
pick up the POUCH.
James Cummiskey
CompuServe ID: [72777,2266J

[Your idea of a CGA emulator, for the HP 95LX, is an idea
that Mark Scardina, Dave
Goodman, I, and a number of
other programmers explored
almost two years ago. Unfortunately none of us were able to
get this idea to work.
The HP 95LX's screen is
hard-wired to be a monochrome
display. Trying to make it
behave as a CGA monitor is no
small task. If all programs that
ran on a CGA color monitor
used the ROM BIOS to write
to the screen, there might be a
way to get them to work on the
HP 95LX.
However, most
CGA programs write directly to
the screen memory (IBM refers
to these programs as "ill-behaved".) Running such programs on the HP 95LX would
cause the computer to lock up.
Even if it were possible to
find a work-around for ill-behaved programs, the results
would not be satisfactory.
Screen updates would be too
slow. The performance of the
HP 100LX confirms this assertion. The 100LX operates as a

SOFT LEATHER
CASE ADDS NO BULK
I use the HP 28S soft leather
case for my 100LX. It fits
nicely and doesn't add much
more size to the entire package. It's easy to use and carry, although there's no belt
loop for those who like to
carry it on their belt...I got it
from Educalc.
Roger Prokic
Coco Beach, FL

LIKES PALMTREE'S
LEATHER CASE
I prefer the Palmtree leather
pouch. It adds minimum size
to the lOOLX, and has room
insid for several cards. [Contact: Palm tree Products; Phone:
617-871-7050; Fax: -6018.1

CGA Emulator for the
HP 95LX Possible?
Why not create a CGA emulator for the HP 95LX. That
way, more OOS software
would be able to run on the
original Palmtop.
Ariel L. Dembling
Buenos Aries

graphics monitor. It is slow
even though the computer is
running at twice the speed of
the HP 95LX, and is using a
built-in, graphics co-processor
(a bit bUtter is the name given
to such a co-processor.)
There have been several
graphics libraries for HP 95LX
programmers. These libraries
have been mentioned in the
Palmtop Paper (see pg. 49, MIJ
93, PRGT00L1&2.ZIP iii.)
They all use the built in ROM
BIOS routines to write to the
screen. The routines are wellbehaved, and relatively fast.
Lotus 1-2-3 does a good job
of creating graphics on the
95LX. It uses the ROM-BIOS
routines built into the 95LX.
In short, the way to create
graphics on the 95LX is to use
the methods detailed in the HP
documentation for System
Developers. To run ill-behaved,
CGA programs on a palmtop
computer, you'll need an HP
100LX - Ed Keefe.]
[Continued on page 54.1

Checkbook Credit Card $$ Management
Introducing

Check View!

NOW
HP 100LX

Compatible!

TM

Your Perfect Companion for Quicken™
Supports European
Date/$ Formats

Supports multiple
Account Files

Checkbook
interface
Instant Account
Summary

05/11/93
9:01 a~
CheckView!
File: BANKAMER
Type: Bank
12/ 10 Baby Bell Telephone Co
38.66
1992 S Long distance calls
3,624.74
310
Telephone
$
12/10 West Side Utility Co.
196.28
1992
Nove~ber electric bill
Utilities
$
3,428.46
311
12/ 15 Ajax Manufacturing Co.
1,125.00
1992 S Gross salary
DEP x salar~
$
'-::t
AI
'on I
Hel·
['elet e Ch~n·"e
[,~t
I

On-line Help

Check View! Features
• Instantly keeps track of your Checks. Deposits. Cash. Stocks.
Credit Card charges as transactions are made
• Simple checkbook user Interface with On-line Help
• Categorized transactions to show where your money Is spent
• Imports and exports data with Quicken. Managing Your Money
and other programs that supports QIF and WKI flies
• Creates WKI flies for analysis with Lotus 1-2-3
• Can be used as a stand-alone program on the 95LX. l00LX or PC
• Fully SWITCHablel with built-In 95LX applications

CheckView!" version 3.0 (C1205) ........ .. .... .. .......... .. .. .. . $49

Supports
Checks. Stocks
Credit Cards
Loans etc.

Running
Balance

Search for
transaction
history

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

~@OO ®
ACE Technologies . Inc.

2880 Zanker Road. Suite 103
San Jose. California 95134 U.S.A
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fox: 408-428·9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

'CheckVlewI was prelllously distributed os QulckVlewl Quicken Is 0 Irodemolk of IntuH
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. We invite
subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtop-related products they discover.
Vendors of HP Palmtop-related products should also send us information about their
products. (NOTE: Prices listed are suggested retail. Sometimes you will be able to
get a better price from a third-party vendor or discount catalog source.)
The IlD3 icon above the product name indicates that the product is suitable for the
95LX. The 1100LX I icon indicates a product suitable for the 100LX. We rely on
information we receive from the manufacturer and cannot test every piece of
hardware or software.
By Richard Hall and Hal Goldstein

Hardware
Batteries
l--_
...
'I

1lD31100LX I

Rayovac
"Renewals"
Rayovac's new AA Renewals
have almost double the capacity of the hi-capacity
NiCds. Alkaline manganese
rechargeables display a gradual fall off of voltage levels
as they discharge, so there
should be plenty of warning
on the 95LX or 100LX.
These batteries don't have
the "memory" problem associated with NiCds, but they do
lose capacity with each recharge and their capacity
eventually falls below the
level of the NiCds.
WARNING! Must use
Renewal rechargers. Using
100LX or other NiCd recharger cause the battery to leak,
damaging your recharger.
Availability . . . .. ....... . . . Now
Medium . . . ... . .. .. ... . Battery
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.50
(Pack of four at Walmart)
PS1 Recharger . . . ... $15 (approx)
(recharge up to 4 M or AMs)
PS2 Recharger. . . . .. $30 (approx)
(Recharge up to 8 AA or AMs)

AVAILABILITY: At Walmart or other
retail stores.
CONTACT: Rayovac Corporation,
Attn: Consumer Services, 601 Rayovac Drive, P.O. Box 44960, Madison,
WI 53744, USA; Phone: 800-237-7000
or 608-275-3340; Fax: 608-275-4577.

[ Connectivity

I

1'i.m!31100LX I

LXjPPI
Modem Cables
Cable to directly connect
your HP Palmtop to the Practical Peripherals 14400 FX
Pocket Modem via the circular 9-pin din socket, eliminating the need for gender
changers and null-modem
adapters. A second cable,
called the PC Extension, is
available which connects to
the first cable to adapt the
Palmtop to your Pc.
Custom cables to connect
to serial printers and other
modems are also available by
special requrest.
Availability .. . ..... .. .. . .. Now
Medium .. .. . . . .. . . ... ... cable
Pricing
HP/PPI cable ....... . .. $35
PC Extension .. . . .. . . . . $15
CONTACT: Shier Systems & Software,
1033 Business Center Circle, Newbury
Park, CA 91320, USA; Phone: 805498-6787; Fax: 805-498-8174; CompuServe 10: [75030,3374J.
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Jet Eye Infrared
Interface
This adapter connects to the
Centronics port of any parallel printer and lets you send
printing jobs to the printer
via the HP 95LX, 100LX, or
OmniBook 300 Infrared port.
[See Advertising, page 44.}

Availability . . ..... . . ... ... Now
Pricing
JetEye for 95LX . ..... .. $95
JetEye for 100LX .... . .. $117
(Also works with OmniBook 300)
JetEye for OmniBook 300 $110
CONTACT: Extended Systems, Inc.,
5777 N. Meeker Avenue, Boise, 10
83704, USA; Phone: 800-235-7575 or
406-587-7575; Fax: 406-587-9170.
1100LX I

Visual Media
Adapt er Card
This Small Computer Systems
Interface (SCSI) adapter card
lets you connect to peripherals with SCSI adapters.

[

Keyboards

1m!311100LX I

Dock101
Provides HP Palmtops and
other PC-compatible computers with a full-size keyboard.
Connects to the Palmtop via
the serial port. Comes with
device driver for the HP
95LX and one for regular PCcompatible computers.
Works with 100LX in
DOS, not with built-in apps.
Availability ....... . ....... Now
Pricing ...... . . . .. . ....... $99
CONTACT: Key Tronic, Box 14687,
Spokane, WA 99214-0687, USA;
Phone: 509-928-8000; Fax: 509-9275248.

Fax/Modem Cards
(see special section, page 11)

[See Advertising, page 29.}

Availability ... . ......... .. Now
Medium ... . . PCMCIA Type II card
Tested on 100LX by .. Manufacturer
Pricing ... . ... .. ..... ... $285
CONTACT: New Media Corporation,
15375 Barranca, Building BIOI, Irvine,
CA 92718, USA; Phone: 800-453-0550
or 714-453-0100; Fax: 714-453-0114.

I

[ Memory Cards

I

1m!311100LX I

PCMCIA
Flash Cards
Low power Flash cards.
Compatible with PCMCIA

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
version 2 and Intel Series II
industry standards. Available
in capacities from 256K to
2MB with 5 volt operation
and programming voltages
(can read and write from
either HP Palmtop. Also
available in capacities from
256K to 4MB, with 5 volt operation and 12 volt programming voltages (can read from
either Palmtop, but would
have to write to from desktop
PC). Prices of 5 volt cards
only listed.
[See Advertising, page 29.}

Availability .. .. ..... . . . . . . Now
Medium ..... PCMCIA Flash cards
Pricing
256K ................ $111
512K ... .. ... .. .. .... $151
1MB . .. .. ......... . . $234
2MB ..... ... .. .... .. $399
CONTACT: New Media Corporation,
15375 Barranca, Bui/ding B101, Irvine,

CA 92718, USA; Phone: 800-453-0550
or 714-453-0100; Fax: 714-453-0114.
1100LX I

SunDisk 40MB
Flash Memory Card
SunDisk's new SDP5A-40 solid-state Flash memory card
has a formatted capacity of
41.9MB, which can be doubled to 80MB with compression software preloaded on
the card.
This new PCMCIA II
mass storage card will work
with the HP 100LX and the
HP OrnniBook superportable
computer.
Availability . . .. . 1st Quarter, 1994
Medium . .. . ... .. PCMCIA II card
Pricing ... . . . . . . $1,995 (approx)
CONTACT: SunDisk Corporation,
3270 Jay Street, Santa Clara, CA
95054, USA; Phone: 408-562-0595;
Fax: 408-562-3403.

1100LX I

Jay Street, Santa Clara, CA 95054,
USA; Phone: 408-562-0595; Fax: 408562-3403.

Sun Disk Extended
Temperature Flash
Cards
SunDisk's new SDP5I FlashDisk product family extends
the temperature range in
which storage devices can
operate. The new product
line has an operating range of
-13°F to +167°F (-25°C to
+75°C). According to SunDisk, the product line responds to the needs of customers with storage requirements in harsh environments.
The Extended Temperature Flash cards will be available in capacities ranging
from 1.8MB to 40MB and can
be purchased with compression software pre-loaded.
Availability . .... 1st Quarter, 1994
Medium .. .. ... . . PCMCIA II card
Pricing .. ... .. . . $250 to $2,500
CONTACT: Sundisk Corporation, 3270

[ Wireless Receivers
1100LX I

SkyTel.PCMCIA
Card Wireless
Receiver
The SkyCard, a PCMCIA
card receiver designed for the
HP 100LX that will allow the
Palmtop computer to access
wireless messages over its
SkyTel paging system. SkyTel
subscribers will be able to
receive "post-card length
messages," applications and
calendar updates, stock
quotes and news services
over the system using the
card. SkyTel had about 241,
400 subscribers as ofJune 30.
Availability . ... ... December 1993

Learn a Foreign Language
on Your HP Computer

ENJOY mD@ SAYINGS

Introducing Transparent Language®
Pocket-Consultant'" PC Cards

ON YOUR 95LX PURCHASES

Now you can learn a foreign language the
most enjoyable way - by reading classic
literature in the original language. Choose
from Spanish, French, Italian, Latin or
German.
Simply highlight any text with your
cursor and you instantly see the meaning of
the word, full sentence meaning, grammar
and more.
To increase the effectiveness of the
program, each story is also available on an
audio cassette so you can hear the language
spoken as you follow along on the display
screen of your HP computer.
Each Introductory Collection includes:
• the Transparent Language Program®
• 4 titles in the language of your choice
• plus a title on audio cassette
There are also 10 additional dual·language
collections-67 titles in 5 languages in all!
Runs on the HP lOOLX Palmtop PC and
the new HP OmniBook 300 Superportable.

Special Introductory Offer: Only $179
Timberlake Industries
7420 Unity Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN USA 55443
Tel: (612) 229-6260 • Fax: (612) 566-6727

I

Whe. You Ch.... From Our Selectlo. of U.... Pro"ulll
USED 95LX PRODUCTS
Hardware:
95LX (512K)
$275
95LX (1MB)
$375
AC Adapter
$10
Connectivity Pack
$59
Jey£ye Infrared to Laserjet
printer interface
$75
New Media 2400 Fax/Modem Card $175
Serial to Parallel Converter
$59
Sparcom Drive 95
$189
Sparcom Station 95
$38
Software:
ACT!
$59
Fastwrite!
$49
GlobalLink Foreign Translation:
German, French, Spanish
$59
Switch!
$39
~ Additional products in stock - call for
availability and pricing. Quantities are lim·
ited.

All Used Products are:
~ Backed by a full 30·Day Warranty
~

Carefully tested, inspected, cleaned,
repaired and repackaged.

We Also Carry New
95LX & 'OOLX Pro"ucts

>-

Great prices on memory cards:
128K SHAM
512K SHAM
1 Mb SHAM
2 Mb SHAM

$35
$79
$169
$279

We Buy Use" Computers

>-

Sell us your old 95LX

We also buy accessories and peripherals.

>-

Trade-in your old 95LX for a
new100LX
Find out how you can keep your 95LX
until you receive your new 100LX.

>-

Trade in your Omnibook 386 for
a new 486

CLASSIC COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 499 • Fairfield. IA 52556
(515) 472-0383 • FAX: (515) 472-0393
Monday - Friday • 10AM - 4PM Central Time

Ask for a free catalog when you order
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WARNING:
Your subscription
may be about
to expire

One of the
best newsletter deals
in the computer industry
just got better for '94!

Check address label
for expiration
date

RENEW ORSUBseRIBE NOW TO
rHI HP PALMrop PAPIR

AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
~~~
USuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
uTerrific... " - Mark Gitlitz

"PC CARD REVIEW"
A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
ofPCMCIA cards becoming
#r,r'Trrf'io.
a vailab Ie:

"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
spedfically for the HP Palmtops.
I don 't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy or just
looking.

"BEST PALMTOP TIPS"

THE SUBSCRIBER

SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM
NETWORK· WIRELESS • MORE

POWlEaD'SK

Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing

A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best Programs, Games and
Utilities we can find, many subscribers have told
us that the PowerDisk alone is worth far more
than the cost of a SUbscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

The HP Palmtop Paper.

Great for users at any level!

USE ORDER CARD THIS ISSUE
USE THE ORDER
CARD IN THIS
ISSUE OR CALL
800-373-6114
Outside U.S. 515-472-6330

OR FAX:
515-472-1879

1 YEAR

2 YEARS (save $9)

6 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
1 Subscriber PowerDisk

12 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
2 Subscriber PowerDisks

......................... only $39

.........................only $69

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
Medium .......... PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N.A.
CONTACT: SkyTel Corporation, 1350
I Street, NW, 11th Floor, Washington,
DC 20005, USA: Phone: 202-4087444; Fax: 202-336-5333.
1100LXI

Wireless ee:Maii
System
Wireless cc:Mail lets you access your cc:Mail mailbox
from your 100LX via the
RAM Mobile Data service.
Both your HP 100LX and you
company LAN server must
be equipped with Intel wireless modem. The wireless
modem, or "Router" unit on
your LAN server provides a
direct, wireless connection
between the customer's LANbased network and the RAM
wireless data networks.
RAM also offers dedicated wired server/network
connections for users with
more demanding needs.
The system requires an
HP 100LX (which comes with
cc:Mail software) and an HP
Connectivity pack to transfer
necessary software to the
Palmtop. LAN networks must
have cc:Mail Router V4.0 software installed.
Availability ........ . . . .. . . Now
Software Runs under SysMgr .. No
Pricing
Remote unit .. . . . . . ... $795
Wireless modem cable . . . . $20
Router unit . . . . ... .. . . $795
cc:Maii Router software $1 ,295
CONTACT: RAM Mobile Data, 600
Pinnacle Court, Suite 660, Norcross,
GA 30071, USA; Phone: 404-6621740; Fax: 404-662-1758.

._-_...

Software

l

Health Care

I'

1100LX I

Clini-Cale
Anesthesiology
Software
The software program for use
by anesthesiologists performs
computation and data management functions, and includes drug formularies that
scale drug doses to patients'
weight. The program can be

customized to meet personal
drug dose preferences.
Purchase software only,
or complete package including 100LX, software, and connectivity kit.
Availability . . ..... . ....... Now
Medium . .... . ... .. . Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . . ....... No
Pricing
Software only ......... $279
Complete package. . .. $1,086
CONTACT: Shasta Logic Corporation,
1808 Avenida La Posta, Encinitas, CA
92024, USA; Phone: 800-234-9086 or
619-632-6398; Fax: 619-632-0631.

[

Miscellaneous

I

1100LX I

Mise Programs
on PCMCIA Cards
The following programs are
available on PCMCIA II cards
for the HP 100LX, OmniBook,
or most PCMCIA systems.

Bearings. . . . . . . . . . .. $79
Program for pilots, skippers,
radio amateurs or anyone
needing to know precise
bearings or great circle directions from one location to
another.

Construction Estimator . $329
Stores materials prices, runs
totals, improves accuracy and
cuts estimating time.

DietHelper ........... $169
Tracks intake of calories,
sodium, cholesterol, fiber,
and 20 other variables.

Finance . . .. .. .. .. . .. $89
Learn and do basic financial
analysis, mortgages, loan
analysis, bond analysis, compound interest, and more.

GraphMaster . . . . . . . . . $99
Create bar/line, pie, scatter
and text charts or graphs.
Make simple or complex
charts with overlays of several types of information. Also
plots math functions.

Gravitor .. . . .. .. .. ... $89

issues while program tracks
changes. Flexible reporting
lets you see the data you
want. Export to word processing or spreadsheet.

Palm Reader .... . . . .. $79
Record hand measurement
data and "reads" your palm.

PhysiCalc ........... $79
Reviews the major areas of
mechanics, gravity, light,
quantum mechanics, and
relativity. Includes 30 key
equations, and more.

RentalManager . .. .. .. $189
Easy entry of data; provides
detailed information on your
rental properties.

RuneMaster . . . . . . . . .. $79
Explore the secrets of the
Runes.
[See Advertising, page 45.}

Availability .. ... . . .. . . .. . . Now
Medium .. . .. PCMCIA Type II card
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Note Takers
l--_
....
'I

1m3

Notepad 1.7 Ii
Notepad is an application for
the HP 95LX that combines
the free-form editing of
MEMO with the structure of
APPT and PHONE. Any file
can be viewed/edited in
summary form, or opened up
to be edited as text.
Notepad can directly read
and write MEMO, PHONE,

HP Palmtop Users Groups
If you are interested in participating in an HP Palmtop users group,
please contact the following individuals. Write us if you wish to be added
as a contact to form a users group in your area.

Cleveland, OH Users Group
95LX1100LX users in the Cleveland area should contact: Craig de
Fasselle, c/o MEM, Inc., 4702 East 355th St., Willoughby, OH 44094;
Work Phone: 216-951-1333; Home Phone: 216-256-1339.

Detroit, Michigan Users Group
95LX1100LX users in the Detroit area should contact: Jeff Zorn, 29311
Aranel, Farmington Hills, MI48334-2815; Phone: 313-489-1855 (EST) or
Louis Peeples, St. Clair Shores MI48080; Home Phone: 313-774-5065;
Work Phone: 313-777-9390.

Florida (Central) Users Group
95LXl100LX users in the central Florida area should contact: Roger
Prokic CIS: [73044,3700}; Phone: 407-799-0583.

Los Angeles, California Users Group
95LXl100LX users in the LA area should contact: Dave Shier at
805-498-6787; Fax: 805-498-8174; CIS: [75030,3374} for more information.

NJINY (USA) Users Group
95LX1100LX users in the New Jersey/New York area. Contact: Stanley
Dobrowski, 113 Carlton Avenue, East Rutherford, NJ, 07073-1038; CIS
10: [71031,2162}; Phone: 201-807-5857 (work).

Richmond, VA (USA) Users Group

Calculates the gravitational
forces on astronomical bodies
such as stars and planets and
determines their orbits; paths
are plotted.

For 95LX11 OOLX users in the Central Virginia area. Contact: John Haskell,
7102 Three Chopt Road, Richmond, VA 23226-3615. CIS 10: [70750, 1243} or Phone: 804-288-6073 (work).

Inventory Express ..•.. $299

Southern African HP Palmtop/Omnibook Users Group

Item master database stores
over 15 fields of information.
Enter orders, receipts, and

HP Palmtop/Omnibook in South Africa should contact: James Dean. CIS
10: [70714,613}; Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/H); Fax: (011) 806-1353.
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and APPT files, and can convert among them. Users can
create templates and forms,
to make their own applications. The program also includes hypertext capability,
database import and export,
file-based password protection, and mail-merge capabilities.
This application is well
suited for note-taking, simple
database work, organizing
random information, and for
extracting and manipulating
phone and appointment book
records. Because it runs under the System Manager, it is
easy to exchange information
with any of the built-in applications using clipboard's
Copy and Paste functions .
(Reported to work in 40-col
mode on thel00LX, but not to
read or write 100LX APPT and
PHONE files and databases.)
Availability .. .... . ... . .. .. Now
Medium .. . . . .. .. ... Shareware
Runs under SysMgr . ... .. .. . Yes
Shareware fee ... . . . .. ..... $30
($35 if furnished on disk)
CONTACT: Charles Hayden, 3 Cypress Court, Fair Haven, NJ 07704,
USA; CompuServe 10: [71224,245].

Upgrades,
Updates,
Corrections
1lDJ11OOLX I

New Version
of ABKTool Iii
ABKTool, Version 3.1 is the
latest revision of the stand-alone viewer and editor of
.ABK appointment book files
created by the 95LX APPT
program, designed to make
calendar / todo list use and
maintenance more flexible
and convenient. It runs on
the 95LX and PC compatibles,
allowing you to use your
.ABK files on many different
systems. Functional SYSMGR
compliance is achieved by
loading it as a TSR and using
a supplied .EXM calling program.
New features since version 2.0 include monthly appointment (textual or graphical) views, the ability to store

search parameters and insert
keywords into entries by
selecting from a list of previous searches; file merger; text
export; DD/MM/ YY date;
and 24 hour time format
support; current date and
time shown on main screens.

HP News
New 486·based OmniBook
Hewlett-Packard Company has released its new 486-based version of the
OmniBook supportable PC that offers almost a 50% performance
improvement overthe original. The new OmniBook 425 has the same fullsized keyboard, long (up to 8 hour) battery life, unique pop-up mouse,
and a sUite of Microsoft Windows applications as the original OmniBook
300. OmniBook customers get unlimited free support. For hardware
repair, HP offers overnight product exchange through its Express
Exchange Program (free the first year of ownership, extendable to three
years With purchase of a product support pack).
In spite of rumors to the effect on CompuServe, HP has not announced an upgrade program for OmniBook 300 users. If they do, we will
publish it in The HP Palmtop Paper.

Availability .. . . .. . .... . . .. Now
Medium ...... . .. . .. Shareware
Runs under SysMgr .. . .. . .. TSR
(Terminate stay resident program)
Shareware fee . . . . . . . ... . .. $30
(Upgrade free to existing users.)
CONTACT: Download ABKTL.EXE
from library 7 of the HPHAND forum
on CompuServe. Also available on
disk from the author for the registration
fee plus $5 ($8 for overseas addresses) shipping and handling. Specify
5.25" or 3.5" DOS formatted disks
(sorry, Mac format not available).
Paul Kramer, One Linden Place,
Woodland, CA 95695, USA; Compuserve 10: [72276,3602J.

1IlD31100LX I

OMNIBOOK PRODUCTS

U.S. prices of new OmniBook related products and products with price changes.
Page 19 of the JuVAug 93 issue lists other OmniBook related products:

OmniBook 425140MB hard disk) (Fl036A) ..... .... . . . ... ...... $2,125
OmniBook 425 10MB flash disk) (Fl034A) ..... . ... ..... ........ 2,375
OmniBook 300 40MB hard disk) (Fl032A) . . ... . .. .. . .... ....... 1,600
OmniBook 300 10MB flash disk) (Fl021A) .. .. . .......... .. . . ... 1,850
5MB Flash RO Card (Fl012A) . . .... . ..... . .... . .. .. . ... .. . .. 375
10MB Flash ROM Card (Fl013A) .. . .... . . . . . ...... .. .. . .... ... 600
40MB Hard Disk Drive (Fl050A) . .. .. .. . ... . . .. ... .. . . . . .. .. . . . 400

•

acCIS/SM 2.0 Iii
acCIS/SM is a powerful
CompuServe access manager,
specially designed for use on
the HP Palmtop Pc. This
new version has many new
functions and improvements,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Greatly enhanced speed
for scanning message files
and formatting messages.
New macro manager to
easily select and run
external macros.
New external macros to
retrieve ENS messages
etc.
Support for Gateways
(like ZNT: for Ziffnet).
Several search functions
to message reader.
Save a message to a
named file.
new top menu function to
View *.ann, *.cat, and
*.snx files.
Keycode for Sysmgr compliant editors to setup
(EDIT line) to support
ALL kinds of editors, not
only Memo and Freyja.
Pasting UID from clipboard when UID list is
displayed.
Macro options which
allow control of each
online run.
Automatically download
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•
•

•

messages by keyword.
Automatically delete a
message from the message board, or to delete
or age me s sages or
threads via the TapOrder
program.
Library scans by filename
Translation of special
characters like 1\, I, -, %
and umlaut characters
when composing.
Plus lots of minor changes, enhancements and
bug fixes.

Availability ....... . .... . . . Now
Medium . ... .. .. . . .. Shareware
Runs under SysMgr . ..... . .. Yes
Shareware fee ... . . . . .... . . $35
Upgrade registered users. Free
CONTACT: AcCIS/SM 2.0 can be
downloaded from CompuServe HPHAND forum, library 5 as ACCIS9ZIP.
Registered users of acCIS/SM 1.0 or
1.1 may upgrade to version 2.0 at no
cost.

m!31100LX I

LapMap for
the 100LX
LapMap is a moving map
display for pilots we first
mentioned in Sep/Oct 1992.
This new 100LX version, like
the 95LX version, connects
your HP Palmtop to your onboard Loran or GPS receiver
and shows where you are,
where you will be, and your
projected ground track rela-

tive to airports, navaids, and
special use airspace.
Availability .. ... . .. ... . . .. Now
Medium . . .. .. . . . . PCMCIA Card
Runs under 95lX SysMgr . . . . . No
Pricing
100lX version . . . . . . . . . $790
95lX version . . . . . . . . . . $790
CONTACT: Peacock Systems, 200
Hanscom Dri, Suite 305, Beadford, MA
01730, USA; Phone: 800-533-1012 or
617-274-8218; Fax: 617-274-8130.

Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK
'CIS " SHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR

ABKTool 3.1

NID 93
aeGIS/8M. . NlD 93

NotePad. .. N/D 93

'CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software
distributed free of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide to
use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This goes for any
shareware found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.

Many of these files may be
found on America Online in the
Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

AOL -

SPECIAL THIRD PARTY PRODUCT REPORT

PCMCIA Fax/Modems
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
Below is a list of PCMCIA Type /I Data/Fax modems that should work with the HP 100LX (modem
only, see note on fax below). We indicate below whether HP or the Manufacturer tested the product
on the 100LX, or whether the product is "Untested." Although we generally only list new products
in this section, we have included previously listed fax/modem cards for the sake of completeness.
Only one card, the New Media PalmModem, works with the HP 95LX. In addition, because of
the large size of fax software and the limited memory on the 100LX, the fax portion of some of these
fax/modem cards cannot be used on the 100LX. The entries below indicate whether the card has
been tested (and works) in the Palmtop, and who tested it (either HP or the manufacturer). The HP
Palmtop Paper has not tested any of these products and is making no recommendations as to their
suitability in the Palmtops. Here are a few points that may apply to any of these data/fax cards:
1. Cards can drain Batteries.
PCMCIA card data/fax modems
draw their power from the computer in which they are inserted. This
will drain your lOOLX's batteries.
It's best to connect the 100LX to the
AC adapter when using a fax/
modem card and to remove the
card when not using it.

2. Fax capabilities may not work.
Fax software may be too big to fit
on the 100LX's internal C drive.
Since the fax/modem card occupies
the memory card slot, putting the
software on a memory card is no
solution. You may not be able to
use the fax capabilities of some of
these cards in the lOOLX.

3. Installing Fax/Modem cards:
Follow the instructions in the HP
lOOLX User's Guide (pages 37-3 to
37-4). If the fax/modem card does
not work, contact the manufacturer
of the card. They will be able to
help you better than HP Tech Support. Remember, the Fax portion of
these cards may not work.

1100LXI

Angia
Fax/Data Modem
High speed PCMCIA Type 2,
Fax/Data modem that works
on the HP 100LX and other
PC's with a PCMCIA 2.0,
type II or III card slot (like
the HP OmniBook 300).
Supports error correction
(V.42, MNP 2-4) and data
compression (V42.bas, MNP5)
protocols. Also supports
Hayes Auto-Sync protocol.
Meets CCITT and Bell
standards. Includes auto dial,
auto answer, and full or half
duplex.
Availability . .... . .. ..... . . Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. Manufacturer

Touch runs at 14,400 bps for
both data and fax, with compression rates up to 57,600.

9304 Deering Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311, USA; Phone: 800-632-2378 or
818-773-9600.
1100LX I

1100LX I

Availability . . ........... . . Now
Tested in 100LX by: . . ... Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium .. ... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $599
CONTACT: AT&T Paradyne, 8545
126th Avenue North, Largo, FL 34649,
USA; Phone: 800-545-2354 or 813530-2000; Fax: 813-532-5271.

AT& T Paradyne
KeeplnTouch

1100LX I

Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium . .... PCMCIA Type II card
Pricing
14400 bps Fax/Modem . . $549
9600 bps Fax/Modem ... $489
CONTACT: Angia Communications,
Inc., 441 East Bay Boulevard, P.O.
Box 50540, Provo, UT 84605, USA;
Phone: 800-877-9159 or 801-3710488; Fax: 801-373-9847.

A data/fax modem that can
connect directly to AT&T,
NEC, and Nokia phones. Has
the Enhanced Throughput
Cellular protocol. KeepIn-

Results of Hewlett·Packard FaxIModem Testing
HP technical support informs us that they have not tested many of the
fax/modem cards listed in this issue. According to HP, they have only
confirmed functional fax capabilities for New Media's PalmModems.
HP has tested and confirmed that the following modem cards work
with the DataCOMM application in the HP 100LX: the Centennial 24/96;
the Intel 2400; and the following Megahertz fax/modems: XJll44,
CC3144 XJ124FM, CC324FM.

Best Data Products
Smart One 1442
Operates in background
mode, ready to send and receive fax and data without
interrupting while you are
working on your computer.
This 14,400 bps data/fax modem supports error correction
and data compression at levels up to V.42.
Availability .. . . ... . .... .. . Now
Tested in 100LX by: . .... Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium . . . . . PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $599
CONTACT: Best Data Products, Inc.,

Centennial 24/96
FaX/Modem Card
A PCMCIA Type II card with
a 2400 bps data modem and
a 9600 fax modem (product #
CR9624FM).
Availability . . . ... . ........ Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. .... . .. HP
(Confirmed to work with DataCOMMj
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium . .... PCMCIA Type II card
Pricing ... . .... . ......... $239
CONTACT: Centennial, Inc., 37 Manning Road, Suite 1, Billerica, MA
01821, USA; Phone: 800-535-3668 or
508-670-0646; Fax: 508-670-9025.
1100LX

I

ComCard·1
Fax/Modem Card
A 2400/9600 PCMCIA fax
modem that includes PDA
fax software for the 100LX.
Featuring V.42 / V.42bis and
MNP Level 2-5 error correction and data compression.
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SPECIAL THIRD PARTY PRODUCT REPORT
ComCard-1 also includes an
automatic standby and power
down feature to reduce power consumption. Features include Group III fax compatibility, EIA Class 2 capabilities, a 19.2Kbps DTE interface
rate and complete PCMCIA
2.1 compatibility. ComCard-1
is compatible in any Type II,
III, and Toshiba's Type IV
PCMCIA slots. ComCard-1
eaSily interchanges with other
PCMCIA compliant systems,
includes Windows and DOS
fax software, and comes with
a five-year warranty and tollfree technical support.
Availability . . .......... . .. Now
Tested in 100LX by: . . Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: Manufacturer
Medium . .... PCMCIA Type II card
Pricing .... . ............. $325
CONTACT: DataTrek, 4505 Wyland
Drive, Suite 400, Elkhart IN, 46516,
USA; Phone: 800-PCMCIA7; 219-522-

8000; Fax: 219-522-0822.
1100LX I

Compaq 144 Modem
A 14,400 bps data/fax
modem that can connect to a
cellular phone with an interface cable. Comes with the
high-speed MNP-10 error
control protocol.
Availability ... . .... .... . .. Now
Tested in 100LX by: ..... Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: . . Untested
Medium .. ... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $649
CONTACT: Compaq Computer Corporation, P.O. Box 692000, Houston, TX
77269-2000, USA; Phone: 800-3451518 or 713-370-0670.
1100LX I

DATA RACE
Redi CARD
Comes with "BatterySaver"
mode that puts datal fax mo-

dem into a low power mode
when not in use. Redi CARD
is a 14,400 bps data/fax modem supporting data compression up to V.42bis.
Availability ......... . . . ... Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium .. . .. PCMCIA Type II card
List price
.... .......... $399
CONTACT: Data Race, 11550 IH-tO
West, Suite 395, San Antonio, TX
78230, USA; Phone: 800-749-7223 or
210-558-1900; Fax: 210-558-1929.
1100LX I

error-free data transmission.
Three operating modes conserve system's battery when
not in use.
[See Advertising, page 2.}
Availability ... ........ .. . . Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: Manufacturer
Medium .. .. .... . . PCMCIA Card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399
CONTACT: Chaplet Peripherals, 252
North Wolfe Rd., Sunnyvale CA,
94086, USA; Phone: 800-308-3388 or
408-732-7950; Fax: 408-732-6050;
CompuServe 10: [76004,3660}.

1100LX I

Ego 14400
Fax/Modem Card
The PCMCIA-card modem
with functional fax sends and
receives data and faxes at
14,400 bps. Ego Fax/ Modem
includes V.42bis protocol,
which enhances the speed by
compressing data and insures

Epson EMF 144
A 14,400 bps data/fax
modem supporting error correction and data compression
at levels up to V.42.
Availability ............... Now
Tested in 100LX by: ..... Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium . . .. . PCMCIA Type II card

EMERGENCY AND
MEDICAL
PROVIDERS:

Introducing the Personal Dietician
That Fits in the Palm of Your Hand

• New Software puts
MEDICAL
REFERENCE
DATABASE in the
PALM of your hand!

The Personal Food Analyst is a
Powerful, Compact Nutritional
Software Program That:

• By touching a few keys,
PALMTOX gives quick
access to drugs and
management in the
overdose setting.
• PALMPEDS provides
emergency evaluation
and treatment guidelines to manage acute
pediatric illness.

Available immediately for
the HP 100LX Palmtop

New Price: $175
Call: 800-258-2550
Fax: (414) 241-8514

• Builds an individualized weight management
program around your personal profile and
health goals
• Contains a built-in database of over 4,100
foods , each broken down into 27 nutrients
(Consumer Version)
• Displays a calendar of daily goals for calories,
proteins, fats, carbohydrates, cholesterol and
22 other nutrients
• Tracks multiple diets at the same time
• Is designed exclusively for the HP 95 or lOOLX

Easy to Use
• 20 minutes to learn and set up
• Records and analyzes daily food intake
• Displays remaining calorie and nutrient
counts daily
• Comes on handy I meg ROM card

Recommended
• Used by all first year students at University of
Arizona medical school to assist in nutritional
studies
• Recommended by TakeCare, Inc., one of the
largest HMO's in the country
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Professional Version

$289

Designed for doctors, personal trainers, nutritional
consultants and serious athletes

Consumer Version*

$89

Ideal for health-conscious individuals
'Includes full credit for upgrade to Professional Version

MIRICJLL
CORPORATION

800-732-7707
Fax: (719) 598-5790

SPECIAL THIRD PARTY PRODUCT REPORT
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499
CONTACT: Epson America, Inc.,
20770 Madrona Ave., Torrance, CA
90509, USA; Phone 800-922-8911 or
310-787-6300.
1100LXI

EXP ThinFax
9624 BasicLX
9600 Send/4800 Receive Fax/
2400bps modem with EXP
Mini-Fax software built directly into ROM memory on
the card. Mini-Fax allows a
user to Send and Receive
faxes directly from the HP
100LX. Features include:
• Previewing a fax on the
screen before it is sent;
• Viewing a fax on the
screen after it has been received.
Availability ..... . ...... ... Now
Tested in 100LX by: . . Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: Manufacturer
Medium .... . PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $249
CONTACT: EXP Computer, Inc., 223
Michael Drive, Syosset, NY 11791,
USA; Phone: 516-496-3703; Fax: 516-

496-2914.
1100LX I

GVC Fax/Modem
The GVC FM9648/24 (P)
transmits data at 2400 bps,
sends faxes at 9600 and receives faxes at 4800 bps. The
unit comes with Quick Link
II communications software.
Availability ............. . . Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. Manufacturer
(Confirmed to work with DataCOMM)

Fax tested in 100LX by: Manufacturer
Medium . . .. . PCMCIA Type II card
Pricing ... . . .. .. .. . .. . ... $369
CONTACT: GVC Technology, Inc.,
Lafayette Road, Sparta, NJ 07871,
USA; Phone 800-289-4821 or 201579-3630.
1100LX I

Intel PCMCIA 24/96
Data/Fax Modem
A 2400 data, 9600 fax modem
supporting error correction
and data compression using
V.42/V.42bis. Works with the
HP 100LX's Datacomm and

CC: Mail mobile applications.
Following software included
with the Intel 24/96 does not
work on the 100LX: Card
Manager, FAX ability, and
HyperACCESS.
Availability ... ... . ... . . . .. Now
Tested in 100LX by: . ... HP & Intel
(Confirmed to work with DataCOMM)

Fax tested in 100LX by: . . Untested
Medium ... .. PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $249
CONTACT: Intel Corporation, 2200
Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara,
CA 95052, USA; Phone: 800-538-3373
or 916-356-3551.
1100LX I

Megahertz Fax/Data
Modem Cards
These card modems are for
use with the HP 100LX, or
any computer with a PCMCIA 2.0, type II or III card
slot (like the HP OmniBook
300). These modems provide
advanced error correction implemented by the Y.42 protocol and use the Hayes AT
command set, as well as Bell
and CCITT standards and
protocols to provide worldwide compatibility.
Send and receive faxes
between your portable computer and any Group III fax
or data/fax modem.
The first two models
connect to an RJ-ll phone
jack via a six foot cord. The
XJACK Fax/Modem cards
have a retractable RJ-11 connector that pops out of one
end of the card to connect to
a phone cable.
Availability . .. .. . .. . ... ... Now
Tested in 100LX by: . ...... .. HP
(Confirmed to work with DataCOMM)

Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Pricing
14400 Fax/Modem card .. $319
9600 Fax/Modem card . . . $299
2400/9600 Fax/Modem card$239
14400 XJACK card ..... $399
9600 XJACK card ...... $369
2400/9600 XJACK card . . $249
CONTACT: Megahertz, 4505 South
Wasatch Blvd., Salt Lake City, UT
84124, USA; Phone: 800-LAPTOPS or
801-272-6000; Fax: 801-272-6077.

1100LX I

1100LX I

Practical
Peripherals
PractiCARD 144

Smart Exchange
1414

A 14,400 bps data/fax
modem supporting V.42 error
correction and data compression.
Availability ............... Now
Tested in 100LX by: .. Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: . . Untested
Medium ..... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $449
CONTACT: Practical Peripherals, 375

A 14,400 bps data/fax
modem with power saving
mode and flash memory to
facilitate upgrading. Supports
V.42 error correction and data
compression.
Availability ............... Now
Tested in 100LX by: . . . .. Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium ..... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $549
CONTACT: Smart Modular Technologies, Inc., 45531 Northport Loop West,
Fremont, CA 94538, USA; Phone:

Conejo Ridge Avenue, Thousand
Oaks, CA 91361, USA; Phone: 800442-4774 or 805-497-4774; Fax: 805374-7200.

1100LX I

1100LX I

WorldPort 14.4
Fax/Data

PIICEON Dispatcher
A v.32 14.4K data/fax
modem ready to connect to a
cellular phone. Comes with
V.42 data compression, class
I and II capability.
Availability .......... . .... Now
Tested in 100LX by: ... . . Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium ..... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $389
CONTACT: PIICEON, Inc., 1996
Lundy Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131,
USA; Phone: 408-432-8030; Fax: 408943-1309.

510-623-1231.

Features Data Access Arrangement, which provides
the interface between the telephone system and modem.
Compatible with modems,
faxes, computers worldwide.
The World Port 14.4 has the
MNP-10 protocol. Attached
cable, 9-volt battery included.
Availability ............... Now
Tested in 100LX by: .... . Untested
Fax tested in 100LX by: .. Untested
Medium ..... PCMCIA Type II card
List price
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399
CONTACT: U.S. Robotics, 8100 N.
McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 600762999, USA; Phone: 800-342-5877 or
708-982-5010; Fax: 708-982-5235.

1E!31100LX I

Fax/Modem for both 95LX and 100LX
New Media is the only manufacturer that offers Fax/Modem cards that work
with both HP Palmtops. These 2400 baud modem cards fit in the Palmtop's
memory card slot. Resident in the PalmModem is PalmTerm, a terminal
emulation program optimized for Palmtop computer use. Avariety of upload
and download protocols are provided with the terminal emulation program.
Palm Modem comes with resident facsimile processing and transmitting
software. 128K of on-board RAM is available on PalmModem for conversion
of text to fax transmittable data without using the Palmtop's resources.
Availability . . . . .... . ... . . . . .. . . .. ... . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. Now
Tested in 95LX by: ... . . .. ...... . ...... . . . .. .. .. .. Manufacturer
Fax tested in 95LX by: .. . . .. ....... . . .. ........... Manufacturer
Tested in 100LX by: .. . . .. . .. .. ... . ..... .. ... . . ... Manufacturer
Fax tested in 100LX by: . .. .. .. .. . ....... . ...... . .. Manufacturer
Medium ... .. ...... . . . ... .. . . . . ... . .... . . ..... PCMCIA Card
100LX PalmModem ...... . .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... . .... $239
95LX PalmModem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $259
Upgrade from 95LX version .. .. . . . ...... . . . .. . . . . . . .... $59
CONTACT: New Media Corporation, Irvine Spectrum, 15375 Barranca Pkwy,
Building 8-101, Irvine, CA 92718, USA; Phone: 800-453-0550 or 714-453-0100; Fax: 714-453-0114.
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The Evolution of
the HP Palmtops
An HP engineer on both

design teams describes
the development of the
HP 95LX and HP 100LX.
HP Palmtop Development Team

[Editor's note: Because of HP
internal policy, only the first
names of the individuals involved in the development of the
HP Palmtops have been mentioned in this article.
This article is accessible to any level
of reader, but does use some technical
terms. We have included a glossary at
the end of the article. ]
By Everett Kaser
Hewlett-Packard Company
The following is one person's view of
the development of the HP 95LX and
HP 100LX Palmtop PCs. There were
MANY people involved in the development of these products, and some
of the following is based upon what
I've been told by others, while much
of it is from my own experience and
point of view.
I have worked for HP since 1976,
and have seen the corning and going
of dozens of calculators, the HP-01
calculator watch, the HP-85 and
HP-87 computers, the HP 110 PORTABLE and The Portable PLUS computers, the Portable Vectra, and the
BASIC Language Processor Card
(Rocky Mountain BASIC on a card
for PC's). I've worked in Manufacturing, R&D, Marketing (Support),
and back to R&D.

the new machine. Jaguar was of
course to become the HP 9SLX.
Memories are starting to fade and
notes are starting to rot, but here's
roughly how Jaguar carne to be.

Cheetah Comes First
HP Corvallis Lab and Marketing
decided that an "information manager" would be a nice product to develop. This product was to be implemented (as was all other Corvallis
products in recent years) on the Saturn CPU architecture. Talk, thinking,
and research began in earnest in late
1988. By January 1989, there was a
preliminary product idea called
"Cheetah" that was to be in a package
very similar to the HP-19B calculator,
with application keys for Time,
Schedule, Lists (ToDo, Address, Business), Reports (Expense, Forms),
Calculator (Business, Scientific), and
Phone. An early e-mail memo described Cheetah as follows:
"Accommodate 32K of RAM , with support
for 64K and 128K . Provide all functionality of 19B, plus set of information management features . Provide
I / O between Cheetahs and between
Cheetah and PC ."

The display /keyboard hardware was
basically the same as the HP 19B.

Cheetah Evolves
into a "Jaguar"
By the end of February 1989, the
project name was changed to Ocelot.
The basic concept was the same, but
by this time many of the features
were becoming well defined "on
paper." Up to this point, the "clamshell" opened side-to-side (i.e. the
unit looked much like the HP-19B
calculator). This was changed to the
current form (opening up and away)
in the first half of 1989. The display
was moved into the top half of the
clamshell (along with a couple of
rows of function keys), and the project was renamed to "Jaguar."
Although the features of the Jaguar were becoming better defined,
they had not been finalized at this
point. Susan, one of the developers,
still has a document she wrote at the
time describing the functionality to
be included in the Time Manager
(Appointment Book). Many of the
features never made it into the HP
9SLX, but were eventually included
in the HP 100LX Appointment Book
(written by Susan and Jean).

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Developing
the HP 95LX
In the spring of 1990 I became involved on a temporary basis with the
new "Jaguar" project. I was given the
task of writing the self-test code for

Everett Kaser works as a software engineer for Hewlett-Packard Company and
helped develop the HP 95LX and HP 100LX Palmtop PCs. He is married, has
a 12-year old son and a 10-year old daughter, and loves limericks. His
CompuServe ID# is [70662,2540].
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Still Not Quite Right
In August of 1989, an attempt was
made to get management's permission to start actual development on
Jaguar. However, there was still a
feeling that it just wasn't quite
"right," that the product didn't have
enough "punch." Talk began that
maybe what the product needed was
a spreadsheet program, but no one
was sure whether we should write
one or "buy" one from another developer. At this time we also discussed
the possibility of using an industry
standard processor instead of the Saturn CPU because it would make it
easier to incorporate a spreadsheet
program into the package.

HP I Lotus Partnership
In late September of 1989, Lotus management called up and said they
were interested in working with a
hardware vendor to build what they
called a "portable 1-2-3 machine" with
PIM (Personal Information Management) software. HP described what
they were working towards. The two
visions were remarkably similar.
HP and Lotus decided to work
together on the project. The hard ware
architecture changed from HP Saturn
calculator to Intel/PC to make it
easier to work together. HP would
focus on the hardware and the Calculator software while Lotus focused on
the PIM, communications, and 1-2-3
software.
At this point, the vision was that
Jaguar's hardware would be similar
to other PC-compatibles, but that it
would NOT be an MS-DOS machine.
Lotus would write enough low-level
code to support the built-in applications, but nothing more. Eventually it
was decided that some kind of DOS
compatibility was desirable. After
looking at another MS-DOS compatible operating system, HP finally
decided to use a ROM executable
version of Microsoft DOS 3.2.
The Corvallis Division had originally developed the HP 110 and the
Portable Plus computers, so they had
some history with DOS machines.
Unfortunately, most of the engineers
involved in those projects had since
moved on to other jobs in other divisions. As a result, the HP Corvallis

Division R&D lacked experience in
developing software for PC'S under
MS-DOS. However, it DID have a
great deal of experience developing
small, rugged calculators. Lotus, on
the other hand, had a great deal of
experience with PC's and MS-DOS.
This led to a natural split in development work.
Over the course of the development of the HP 95LX, HP Corvallis
gained a lot of experience with PC's

and MS-DOS. This allowed HP to
playa larger role in the development
of the HP 100LX applications.

Aggressive Development
for Jaguar
In December of 1989, Jaguar II (thereafter known simply as Jaguar, although the hardware was totally
different from the original Jaguar)
went into the development stage.

,

White
Printer With
AI,I] II];J jl} 'Side!
The new Hewlett-Packard
/ / ~ '.
OeskJet 310 Printer provides
/p '~ '.
full-featured printing with the
convenience of portability all in a package that weighs !I e li III "'~
f <:Cjj
• '!j
less than 4.5 Ibs. HP has
also included an OPTION for
COLOR! Now you can bring
attention to your presentations
with a pallet full of
colors ... at an unbelievable price!
HP OeskJet 310
Features:

/!!
gy "'",

• Fast 3 ppm print speed
• Professional-quality output with
300 dpi water-resistant ink
• 84 Typeface, style and size
combinations standard
• Prints on letter, legal, A4,
executive-sized plain paper,
,
transparencies and labels
• Printer slides easily into the
Optional Cut Sheet Feeder for
hands-free printing
• Optional Rechargeable battery
prints up to 100 pages per charge

.

Printer

• Optional Color Kit allows full-color
printing on plain paper and
transparencies
• Compatible with the HP DeskJet 500
and HP DeskJet 500C Printers
• One Year Warranty

#806903 MSRP $379 .

ELEK·TEK Price
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REVIEWS: Making of the Palmtop

The projected release of the product
to manufacturing was January 1991 only 13 months later. This was a
VERY aggressive schedule for a product of Jaguar's complexity.
Jaguar was actually released to
manufacturing in March 1991. The
original goal in December 1989 was
for a palmtop with 512K ROM and
128K RAM, costing $595. Those specifications changed by the summer of
1990 to 1MB ROM and 512K RAM,
costing $699.

Becomes More than a
"Portable 1·2·3" Computer
Initially, the Lotus position was that
the HP 95LX was to be a "portable
1-2-3" machine with organizer PIM
software. At some point, HP decided
they wanted to be able to access the
MS-DOS prompt and run other MSDOS programs. Lotus added the
ability to shell to DOS from FILER,
providing all other applications are
closed. The requirement for all applications to be closed was because of
the way memory was managed and
the fear that "undisciplined" DOS
programs might trash the data spaces
of the built-in applications. This decision to provide access to MS-DOS
was critical to the future development, marketing, and positioning of
the HP Palmtop product line.

Breadboard Prototypes
I joined the project in March of 1990,
just as the first "breadboard" was
being put together. (A breadboard is
a cage with five or six wire-wrapped
boards, each about 6 inches wide and
8 inches long, crammed with ICs. It's
used to develop and test the hardware and software before having
actual integrated circuit chips made.)
Jaguar contains an ASIC chip called
the "Hopper" that has EVERYTHING
in it except for the CPU, RAM, ROM,
and miscellaneous discrete components (resistors, capacitors, serial/IR
transceivers). It includes the display
controller, keyboard control, UART,
interrupt controller, interval timer,
real time clock, A/D converter, tone
generator, memory management,
mapping, card port support, and
more.
The hardware team wanted to test

Fast Outliner and Text Processor
IntrodUCing

fastLINE!

TM

Supports up to 8MBytes
per Outline

SWITCHoble!

Auto Time and
Date Stamping

\
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en ry

Imports ASCII
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,
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.
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+
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~!~drocortlsone slde effects
-...

:

Easy-to-use
Menu Interface
/

V

~Edi t . .I.I!1!:.Am.SIjW!I!!II. . . . .

fastLlNE! Features
• Supports up to 8MB Outlines and can be used as
Text Retrieval application with global searching
• Auto-time stamping feature for PIM functions
• Built-in File Manager with extended filenames
• Exports in Legal and Romans outline structures
• Requires less than 200KB of RAM and is fully
SWITCHable! with built-in 9SLX applications
fostLlNE! CC llOS) ... "" .. .... " ... ...... ................ ", ... ... . ,,, ..... $69

their designs before committing
themselves to silicon (i.e. having Intel
actually manufacture a test run).
Also, the software engineers needed
some "real" hardware to start using
for code development, particularly
for the BIOS, DOS, and selftest code.
The breadboards contained all of the
"guts" of a Jaguar, built from individual logic chips, with a keyboard/ display mock-up connected to
it via a ribbon cable. An HP 64000
(in-circuit emulator for the CPU)
could be plugged in instead of the
NEC V20 CPU, and the ROM image
was downloaded from a local UNIX
system. Keeping the breadboards
functional for the software engineers
kept the hardware team extremely
busy. "Temperamental" only begins
to describe a breadboard.
After the first prototype Hopper
parts became available, "handsets"
were built (complete Jaguars except
that they contained no ROM). In
place of the ROM was a PC board
that plugged into the card slot. This
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For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

A\CS ID ®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103
San Jose. Collfomlo 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408 428 9722 Fax 408-4289721
(Dealers & DIstributors welcome)

PC card contained an EPROM and
three 512K RAM chips. This arrangement let us test the software as we
refined it. The EPROM contained
bootstrap code that allowed us to
download software through the serial
port into two of the RAM chips.

UNIX I PC Culture Shock
The software engineers developing
the HP CALC application did most of
their work on a Pc. They used TKERNEL (a TSR software program) to
simulate the System Manager environment on the Pc. This allowed
them to use "standard" development
tools (like Codeview) on the Pc.
Considering that most of them had
been developing HP CALC code on
UNIX systems to run on Saturn
CPUs, they experienced a bit of a
"culture shock." Instead of writing
RPL code on a UNIX system for running on a Saturn CPU, they were
now writing C code on a PC to run
on a PC, on top of System Manager,
on top of MS-DOS.

Four Guys in a Motel Room
in Phoenix, Arizona
When the first test batch of Hopper
Ie's became available from Intel, four
HP hardware engineers (Howard,
Dan, Randy, and Kevin) flew down
to the Phoenix, Arizona area to pick
them up and test them. At that time,
Intel was not equipped to support
outside engineers in their lab. As a
result, the HP engineers took a "foldapart" with them, along with power
supplies, volt meters, oscilloscopes,
etc. They checked into a hotel room
around 7 p.m., the parts were delivered by an Intel employee about 10
p.m., and work started.
The "fold apart" is a large (about
two square feet) PC board with all of
the electrical components of a Jaguar
laid out for easy access by probes.
Intel supplied an IC socket with the
sample Hopper chips, but the socket
didn't fit the IC's. This required a
little artistic carving on the plastic
socket with the soldering iron.
They got the IC socket to work,
but discovered a few problems with
the Hopper chip. For one thing, the
oscillator (clock) on the Hopper chip
didn't work. Without that, nothing
else was going to work. It was 11
p.m. and all the local Radio Shacks
were closed, so they tore apart Howard's HP-17 calculator and used the
crystal from it to supply an external
oscillator for the Hopper.
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Eventually, they got everything
working well enough to get the system booted. The chip had to be modified once to get it functional for
production, but the original Hopper
chip could be made to work well
enough for development to continue.
Development a Team Effort
After working on the selftest code for
a while, I was also given the task of
writing the disk driver software (for
accessing drive A: and the drive C:
ROM/RAM disk). In between those,
I adapted the low-level graphics code
which was based upon graphics
routines that I had written at home
for my shareware games. Eventually,
I ported TigerFox (which I had originally written years ago for the HP
110 Portable) and wrote Hearts &
Bones. Towards the end of the project, I wrote the global password
code. That comprised the bulk of my
contribution to the HP 9SLX.
The calculator application was
developed primarily by five engineers (Pat, Bill, Stan, Jean, and
Bruce). Stan implemented the BCD
math library, translating routines that
had been developed and refined over
the years for the calculators, and
optimizing some of them to run more
quickly on the Intel CPU. Jean
worked primarily on the Solver
memory management, parsing for the
Solver, the algebraic solver, and was
primarily responsible for the $1000
bill (see sidebar). Bill did most of the
general display routines and solver
user interface. Bruce did the numeric
solver, the "core calculator", the calc
line, the stack, etc, and helped optimize the graphing routines. Pat did
the "glue" that held everything together (key handling, switching between various calculator functionality, etc), the equation graphing, most
of the remaining calculator sub-functions (TVM, List, Conversions, etc),
and was in charge of doing the
"builds" each week (where everyone's
code was merged together into a
[hopefully] working whole). Another
engineer had been working on some
other aspects of the project when he

The $1,000 Bill
Here's the story of the $1000 bill PCX file that
is in the hidden _SYS directory on some
versions of the HP 95LX (some localized
versions didn't have enough ROM space to
include it). The HP 95LX lets you include a
"topcard" or "business card' that is displayed
whenever all of the applications are closed. It's
simply a PCX file over which owner information can be displayed. Two developers (Jean
and Raan) saw this as an opportunity to
create something a little more excITing than the
defau~ topcard.
They got the idea of scanning in a large
denomination US currency bill and making a
PCX file out of it. WITh inflation the way IT is, a
$100 bill just didn't seem large enough anymore. Especially since the product was going
to cost more than that. Unfortunately, the $100
bill is the largest bill still being circulated by
the US treasury.
Raan came up with the idea of 'renting"
a $1000 bill from a collector, and started
calling around. He eventually found a coin
store in Portland who knew of a collector on
the East Coast who had a $1000 bill they'd be
willing to rent. So, Jean took $1200 of her own
money out of the bank and used it as a deposit. The bill was sent west and Raan
scanned it in (using an HP Scanjet, of course).
Jean spent hours and hours hand editing the
scanned image to make it look it's best on the
HP 95LX display. The rest is history.
There was the little matter of convincing
management to include the file in the ROM,
but their arms aren't even really very sore any
more.
SETIING UP $1000 PICTURE FILE
ON THE HP 95LX
Go into SET UP and press Owner Picture-File
to get to the "Picture file to use:" prompt.
Delete the current line j"d key. in the line
c:Lsys\1000.pcx. Press ENTER Quit Quit.
When you close all your applications, the
$1,000 bill top card should appear.

took a position in Marketing in June
1990. That opened a permanent position on the Jaguar team which was
eventually filled by me.
The BIOS was adapted by Jim,
and Lynn took care of DOS, memory
mapping, and ROM building. Eric
tried to ride herd over us and mostly
survived the experience!
There were a lot of other people
that worked on the HP 9SLX. There
were hardware and software, HP and
Lotus, lab and marketing and manufacturing, procurement and shipping,
support, all kinds of folks.
I enjoyed working on Jaguar more
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Trap Door Discovered
I had originally included in a special 'trapdoor' in the 95LX help screens for Hearts &
Bones - a series of screens displaying all of
the lab and marketing folks that I knew of who
had worked on Jaguar. It took three screens
full of first names and last initial. I told my
manager about it, and since HB.EXM was in
the hidden _SYS directory, and accessing the
names required special knowledge even once
you got the game going, he seemed inclined
to leave it in. Then, about one or two weeks
before code release (to get the ROMs made),
a Quality Assurance person at HP discovered
a "secret' screen that had been included in
one of the Lotus components by one of the
Lotus engineers, listing seven or eight Lotus
engineers and what they had done on the
project. Phone calls ensued between HP and
Lotus management, both agreed the screen
should be removed, and on the next build it
was gone. This decision also caused the
removal of the credits screen in HB.EXM. (The
feeling was that, no matter how careful we
were, SOME people who had contributed to
the project would be left out, and that wouldn't
be fair.)

than any other project since the HP85. (The HP-85 was the first "lowcost" computer offered by HP. It
included a built-in display, printer,
tape drive, keyboard, four I/O slots,
had BASIC built in to ROM, and was
introduced in Jan 1980 for around
$3,250.) The 95LX was a revolutionary product developed by a great
team. At introduction, it was on
magazine covers, TV, and even the
NBC Nightly News. Projects like that
come along VERY rarely.

Developing the
HP 100LX "Cougar"
Before the HP software team had
even finished Jag (released the ROM
code to manufacturing), the hardware
engineers were already busy investigating Cougar (as the HP 100LX was
known during its development
phase). The primary changes that the
hardware group wanted to make
were to improve PC compatibility
(which, in addition to the desires of
the software team and the managers,
is what drove the adoption of CGA
for the display), lengthen battery life
(which was mostly achieved through
the use of 3 volts internally instead of
the 5 volts used by the 95LX), make

INTRODUCING

Global Connections

SM

"Your One-Stop Palmtop Shop"

Connections~

Modems! Modems! Modems!

Global
is the only vendor that
focuses primarily on Hewlett-Packard's portable
PC equipment.

Megahertz, New Media and US Robotics
Worldport just to name a few-all the best brands
for your portable PC.

Our staff are HP experts with years of HP experience. Do not hesitate to call us! Our customers
are satisfied and loyal because they get outstanding, knowledgeable service. You will too!

And we have the hottest modems on the market.
Like the Megahertz 14,400 PCMCIA modem with
XJACK- a modem with a built-in, pop-out phone
jack. No more hassling with wires and extra connections.

Everything Under One Roof
Why waste time scurrying from place to place
searching for a HP Palmtop, or Omnibook and then
going someplace else to find the right accessories.
Global Connections~ is an authorized HP dealer.
We carry HP's full line of PC's, Sub Notebooks,
Palmtops, Calculators, Printers, Plotters and all the
original equipment for these products. We even
have the new HP Omnibook 425! We carry all the
best accessories on the market to fulfill your
portable computing needs.

Great Selection of PCMCIA Cards
We stock SRAM, FlashRAM, DoubleFiash, and
more. We carry all types of these PC cards. Let us
escort you safely through the PC card jungle. We
know your data is valuable. That's why our PC
Cards are backed with solid guarantees- many
with lifetime guarantees.

the card port a PCMCIA rev 2.0 compatible port, increase the IR port
baud rate, and improve the speed of
the Palmtop.

Improving Display a Priority
One of the things the software team
wanted to do was to mix font sizes
on the display and use a more "graphical" user interface. This implied
writing applications in graphics display mode. In order to do this and
get a reasonably quick display response when writing an entire display full of text, the software needed
an assist from the hardware. This
brought about the inclusion of a
"bit-blitter" in the Hornet chip (the
ASIC chip which contains basically
all of the Cougar electronics). The
Bit-Blitter is used for copying character bits from the font table directly
into the graphics bitmapped memory
with proper shifting and masking.
No one was certain whether a
CGA display would be readable at
the size needed to fit into the HP
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Palmtop case. Samples were acquired
from several different LCD vendors,
test software was written to display
screens of different sized text, and
opinions were gathered from all. The
combination of this testing, the desire
for a full CGA display, and for backwards compatibility with software
written for the HP 95LX convinced
us that we needed three fonts built
into the machine: 80x25 for CGA
display, 64x18 for optimal display,
and 40x16 for Jaguar compatibility.
The 64x18 display was considered
optimal since it was quite readable
and allowed 80% more display than
the 40x16 display.

Work Begins in Ernest
Once work was finished on Jag and
its Connectivity Pack, the software
team dove into the Cougar project,
developing ideas for the user interface and the new PIM applications.
The engineers and managers at HP
wanted to develop more of the PIM
applications here in Corvallis, including the Appointment Book,

Black or White Keys?
[The following information was taken from an
article on the development of the HP 100LX,
first printed in the San Jose Mercury News.}
Designers of the new product realized lightercolored keys would make the device look
more like a PC than the all-black keys of the
95LX did. Research subjects agreed. They
also said the lighter keys looked easier to use.
That perception, however, came at a cost:
The same people also thought the black keys
looked more "powerful.
For calculator engineers who had always
revered both power and appearance, the
notion of shipping a less potent-appearing
device was unthinkable. It caused a huge
amount of debate and furor.
Many argued the company was foolish to
deliberately design a product that appeared
less powerful than its predecessor. But others
maintained raw power was not as important in
computers as it was in calculators, and said
the entire division needed to reshape its
thinking to the realities of a new world.
The light keys won.
U

Phone Book, and Memo. Roughly six
months was spent by the software
team at HP investigating proposals
for the appearance of the user interface and applications that we intended to implement. A user test was
done in early Summer to see how
people "received" and used the proposed interface. All of this culminated with some "fast prototyping" of
code in December 1991 and January
1992.
A prototype user interface was
implemented (called CAP, Cougar
Applications Platform), and the Appointment Book, Phone Book, and
Memo were "sketched out" on PCs
with software that emulated the
100LX environment. This gave us
(and our managers) an opportunity
to see what the applications would
look like on a real display, with real
dialogs and softkeys, etc. Many
things WEREN'T implemented in this
fast prototype stage, but enough was
to get a feel for the applications.
Lotus also was enthusiastic about
using a graphical user-interface.
Their User Interface design group
suggested some enhancements, such
as including push buttons within

dialog boxes. However, management
at Lotus felt that the user interface
code properly belonged in the System
Manager since it was a "platform
resource". The decision was reached
to have Lotus take responsibility for
this code, and so Lotus engineers
began implementing their version of
the user interface called LHAPI (Lotus Handheld Applications Programming Interface) in the spring of 1992.
Meanwhile, HP engineers continued
to begin implementation of the HP
applications using CAP, since schedules were pressing (as usual). When
LHAPI became available, the HP
applications then had to go through
a conversion process, much of which
was handled by a header file with
LOTS of #define statements to translate CAP style programming into the
very similar LHAPI style. Independent Software Vendor developers
will still see occasional references to
CAP in documents and some header
files and sample programs.

Cougar Handles Larger
Data Files; Database
Program Heart of PIMs
One of the large complaints about the
software in the HP 9SLX had been
the inability to deal with files larger
than about 40K to SOK bytes (depending upon the application). This
happened on the HP 9SLX because
the applications were designed to
read the entire file into System memory in order to operate upon it, and
because the "small memory model"
was chosen for the programs which
limits the total data space for the
program to 64K. This turned out to
be a significant limitation, so there
was a need to implement the Cougar
PIM applications in such a way as to
be able to deal with larger than 64K
byte blocks of data. In order to be
able to use more than one or two
applications at a time, it was decided
that the Cougar's applications would
not read the entire contents of their
data files into memory at once.

InlelliLink®
"lte .nte"igent Linle
• Transfersffranslates important data between your HP Palmtop and desktop PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your UP Palmtop and PC data in synch!

IntelliLink for Windows $99.95
"IntelliLink surpasses other desktop-to-palmtop
links in its ease of use, its smart way of handling
of data files , and its error correction features
during uploads and downloads."

Windows Sources
June, 1993
"IntelliLink is a major step forward in the effort
to make your palmtop and desktop machines a
smoothly functioning team."

PC Magazine,
April 28, 1992
"IntelliLink removes the user from the
complexities of accurately translating data
between file formats."

The HP Palmtop Paper,
MarchiApril1992

Supported software
ACT! for Windows
PackRat
ASCII (CSV) Files
Paradox
CaLANda
Schedule+
Commence
Sidekick 2.0
dBASE
Windows
ECCO
CardfileiCaIendar
Excel
Word for Windows
Lotus Organizer
All products listed are trademarks or trade
names of their respective entities.

To order or for more info contact:
IntelliLink Corp.
One Tara Blvd., Suite 210
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817
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At the same time, it was recognized that a database program would
be a great addition to the machine, as
MANY people were using the Phone
Book on the HP 95LX as a database
program, and many people have
collections of data that they'd like to
carry about with them.
Since we needed to create a database program that dealt with partial
files, we thought it made sense to
base most of the PIM applications on
the basic database engine. The basic
database engine was written by Andy, the newest addition to our software team.
Some applications were varied
from Data Base more than others.
The Appointment Book, although
sharing much commonality with the
Phone Book, Database, World Time,
and NoteTaker, has so many unique
requirements that it is a totally separate application, whereas the other
four are actually the same program,
simply invoked in four different
ways causing slightly different behavior. All are based upon the "index
view / card view" paradigm.
Much more could be said about
the development of the Palmtops, but
as another HP engineer is often quoted as saying, "Life is short, and the
ROM is full." So now for answers to
some of the questions posed by the
folks at The HP Palmtop Paper:

Questions
and Answers
How do you decide what hardware and
software features go into HP Palmtops?
It's a cooperative effort between
all of the folks involved in the project, R&D and Marketing, engineers
and managers, etc. Ideas are collected
from many sources including suggestions from customers via Tech
Support, Compuserve, internet, letters, Email, market research, etc.
Some issues are simple: everyone is
in agreement that a particular item
should or should not be in the product. Others require a great deal of
discussion and persuasion, and some-

times boil down to requiring a decision to be made by some level of
management which is then the "final
word." That actually happens surprisingly infrequently. An initial
design is created before development
begins. Some features get added
during the development phase, some
get deleted. Sometimes features are
deleted because they don't work out,
sometimes because there's insufficient
time in the schedule to implement
them. Some features are added because everyone agrees they're important; others are added because an
engineer simply added the feature
and everyone then agreed it was
worth keeping (this applies mostly to
software).
What application do you find most
useful? Why?
DEBUG. I use the 100LX all the
time for work, doing development,
support, etc. For that work, Debug is
invaluable to me because it lets me
operate at a very low level in the
Palmtop, doing things that are otherwise impossible to do.
How do other developers use their
Palmtops?
Most of the other developers use
their Palmtops daily, keeping appointments, to-do's, phone books, etc.
A couple use the Database application to keep a database of songs (for
their guitar playing), one keeps track
of a check register, and another uses
it for recording miscellaneous notes
and thoughts.
Why isn't there support for .EXM's
(task swapping) in the HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack?
Due to the size of the "SysMgr" in
the HP 100LX CPACK (TKERNEL
.EXE), memory is too tight to allow
reasonable task swapping. Remember
that the SysMgr on the HP 100LX
added the database engine, GLED
(global editor), LHAPI, and additional System Manager functions. All of
these features are necessary in order
to run the HP 100LX applications.
This takes memory. It was felt that it
was better not to offer a feature at all
than to offer it and not have it work.
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~
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like a floppy disk drive

~

Convenient-plug-in
installation to your
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~

Reads /writes SRAM and
FLASH cards

Only $189.95
Steele Creek Technologies, Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charloff~NC 28278

Phone or Fax: (704) 588-1780
What caused the development of the small
keyboard? Was this ever thought to be a
drawback? If so, why wasn't a larger one
deSigned, given the limitations of overall
size of the computer?
The "small keyboard" was caused
by two design constraints: the desired size of the product and the
desired functionality. The product
HAD to fit in a reasonable size pocket, or be very easy to carry. That set
the upper limit on the package size.
Additionally, the keyboard had to
contain almost all of the functionality
of a PC keyboard, in order to properly use 1-2-3 and the other built-in
PIM applications.
Many people have asked, "Why
not get rid of the numeric keypad
and make the other keys bigger?"
That wasn't (and isn't) an option, for
a number of reasons. First, the Palmtops were designed to have numeric
processing (HP Calculator and Lotus
1-2-3) as one of their main features. A
numeric keypad is critical to the
usability of those applications. An

"embedded" numeric keypad just
doesn't cut it. Second, if you DID
embed the keypad (in the alpha keyboard), you STILL have to find locations for the shifted characters that
are currently on the keypad (punctuation marks, mostly).
Well, get rid of the "blue application" keys, some say. You end up
chasing your tail around in circles
and eventually end up back where
you started: with a keyboard VERY
similar to what we chose. Believe me,
Keyboard Wars were waged long,
hot, and heavy around here. The
keyboard was NOT designed lightly
or without a GREAT deal of thought.
Why does the HP 100LX run slower than
the 95LX?
Among other things, we (the software developers) wanted to allow
larger Appointment Books and Phone
Books and Memos on the Cougar.
We also wanted to include database
capability. To allow larger appointment and phone books, you can't
read the entire data file into memory
at once (like on the HP 95LX). It
necessitates some type of database
management.
As soon as you go to a database
style setup (as opposed to an "everything's in memory" style), you immediately take a BIG hit in speed performance, because you're now reading and writing records to the RAM
disk all the time instead of just pushing things around in system memory.
We were aware of the fact that this
would slow things down, but we
were hoping that the hardware developers would give us enough
horsepower to make it bearable.
They did, but we only got about
1/2 to 2/3 of the horsepower improvement that we (the software
developers) were hoping for. However, they did give us some hardware
specifically designed to write characters rapidly to the screen. This helped
us develop applications that run in
graphics mode.

They're responsible for working with
the R&D engineers to make sure the
product is "manufacturable," to design the production line, assembly
and test equipment, test procedures,
etc. The parts that are included in the
product are evaluated and specified
by the R&D engineers.

first units are put together and tested. Eventually, there will be one or
two production prototype "builds,"
which provide manufacturing and
the lab with the opportunity to
"train" the production line, refine the
production process, and work out
any last bugs in the product.

Are your hardware people so used to the
whole process that it aI/ works together
without too much difficulty?
Yes - but occasionally no. Each
product (except minor revisions/
changes) goes through one or more
Lab prototype "builds," where the

How does the cost of manufacturing and
of parts effect the design?
A "list price" goal is set from the
very beginning and, although not
totally set in concrete if a good reason arises to change it, pretty much
sets limits on what can be included
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How does manufacturing fit into the whole
development process?
Manufacturing (like all other
areas) is involved from the start.
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in the product. Neither price nor
feature list comes first. It all develops
together in a kind of tug-of-war.
How are disagreements resolved? Is there
a natural tension between hardware and
software developers?
Disagreements are resolved in a
very mature fashion. We have plastic
buckets that we use for helmets and
Nerf swords, and we just "duke" it
out. The last one standing wins!
Actually, it's just a matter of discussing it amongst all the knowledgeable engineers and managers, weighing the pluses and minuses and various options. Sometimes the conclusion is pretty obvious to everyone,
sometimes there's two or three
"camps" all with strong arguments.
In that case, it eventually boils down
to a management decision (democracy always runs into problems that
require a little bit of dictatorial direction to solve).
No, I'd say there's not any "natural tension" between hardware and
software engineers. It's really a very
cooperative relationship. When all
joking is put aside, I think there's a
great deal of respect on both "sides"
for what the other group is able to do
with their knowledge and skills.
Both groups sometimes look like
magicians to the other. (And sometimes, both groups look at the other
group in dismay asking, "WHY can't
you do that?")
What are some of the ways that HP's
calculator products have been useful in
the development of the HP Palmtops?
I'd say it's the long history of experience at designing pocket sized products that are rugged, low power, and
pack lots of computing power. It's a
different mind set from someone
that's used to designing desktop
computers where size, weight, and
power are not as big issues.
Is there anything you or others on your
team would like to say to HP Palmtop
users?
(With a rousing chorus of HP
voices harmonizing as one): Thank
you!

Partial Glossary of Terms Used in This Article
AID convertor· analog to digijal convertor allows the computer to read a continuous signal (i.e.
battery voltage) and convert it to digital information the computer can use (calculate battery sfrength).
BCD math library· a collection of computer software subroutines for performing math operations on
numbers which are represented in a format called Binary Coded Decimal.
BIOS· Basic input output system is the program in a PC that starts the computer when it is tumed
on and checks the memory, keyboard screen and disk drives. It is stored in the read-only memory
on the mother board of your computer.
Boot - to start your computer, usually by tuming the power on or pressing ~-IALTI-I DEq.
Bootstrap code - a small program that loads the software needed to start up and run a computer.
Card Port Support· the support software and hardware that makes ij possible for the 95LX and
100LX to reaa and write to PCMCIA cards.
CPU· Central Processing Unij is the "brain' of the computer. It is also referred to a micro processor.
Debug· The name of an assembJy language compiler built into the 95LX (C:'-SYS\DEBUG.EXE) and
the 100LX (D:\DOS\DEBUG.EXt:). Dellug also refers to the process of locating and fixing errors in
a computer system, either software or hardware.
EPROM - Electronically Prggrammable Read Only Memory is a memory chip that can be programmed
or reprogrammed (wijh softWare) by writing information on it at a higher than normal voltage.
EXMs· refers to programs with .EXM file extension that will run in the System Manager on the 95LX
and 100LX.
IC· Integrated Circuijs are the "chips" that are inside all computers. They are made up of thousands
of electronic components etched onto small pieces of silicon.
Interrupt Controller - This is the circuit in the computer that helps determine what functions (such
as pressing a key) will get the Central Processors attention.
Interval Timer· a programmable circuit used to generate a CPU interrupt at fixed intervals of time.
LCD - Liquid Crystal Display is the screen on your palmtop. It is made up of a liquid material that
becomes opaque when an electrical charge is applied.
Logic Chips· The chips containing the circuits that give a comp.uter the ability to 'make choices."
LogiC circuijs are the primary building blocks of Integrated CirCUits (IC).
Low·level graphics - a set of software routines included in the Palmtop system ROMs and used by
applications to draw to the graphics display.
Mapping - creating a table or scheme for the computer to find items. It has to be able to find the
senal ports, memory locations, display screen, disk drives, keyboard, etc.
Memory Management - how memory is used and allocated for different functions.
MS-DOS • Microsoft Disk Operating System, a program that lets the computer manage the
communications between the user, the disk drives, memory, etc. The 95LX uses MS-DOS 3.2 and
the 100LX uses MS-DOS 5.0.
NEC V20 CPU· an 8088 compatible CPU manufactured by' NEC and used in the HP 95LX. The
100LX uses an Intel 80186 CPU (minus some of the 80186 s peripheral control circuits).
Oscillator clock· a crystal that generates a frequency that runs all timing processes in a computer.
Parsing - translating a string of characters into logical units that the computer can process.
RAM· Random Access Memory is the computer's memory which it can access at any location in the
same way you can open a book to any page and read any word.
Real Time Clock· Is a clock inside the computer that keeps track of the time in human terms (i.e.
days, months, years, minutes, seconds).
ROM· Read Only Memory, on the HP Palmtops the operating system and applications permanently
etched into silicon (in ROM).
RPL • Reverse Polish Lisp, the language used for writing the system programs in the HPcalculators.
Saturn CPU • a proprietary HP microprocessor that is used in many HP calculators. It is not
compatible wijh the processors made by Intel that run IBM compatible PC's.
Tone Generator· the 'chip' that converts the computers digital information into an audible tone. It
is a type of analogldigijal converter.
Trap-Door· an undocumented command that takes you out of the main flow of the program.
TSR· a Terminate and Stay Resident program is a DOS program that can be started on a PC and
can be called up after other programs have been started.
UART • Universal Asynchronous ReceiverfTransmijter is the 'chip' in the PC that translates the
parallel data that the CPU uses into the serial data that is sent out the serial port and the IR port.
UNIX· mUlti-user operating system created by Bell labs and commonly used on large workstations
and 'mini-computers'.
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User to User
More on Hewlett Packard's repair policies,
What exactly is a "Personal Digital
Assistant, " games for the palmtop,
Thin Card, and more!
By Hal Goldstein
This issue I have lots of bits and
pieces of information and opinion to
report to you.

What HP Will Fix For Free
(and what they won't)
All 100LX's are still in warranty.
Therefore, if your 100LX suffers from
a loose hinge or some other hiccup,
assuming you did not damage the
unit, HP will fix your unit at no
charge. As I mentioned last column,
HP's Express Exchange for the HP
100LX and HP OmniBook is a marvelous service. Call tech support, 503750-2004. Once they give the OK that
something is wrong. with your unit,
they will mail you out a 100LX. After
you receive it, then send your HP
100LX in, and that's it.
Their address is: Hewlett-Packard
Corvallis Service Center, 1030 NE Circle
Blvd. Corvallis, OR 97330; Phone: 503757-2002.
HP 95LX's are not covered under
Express Exchange, and many HP
95LX's are no longer under warranty.
Most repair bills are in the $160 to
$200 range. HP Palmtop users should
consider extended warranty contracts:
• Extended warranties for the HP
95LX are $50 for one year and $135
for 3 years. These extended warranties for the 95LX are only available
when the unit is under warranty,
either the original or a repair warranty.
• Extended warranties for the HP
100LX are $85 for 3 years and is an
upgrade of the Express Exchange
program. The three years starts at
purchase date. Since the 100LX has

an automatic 1 year Express Exchange it amounts to a 2 year extension. HP says they will eventually
have a one year post warranty Express Exchange, but as yet do not
have a price.
Based on comments of other readers' Hewlett Packard will fix HP
95LX's with loose hinges (see sidebar) and those in which the "low
battery warning" won't go away,
without charge. (No guarantees on
this one. You might call HP tech sup-

port [503-750-2004] or the repair center
[503-757-2002] in the U.S. first.)
Unfortunately, the other relatively
common HP 95LX problem, the
screen failure, costs about $190 to
repair. The symptoms begin with
lines on the display and intermittent
disappearance and fade out of the
display contents. At first turning the
On/Off button or pressing the screen
solves the problem. But unfortunately, once the symptoms appear, the

Repairing Loose Palmtop Hinges
I've been hearing people complain about their Palmtop display 1alling back' by itseH. Out of curiosity
I disassembled my 100LX so I could examine the clutch which holds the LCD screen in place. It was
a good one, a metal cylinder with a metal shaft &spring. I wondered why people were having problems with it?
I reassembled my unit and forgot about it until it started happening to me two days ago. I believed that excessive lubricant from the hinge had gotten in between the clutch's friction plates, causing the slippage. I thought that cleaning the clutch with a degreaser spray might restores its original
friction. I was able to fix the problem without even taking the 100LX apart or modifying it. Here's what
I did:
1. I removed the right hinge cap Oust pull it off).
2. I flipped the LCD screen completely back until I was able to see the clutch spring through the
crack of the right hinge.
3. I held my 100LX on a table, the right hinge facing down with the screen completely open.
4. I got some 'Electronic Cleaner! Degreaser' spray (or 'Tuner Degreaser') from Radio Shack.
5. I sprayed two or three 1!2 second shots of spray right through the crack, where the spring was
visible. By keeping the right hinge facing down, the spray drained on the table, not my 100LX.
6. Then I flipped the screen 7-8 times (open &close) and did step #5 once more (always keeping
right side facing down).
7. I waited a few seconds for the spray to dry up, then 'exercised' the clutch by opening & closing
the screen. It wasn't falling back anymore!
If the problem persists the clutch spring may have lost its torque, and you probably need a new one.
I don't know if the 95LX has a similar clutch system but if it does it should work for the 95LX too.
If your machine is still on warranty or Express Exchange, you might prefer sending back to HP for
a fix. But sooner or later the warranty will expire and this remedy may save you some money.
Harry Konstas [VIDEOCAM].
CompuServe ID: [72540,620]

[Editor's Note: Try this at your own risk! It could void the HP warranty. Radio Shack no longer
sells this because it contains fluorocarbons. Zenith Electronics Corp of Glenview, Illinois 60025, USA
carries "Electronic Cleaner/Degreaser" that might do the job. Otherwise, you'll have to hunt around
for an equivalent. Be sure that it is a spray that doesn't harm plastics or leave any oily residue. It
must be able to dry out completely. We tried it on a loose-hinged 95LX and it worked.]
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slow death of the display is inevitable. And there is no way anyone has
discovered to repair the screen without sending the unit into HP. I had
one unit that was sent in twice with
the screen problem, fortunately when
it was still under warranty. I have
another, which managing editor Richard Hall can with some diligence
squeeze back to life for a day or so.
The warranty is long since expired,
so we will soon have to junk it or use
it for parts if we don't want to spring
for the repair bill.

Promoting the HP Palmtops
HP has recently started advertising
the HP 100LX. That's good, but I
wish HP would do more. We hear a
lot about the Apple Newton and
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) in
the popular and computer press.
Former Apple CEO John Sculley
coined the term, and in one phrase
Apple created a new category of
small computer, thereby gaining the
"mind-share" of consumers. It doesn't
matter that the HP 95LX is certainly
a "personal digital assistant" that has
been quite functional and available
for two and a half years. In the
minds of consumers and the press, it
is a palmtop, not PDA.
What apparently distinguishes a
PDA is handwriting recognition. My
understanding is that HP has not
introduced a palmtop with handwriting recognition because the technology is not advanced enough at present
to create a very useful machine.
HP has attempted a "mind-share"
trick of its own with its re-entry into
the laptop market. It has presented
the OmniBook as a new class of computer, a "Super Portable PC". If you
read my review on page 14 of the
July / Aug 1993 issue, you know that
I like the OmniBook and its "super
portability." Whether it is actually a
new class of portable computer, and
more importantly whether consumers
view it as such, is another question.
I'm glad HP came out with the
OmniBook and I laud their promotion to carve out a share of the huge
laptop market. But the effort is a bit

ironic, considering that they led the
pack in 1983 with the HP 110 and
Portable Plus, DOS/1-2-3Iaptop computers with a battery life of 9 hours.
Now they have to fight to regain a
part of the market. I hope history
doesn't repeat itself with the HP
Palmtops. I hope HP takes advantage
of its current leadership position in
the palmtop market.
Wouldn't it be something if HP
could market the HP Palmtops a little
bit more like Apple has marketed its
Newton. I don't mean that HP
should copy Apple's policy of announcing wildly optimistic shipping

~:f!P~~J;X..I:=~:o~~~P'
It packs cutting-edge computing and communicationsfeatures. All wrapped up in a
sleek ll-ouncepackage.lnclucUng one-key

ac<ess'"

dates. But incorporating some of
Apple's marketing pizazz would be
great.
The HP Palmtops are such awesome machines, suitable for so many
different professionals. They have a
two and a half year lead in producing a DOS pocket size palmtop, with
still no credible competition. Can you
imagine the HP Palmtop sales figures
if even one-tenth of the people who
could make profitable use of the
machine used it.
I am glad that HP finally started
advertising the HP 100LX with its
"road warrior" ad (see ad this page).

you can nul optional PC software,such
as Quicken, Microsott- Project Manager
and ACT! No other palmtop comes close.
With equal ease, you can create custom
databases. And sort through a list of customer billing profiles or your favorite
restaurants.
Evenwhenyou'reontopofthe
world, our appoinbnf'nt book
keeps you on top of your schedule. With

~
I!I=~~U~~~ -=...
new card modems fit neatly into our

PCMClA 2.0 slot, coonecting you to your
corporate or office e-mail systems.Thlk
about portable communications!This
e-mail50lution fits right in your pocket

&I :,e=~f~OC:~;:~
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week-and month-at.a.glanct>, You don't
miss a thing.
BIll Keeprunningnumbersontherun.
l1&li OnetouchbringsupLotwn 2-3:
Rel2.4.You're in spreadsheet heaven!
The fe.arures keep coming. Like notetaker

to capture ideas. foy,rerful analysis on the
HP financial calcu1atm: Flexible phone
book. And much, much more.
For more information and the name of
your nearest lIP lOOLX deale.; call usa!
1-800-443-1254, Oepl980. Then hit the
road armed with all the right answers.

Flijifj HEWLETT~t:.II PACKARD

The full page ad has appeared in
Computer and business magazines
and it certainly grabs one's attention.
However, I just don't identify with
the guy in the ad, and I am not sure
the majority of existing and would-be
users do.
First of all, although I do travel, I
am on the road perhaps a month a
year. I use my Palmtop mostly in
every day activities as I move around
the office and go between home and
work. I think the physicians, engineers, managers and most other users
are in the same boat. The point is,
you don't need to be on the road to
take advantage of an HP Palmtop. In
addition, I don't identify with the
male fashion model with the sun
glasses who appears in the ad.
Furthermore, although cc:MAIL is
an important application to some
corporate users, my guess is that
most people buy an HP Palmtop for
other reasons. (The ad is geared to
HP's traditional Fortune 500 customer who may be a cc:MAIL user.)
If I were King of Marketing, I
would make the ads more personal.
After all, most of us carry the HP
Palmtop on our person, and it is
intimately tied to the work we do. I
would create ads with photo's of the
professionals using the Palmtops,
with their name and profession listed. Then I would include a brief
quote that summarizes a feature of
the HP Palmtop - sort of like a one
sentence version of our HP Palmtop
Paper Profiles.
Part of the challenge of advertising the HP Palmtop is that it is such
a comprehensive and powerful tool,
it appeals to many different audiences. The question arises: Should it be
marketed as a great PIM machine
(PHONE Book/ APPT book /
MEMO / NoteTaker / World Time),
a financial analysts dream tool (1-2-3
/ HP Calc), a database engine (DataBase), a road warrior's weapon of
choice (cc:MAIL, COMM) or a pocket-sized DOS computer. Maybe it
should be marketed as all these
things, with a series of two or three
ads with photos and quotes from
different professional users.

"CARPE DIEM"
Now is the time to "seize the day"
and leverage off all the publicity
Apple has created for its Newton
PDA. Imagine an ad with the headline: "We thank Apple Computer for
raising consumer awareness about
the value of carrying a palmtop computer with you."
The text of the ad could state
something like: "If proven reliability
and value are important to you, if
you want a truly pocket-sized personal organizer that runs two months
on double A batteries with Lotus 1-23 built-in, and if you want to be able
to run MS-DOS programs any where
any time, then test drive HP 100LX."
Follow this up with a two page ad
add with photos and quotes from
professional users.
The problem is that HP runs a
tight ship - which is why HP hasn't
experienced the serious financial
difficulties suffered by competitors

like IBM, DEC, and even Apple. But
in attempting to keep the price of the
HP Palmtops down, little is left over
for advertising. I wish HP made an
additional $15 per unit and invested
the additional profit on promoting it
- full tilt!
If HP sells more Palmtops, users
benefit. More third parties will be
moved to develop Palmtop solutions.
HP could offer a greater variety of
palmtops and quicker upgrades. And
we could publish more issues of The
HP Palmtop Paper with more user's
experiences to share!
COMPETITION ON THE HORIZON
No other manufacturer has yet been
able to introduce a DOS machine that
competes with the HP Palmtop.
When that eventually happens, it will
be interesting to see what HP does to
maintain its palmtop leadership.
I have a couple of suggestions:
First of all, HP can continue to lead

EC.95 ENVIRONMENTAL CASE for the HP95LX
•
•
•
•

Rugged aluminum case with high-gloss finish
Waterproofs and shock mounts the HP95LX for hostile environments
Built-in rechargeable power supply
Options include handstrap, carrying case, auxiliary battery, and high-capacity
NiMH batteries

II

Corvallis Surveying Systems • 919 NE 2nd St. • Corvallis, OR 97330
(800) 733-5017 • (503) 752-4419 • FAX (503) 752-7037
in CANADA (604) 756-6199
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the way with innovative, useful, and
state-of-the-art palmtop products.
Secondly, (and at least as important)
HP must create a public awareness of
its products and leadership. When
you think of Laser Printer, you think
of HP. When you think of "PDA" you
think of Newton. The word "Palmtop" is still owned by HP in the
minds of the computer knowledgeable. Unfortunately, as we have all
experienced, the vast majority of
potential users have either never
heard of the HP Palmtop or think it
is just a toy.
By the middle of 1994 HP should
have some serious competition. For
example, in the October 14 issue of
Electronic Design, an article appeared
about a joint effort of Intel and VLSI
Technology to produce a 386 based,
two-chip set specifically designed for
PDA's. The initial palmtops using
this chip set are expected from Compaq sometime in 1994.
Advanced Micro Devices has also
introduced a single chip that combines a 386 CPU with the system,
memory, and I/O controllers required for a PDA. The "Elan" chip
uses a standard PC architecture,
facilitating the development of PDAs
that can run PC operating systems,
including DOS, Windows, and PenPoint. Systems based on the Elan
chip should reach the market in mid1994. Other chip manufacturers are
developing PDA chips, including
AT&T, Hitachi, and NEC.
The consumer will once again be
the winner. Let's hope HP can maintain its palmtop technological and
market leadership role.

More Games
A lot of games written or adapted for
the 95LX have been mentioned in
past issues. Many of these have appeared on Subscribers Disks and the
Palmtop Paper ON DISK. Two of the
best games for the 95LX, Tigerfoxii
and Hearts and Bones Ii, were written by Everett Kaser, the HP engineer
who wrote this issue's cover story.
Game playing 95LX users will
also appreciate Chess, Checkers,

Backgammon and Tetris that appear
in the GAMES95 collection from
Sparcom (Phone 800-827-8416; Fax:
503-753-7821). Also, Ed Keefe put
together a shareware collection of
games for the HP 95LX, the Diversion Disk Ii . In most cases HP 95LX
games can be run on the lOOLX.
The 80x25 CGA 100LX screen has
opened up a new realm of possibilities for those with good eye sight. HP
100LX chess players should consider
the classic shareware program, "Ed's
Chess", EDCV23.ZIPIi in CompuServe's IBMNEW forum, library 6.
Another highly recommended arcade
style game that works reasonably
well is called Pharoah's Tomb available as PTOMB1.ZIPii in library 7 of
CompuServe's GAMERS forum.

HP 95LX and ACE Help
Update Apple Newton
Software
When Apple introduced its Newton
it put its system software in EPROM.
That meant the system software
could be updated. Even though this
approach is more expensive on the
manufacturing end, it is safer for a
company not sure about its end product. In fact, when the Newton was
introduced there were quite a few
significant bugs.
Apple needed to create a large
number of RAM cards that could be
used to update the Newton system
software as well as run the Newton
demo program. ACE Technologies, a
major distributer of HP Palmtop
products got the job. ACE found that
the fastest way to create the cards
was to use a bank of 95LXs running
proprietary ACE software.
If you play with the Newton
demo program at the store or receive
the Newton 1.04 software update on
a card, it was most likely programmed by the Hewlett Packard
95LX!

Palmtop Remote Control
For those of you who want to control
your TV remotely from your HP
Palmtop, the latest version of Remote
Commander will do the trick. Remote
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Commander now works on the HP100LX as well as the 95LX, although
it is not quite as sensitive. REMCOM
is shareware written by Alex Patterson who lives about a mile from our
office here in Fairfield, Iowa.

Serial/Parallel 95LX Cable
The Imaging Supplies Express serialto-parallel cable for the 95LX is, perhaps, the cleanest, simplest way to
drive your parallel printer from your
HP 95LX. The cable looks like the HP
Connectivity Pack cable. One end
contains the palmtop's 4-pin serial
connector. The standard 36-pin parallel connector is at the other end,
instead of the serial connector.
The miniature low power components are encased in the parallel end
of the cable. No battery is required
since the printer supplies the required power via interface signal
levels. However, any time the serial
port is active, an AC adapter is recommended. Although there is no
100LX cable currently available, the
manufacturer says that there will be
one soon.

100LX PHONE Warning
We have mentioned several times in
the past few issues that it is possible
to modify the structure of the HP
100LX PHONE book fields. You can
add or subtract or modify fields by
reading the file into the HP 100LX
Data Base application and pressing
IMENU I File Modi!y database.
However, once you modify the
Phone Book you lose conversion
capabilities offered by the HP Connectivity Pack and Intellilink's packages. It becomes much more difficult
to convert your PHONE book from
PC application software to the HP
100LX.

DataBook PC Card Drives
I have been using the DataBook internal PCMCIA card drive on my work
computer and the DataBook PCMCIA
parallel port drive at home. What a
convenience! No more serial connections between my desktop and Palmtop. Transferring files back and forth

between my desktops and palmtop is
now virtually hassle-free. I pull my
Sundisk flash card out of my HP
Palmtop and put it in one of the
desktop PCMCIA drives. I key in dir
d:, press IENTER I and all my flash card
files are listed. My PCMCIA card is
like a floppy disk I can move between palmtops, desktops, and my
OmniBook.
A number of companies are introducing PCMCIA card readers. Hopefully, next year the dust will settle
enough so we can run a comparative
review. DataBook has been in the
marketplace for sometime and my
two drives have worked well.
The internal PCMCIA drive works
faster than my floppy disk. The parallel drive is a lot slower. I did have
a problem installing the parallel drive
on my new 486-66V Gateway system.
DataBook technical support had me
add a Iw:8 to the end of my DEVICE=
line in CONFIG.SYS and all is well.
Each of these PC drives requires a
device driver which "tells" your PC
about the drive. Each device driver
costs you some memory (60K for the
internal drive, 22K for the parallel
drives, and more if you use Stacker
or the Ace Doublecard).
The installation of both PC card
drives was straightforward. The parallel drive contains a parallel port.
That means you can connect it to the
same port your printer uses. Simply
connect the supplied cable to the
drive and connect the printer cable
from the drive to the printer. The
internal drive requires a PC slot and
a drive bay.
The internal Databook ThinCard
TMD 240 not only accepts Type I and
II PCMCIA cards; I can use it to read
the Type III PCMCIA hard drive
from my OmniBook 300. To do so I
had DOS 6 DoubleSpace loaded on
my Pc. I entered DBLSPACEj
MOUNT:D and I could read the
OmniBook Double Spaced hard
drive.

Order Information

iiiiii

Serial-to-Parallel95LX Cable - $125

Shareware Mentioned
in This Article

CONTACT: Imaging Supplies Express,
3892 Del Amo Blvd., Umt 705, Torrance,
CA 90503, USA; Phone: 800-462-4309 or
310-370-6882; Fax: 310-370-3265.

IntelliLink for Windows - $99.95
IntelliLlnkIXLT (Add In) - $69.95
CONTACT: IntelliLink, Inc., 98 Spit Brook
Road, Suite 12, Nashua, NH 03062, USA;
Phone: 603-888-0666; Fax: 603-888-9817.

ThlnCard Drive TMD 500 - $299
ThlnCard Drive TMD 550 - $349
(External parallel drive)

ThlnCard Drive TMB 240 - $249

(Internal drive)
CONTACT: Databook Inc"), 10 Alder Bush,
Rochester, NY 14624, U;:,'A; Phone: 716889-4204; Fax & Modem: 716-889-2593.

On The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or
Subscriber Disks
TF.EXM . ... ..... SubDsk 92
HB.EXM ... . .. . . . SubDsk 92
'CIS hSHR
DIVDSK.ZIP......... Fall 91
'CIS "SHR
EDCV23.ZIP ........ . N/D 93
'CIS "SHR
PTOMB1.ZIP ..... . .. . NlD 93
'CIS "SHR
REMCOM.ZIP ........ N/D 93
'CIS - Also available in HPHAND of CompuServe.
"SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide
to use It, you must pay the author the shareware fee.
This goes for any shareware found on The HP
Palmfop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on America
Online in the Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

What to do with your old HP 95LX
HP looked into the possibility of providing a 95LX-to-1OOLX upgrade. However, it proved economically
unfeasible since the 95LX and the 100l)( are made up of different parts - the 100LX is a completely
new machine.
If you purchase a 100LX, what do you do with your 95LX? Here are some options:

Sell your 95LX Locally
Put an add in a paper or sell it to a friend. This solution may require the most time, but it will probably
be your best financial option.

Put a "For Sale" notice on an electronic bulletin board
Most private and commercial electronic bulletin boards allow you to put up for sale notices.
Unfortunately, you may meet with a lot of competition depending on where you advertise.

Sell your 95LX to a dealer in used equipment

This approach minimizes time and hassle. However, it also minimizes what you will receive for your
HP 95LX since the dealer must make the venture profitable for himself (street prices for a brand new
512K 95LX may be less than $400.) Remember, the used equipment dealer must pay his marketing
and operations expense so don't be shocked by what he offers you. Currently, I am aware of four
such avenues.

•
•
•

Classic Computers is a company formed by former empl~ees of mine. It deals in used HP PC
equipment (HP Portables, HP150's, and now HP Palmtops . Classic Computers phone number
is 515-472-0383. They are open 10 to 4 CST, Tuesday, ednesday, and Thursday.
EduCALC, USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714-582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.
Thaddeus Computing (that's us) can always use extra palmtops for various projects. Please
don't call. If you want to mail in your Palmtop equipment and manuals to us, here is what we will
pay for eguipment in good working order and good shape: 512K 95LX (with manuals) $100; 1MB 95LX (with manuals) - $120; HP Connectivity Pack with cable and manual - $20; 95LX
Serial Cable - $10; Misc (RAM cards, software and other items), we'll look things over, but we
won't be able to offer much, if anything.

Send equipment to: HP 95LX Used Equipment, Thaddeus Computing, 57 E. Broadway, Fairfield, IA
52556, USA. Include a note mentioning this offer with your phone and fax number. You will receive
reimbursement within three weeks after we receive the equipment. (You can request credit for
renewals to The HP Palmtop Paper, or credit towards The HP Palmtop Paper on disk if you prefer).

Give your 95LX to a friend, family member, or colleague
What a great present to pass along. (If you really want to give Them a good start, order them a set
of back Issues to The HP Palmtop Paper.)

Donate your 95LX to charity
Check With your accountant to see how much you can deduct as a charitable contribution.
Universities make natural recipients. If you like the idea but don't want to spend the time finding a
recipient, here are two suggestions:

•

Send it to the Cristina foundation - The National Cristina Foundation is a not-for-profit
organization that shares computer and high tech applications to help people in need lead
productive lives. For more information contact: NCF, 42 Hillcrest Drive, Pelham Manor, Ny 10803,
USA; Phone: 800-274-7846 or 914-738-7494.

•

Send it to us marked "HP 95LX Donation" - we'll see that the equipment is donated to our
local university, Maharishi International University. (MIU specializes in research in consciousness). We will make sure that MIU sends you a receipt which you can use forJour taxes. Send
equipment to: 95LX Donation, Thaddeus Computing, 57 E. Broadway, Fairfiel , IA 52556, USA.
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More Shareware for
the HP Palmtops
Ed reviews some good shareware for the HP Palmtops,
including: 20/20, a text editor for the 100LX that
displays large characters; Ex, a super-scientific
calculator for both Palmtops; and Rebel, a
spreadsheet program that does
matrix mathematics.
By Ed Keefe
While preparing this year's Subscriber Power Disk, I discovered three
really great shareware programs. We
excluded them from our "freeware"
Power Disk because they were shareware. However, they are worthwhile
programs that deserve some attention
in The HP Palmtop Paper. I trust that
a brief description of each program
will help you decide whether they're
applications that you "must-have" or
"can live without".
The programs are: 20/20, a text
editor for the HP-IOOLX that can
display large characters; EX, a superscientific calculator for both Palmtops; and REBEL, a spreadsheet program that does matrix arithmetic
(works best on the 100LX).
1100lX I

20/20 Text Editor D
20/20 is actually meant for those
with less than 20/20 vision. 20/20 is
a simple text editor that lets you
work with text ranging in size from
small (15 lines per screen) to huge (3
lines per screen).

20/20 requires standard CGA (or
better) graphics. Thus, it won't work
on the HP 95LX. 20/20 uses ASCII
text files, so anything written in
20/20 can be imported into MEMO
or VDE D for editing or spell-checking. It's fairly fast, but it lacks the
bells and whistles other text editors
have. 20/20 will let you cut and
paste blocks of text, find and replace
words or phrases, and write marked
sections of a document, or a whole
document, to disk. And that's it!
A separate menu lets you change
the size of the characters, toggle the
screen from black-on-white to whiteon-black, select between wide or
narrow characters, and decide whether you want to use a higher resolution or a faster display.
20/20.ZIP is available on the IBMAPP forum, Lib 2 of CompuServe
and this issue of The HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK. The registration fee
is $15. The author of the program
provides little support and does not
respond to mail nor to CompuServe

_·eme_¥M!hM· ..Meiria···• •c·_,
PLAN A FRIDAY
COMPLETE MEETING- IN
SEPT OR OCTOBER
CK ON AMER MACH
ORDER CREDIT. 5 HEADS

20/20 text screen viewing large characters
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messages.
The copy of 20/20's program file
(20.EXE) on CompuServe is compressed with an older version of
DIET. It takes up to 30 seconds to
load. You can speed things up by
following these instructions: Use
either DIET 1.20 D or a program
called TRON (TRON.ZIP D available
on IBMPRO forum of CompuServe)
to decompress 20.EXE. Then use
either PKLite D , or DIET 1.44 D , to
re-compress 20.EXE. This will let
20.EXE start in under two seconds,
on the HP 100LX. [Editor's Note: The
copy of 20/20 on the Nov/Dec 93 issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK will
have had this done to it.]
1m3!31100lX I

EX Scientific Calculator D
EX, by J.A. Wrotniak, is a scientific
calculator that features numeric differentiation, integration, plotting,
probability distributions and a whole
lot more.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667J.

AMM for Road Warriors
The HP 95LX PalmModem

FlashBak

Publish Cards

The PalmModem is a fully functional 2400 baud
modem combined with 4800 baud facsimile capability. It ships complete with fully functional terminal
and facsimile software (PalmTerm) stored on the card.
To use the card, simply plug it in and run. The
PalmModem is fully integrated with your HP 95LX
and has the capability to read in your HP phone book
files (for numbers to dial) and Memo files (for easy
faxing). Additionally, when you send a fax using the
PalmModem, you will automatically get a header
placed at the top of the page, displaying your name,
company name, date and time. As well, you can customize this header to say whatever
you like.

Our FlashBak cards are the most cost effective way to
backup your HP 95LX or 100LX. With the FlashBak
card all you have to do is plug in the card and run our
utility software built directly into the card. The software does the rest. The FlashBak card copies your
disk files onto non-volatile, write-locked Flash memory. If you lose a file or your whole palmtop, you can
either restore each file or your entire disk.

We can publish your special programs or sales data
directly on a card, saving valuable disk storage. And
unlike other types of media, the data stays on the card
forever. High volume publishing is as cost effective
as $1 11MB.

Just $49 for a O.5MB HP 95LX or 100LX
Just $99 for a 1MB HP 95LX or lOOLX

AMMO for your Omnibook
For high caliber ammo for your Ornnibook, we have
LANs, Modems, SCSI adapters, and a VGA adapter.
The Ornnibook will also accept our SRAM, flash, and
Publish Cards as well. For the ammo that you need to
survive in today's battles, give us a
call.

The PalmModem supports data
rates up to 2400 baud. PalmTerm
also supports most of the popular
file transfer protocols, such as
Xmodem and Ymodem, and terminal emulation protocols VT I00
and ANSI.

Incredible Service

The PalmModem sends faxes at
4800 baud. Faxing is done as a
part ofthe PalmTerm software,
allowing you to keep the same
phone book for dialing and faxing.
Additionally, when you send a fax,
the temporary fax image is rasterized on the card, saving valuable
disk space on your HP 95LX.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Our sales team are not merely
order takers. They are highly
trained tele·educators and can
answer any questions you might
have about New Media products.

We back all of our products with a
60 day money back guarantee. If
you are not satisfied with our
products for any reason, give us a
call and we'll return your money.
No questions asked.

Lifetime Warranty

All this firepower in the size of a credit card.

SRAM

The HP 95LX PalmModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

Increase the amount of storage on your HP 95LX or
HP 100LX using New Media's full line of SRAM
cards. Installation is a snap. Just plug it in and away
you go.

The HP lOOLX PalmModem
The HP 100LX PalmModem has all of the features of
the HP 95LX PalmModem but without direct access to
the phone book in the HP 100LX.
The HP 100LX PalmModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

With our lifetime warranty you can be assured that our
products will be there as long as you need them.
Think of it as unlimited ammo!

To order or for more information call ...

Sizes are available from 256 kilobytes to 4 megabytes.
Our 4MB card is actually a 2MB SRAM card with
Stac's popular compression software nearly doubling
the effective memory space.
256KB-$79
512KB-$99
1MB -$179
2MB-$279
4MB - $318

714.453.0100

NEW MEDIA CORPORATION

1 • 8
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•
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A R D

15375 Barranca, BIOI Irvine, California 92718

s

TEL: (71 4) 453-0100

4

u

FAX : (714) 453-0114

REVIEWS: Through the Looking Glass

The program will accept an expression (like 12*1091000=t ), display
the result (36) and store it in the variable (t).
You can then use the results in
other expressions. For example, the
expression In(sq sin 2t + sq cos .5t) =u
would yield -.69225 .
EX gives you 27 variables and has
12 lines in which to store expressions.
All work-in-progress is saved in a
file called EX.ENV which is loaded
when you start the program.
If you need more than 27 variables or more than 12 expressions,
you can rename EX.ENV to EX.OLD
and give yourself a fresh EX.ENV
file. This gives you another 27 variables and 12 lines.
On the downside, the only way
for EX to send an expression or variable to a printer is by pressing the
PRT SC key. In addition, the EX.ENV
file created by EX to store expressions, is not easily readable.
EX SCREEN AND FUNCTIONS
To give you an idea of the program's
appearance, here's a picture of a
typical screen.

and you're at the Top menu level.
The middle portion of the screen
displays the values stored in the 27
variables (@ and A through Z).
The bottom line of the screen
displays a function key menu of EX
options as follows:
Fl (Hlp) - displays an index to the help screens for all
the built-in operations of EX.
F2 (Set) - lets you configure the program.
F3 (Pit) - starts EX's plotting function. EX's plotting
function is somewhere between the plotting capabilities of 1-2·3 and HP Calc·Graph. It will let you scale
a graph for logarithmic plotting and it will let you plot
more than one function on a graph. The graphs pro·
duced on the HP 95LX are superb.
F4 (Num) - lets you perform numeric integration, numeric differentiation, and even find the sum of a Taylor
or Maclaurin series.
F6 (Con) - lets you convert a decimal number to feet
and inches, pounds and ounces, or to a fraction. It
also will let you convert between units of area,
energy, force,length, mass, power, pressure, speed,
time and volume. (The registered version of the
program lets you add other conversions as well.)
F7 (Def) - lets you define your own functions.
Fa (Sho) - shows any variable, a previous plot, or any
user-defined function.
F9 (Clr) - clears the expression.
FlO (Exit) - quits EX.

.(2/3)+sin(2Pi)-3 *sin(24°12 ' 32 " )=J
. 5635269400356673
1161R I TOP
I
R
A
J- . 563526940 S
B
K
T 36 . 0000000
§ 1 . 04719755 ~
B- · 692258666
E
N
W
F O X 1 . 42933617
G
P
Y
H 3 . 45000000 Q
Z
Hlp Set Plt Num
Con Def Sho Clr Exit

when you move around the spreadsheet, there's no indicator telling you
where the cursor is at.

... _IIIIII __

!II!iI!IlIII!III _ _ _

REBEL opening screen on 100lX

Rebel is so different from Lotus
1-2-3 that veteran users of 1-2-3 may
find themselves rebelling against
REBEL. However, matrix math is
REBEL's strong suit and REBEL
blows the socks off Lotus 1-2-3 when
it comes to finding the determinant
of a matrix or solving systems of
simultaneous equations with hundreds of unknowns.
Matrix math has many scientific,
engineering, medical, and statistical
applications. Each cell in a REBEL
spreadsheet can hold an entire matrix, with up to 8000 elements. With
REBEL, you'll be able to compute dot
products, cross products, and coordinate transformations with speed and
accuracy. REBEL also let's you do
"what if" scenarios with matrices.

71J :

@

EX Calculator Screen

The top line in the screen above
shows the math expression being
evaluated. Note that you can use
fractions, degrees, minutes, and seconds, as well as constants such as Pi
and "e". You can use the ESC key to
clip this expression and paste it into
another of the 12 lines reserved for
expressions.
The left box on the second line
indicates that the expression has been
saved in line 7. The middle box displays the results of the expression
and indicates that they've been stored
in variable J. The three right boxes
on the second line tell you that there
are 16 numbers after the decimal
point; the Radian mode is in effect

n lf lM;: 12. " ]

Ex graph displayed on the 95LX

EX supports trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithmic functions, Euler's Beta
and Gamma functions, as well as
cumulative and discrete probability
functions. If you know what these
are used for, you should definitely
take a look at EX.
EX doesn't have all the power and
flexibility of DERIVE. On the other
hand, it doesn't have the learning
curve or the price of DERIVE either.
EX's shareware registration fee is $30.
mmDI 100LXI

REBEL 3.0 Spreadsheet
REBEL 3.0 is a spreadsheet program
driven entirely by function keys.
There's no Lotus-type menu bar at
the top nor any built in help screens.
It has 128 columns, 1024 rows, and 4
pages of spreadsheets. Cell addresses
are given as a pair of numbers. And,
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REBEL matrix math displayed on 100lX

Fortunately, REBEL can also do the
things a typical spreadsheet can do,
including financial math and statistics.
Programmers will appreciate
REBEL's bitwise operators and may
even find a use for all REBEL's text
manipulation functions. REBEL does
not do macros: instead it uses a Clike script language to automate its
operations. You get all the power of
the C programming language with
the flexibility of a spreadsheet. And
you get all this for the unbelievably
low price of $6.00 (That's right: six,
not six hundred dollars.)

REBEL comes complete with an
on-screen tutorial and several sample
script files. The tutorial walks you
through all the operations of the
spreadsheet program. One script file
shows you how to work with matrices. Another one presents a simple
check book reconciler. A third script
file gives an example of how to create a spreadsheet that does "coordinate geometry" (COGO). (However,
Bruce Small, a professional surveyor,
says that this application should be
viewed as a piece of clever programming and that's about all. The COGO
routines presented are about 25 years
behind the times.)
For an additional $30, you get a
script language compiler. With this
you can customize REBEL to suit
yourself. You could turn it into a
digital-electronics spreadsheet complete with help screens, or make it
behave like a text editor.
I would recommend that you try
Rebel on a high speed desktop com-

puter to see what it can do and to get
a feel for the program.
When you run Rebel on the HP
100LX, use the "-B" command line
option to force the program to use
black and white only. Be sure to run
DISPGTL -C before starting REBEL to
shut off cursor tracking.
The REBEL.EXE file can be compressed to about 112K bytes with
PKLite or Diet. You'll need an additional 30K bytes for the standard
library file (STDLIB.REB) and a few
sample worksheets.
Until next time, Happy Porting.

iiiiii
Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
'CIS hSHR
'CIS
'CIS
'CIS "SHR
'CIS hSHR
'CIS hSHR
'CIS hSHR
'CIS "SHR

20-20.ZIP ........... N/D 93
DIET12.EXE .... . .... Fall 91
DIET14.ZIP .......... MIA 93
EX.ZIP .. . . . .. .. .... N/D 93
PKL103.ZIP .. . .. . . . . . J/F 92
REBEL.ZIP .... . .. . . . N/D 93
TRON.ZIP .......... . N/D 93
VDE162.ZIP . . . . . .... Fall 91

'CIS - Also available in the forums of CompuServe.
Check article for specific references.

Order Information
DERIVE ................ $250
Calculator I symbolic math software.
CONTACT: Soft Warehouse, Inc., 3660
Waialae Ave, Suite 304, Honolulu, HI 96816, USA; Phone: 808-734-5801; Fax: 808735-1105.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free of
charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide to
use it, you must pay the author the shareware fee.
This goes for any shareware found on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.

Many of these files may be found on America
Online in the Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

AOL -

NOTE: Suggested retail prices are listed.

FREE EduCALO Catalog
EduCALC, the world's discount source for palmtop accessories stocks hundreds of products for your palmtop _
. 1 d"

mc u mg:

./ Accessories-Cases, AC and car lighter adapters, RAM
and FLASH memory cards
./Peripherals-Disk drives. printers, card drives and
modems.
./ Software-Contact management, games, engineering,
medical, navigation and surveying
./Programming Aids
./Books

Call 800-677-7001, ext. 108 today
for your FREE catalog

The Leather Desk

Sumptuous black napa ~eather
coddles .your H~ 95/100 WIth extra paddmg for mstrument protection. Software and memory cards
fit into 6 slots. There's a zippered
compartment for important documents and loops for your pen and
extra batteries.
Has a detachable carry strap,
too. Plastic tray grips your computer. 8 114" x 5" x 1 3/4" outside .
Stock #2764 Leather Desk ... $64.95

To order,
caIiSOO-677-7001

cc: Wireless Kit

Enjoy EduCALC's
everyday discount prices
on HP 100LX accessories

'/Exchange messages with LAN-based users just as if you were on your LAN back at
the office.
.
./ Communicate inexpensively- almost anywhere!
•
_I
./ Keep in touch with your home base and boost your productivity.
'eI ®

+
In

For more information,

call 800-355-5559

Stock #Fl 027 A Accesssory Cradle . . .
$69.95
Stock #H5465A 3 yr Extended Service. .
$85.00
. $379
Stock #F1012A 5MBIlOMB compr FLASH
Stock #F1013A lOMB120MB compr FLASH . . $599
Stock #F102 1A Communications Pack . . . . $109.95

Flin-

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

Overnight Shipping Available

Satisfaction Guaranteed
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User Profile:

The HP Palmtop As
Tech Support Tool
This technical support professional uses the
HP 1~O's built-in applications to manage projects,
track personnel needs, stay on top of customer support
problems, and more!

By Ronald Nutter

spent the next few days hand entering data from the TI Organizer into
the 100LX, since a conversion program was not available to translate
the information into an HP format.

I am the escalation manager for a
company called 900 Support, Inc., a
24 hour 7 day a week telephone
support organization serving an international customer base. My responsibilities include ensuring that
we have a sufficient number of Certified Netware Engineers available to
answer calls around the clock. We
have a number of OEM support
contracts where we take some or all
support calls for a given product.
This requires that appropriately
skilled technicians be available when
needed. When I took over the position, I was using a TI Organizer to
track needs and resources, but soon
started to see that this wouldn't be
sufficient to get the job done.

Having to manually enter about 250
phone numbers gave me the opportunity to clean up my phone number
list. As I entered contact information,
I was delighted to be able to enter a
category for each entry. This made it
easy to use the F6 Subset feature to
look at smaller categories of my ever
growing collection of phone numbers.
I keep three different phone books
on my Palmtop. One is for my business related contacts, one for personal numbers and a master listing of all
CompuServe node phone numbers.
Being able to maintain multiple
phone books is a strong feature of
the 100LX (and the HP 95LX).

Enter the HP 100LX
The HP 100LX was introduced to me
at a national chapter presidents conference of the Certified Netware
Engineer Professional Association
(CNEPA). The 80x25 display and the
built-in applications attracted me to
the Palmtop. For several months, I
had been looking to purchase a portable computer, but had hesitated,
feeling there had to be a better solution available. The 100LX proved to
be that solution.
Shortly after my return from the
conference, I purchased a Palmtop. I

Using Phone Book

Learning the
Power of Data Base
After getting my PHONE list under
control and transferring my notes
into the Palmtop, I knew it was time
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to start learning more about my new
tool. The database application seemed
like the place to start for my needs.
Keeping track of my staff is a big job.
My first database (PERS.GDB ii )
resembled a miniature personnel file.
In addition to general contact information, there are fields that list all
the Novell products that they have
been tested on or have experience
with, what OEM support contracts
they are certified to work on and
what vendor certifications they have
- CNE, ECNE, MCP, etc.
",,~

S:l::Dn

- -

n~l~

rtiM\I/"2T -

-

-

Personnel Data Base, 100lX

Putting the database application
to use didn't stop there. My next task
was to organize my library of LAN
related books (LANLIB.GDB ii ). The
record for each book lists the title of
the book, author's name, publisher,

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ron is escalation manager for 900 Support, Inc., a company
that provides computer support to international customers.
He regularly writes product reviews and help columns for
industry publications. He is also the President of the Kentucky Chapter of the Certified Netware Engineer Professional
Association. Ron's CompuServe ID is [73605,612J.

cost, ISBN number and brief comments about the book. I no longer
accidently purchase the same book
twice because I have this list in my
pocket whenever I enter a bookstore.
Keeping track of the cost of the book
has another advantage - in case of
theft or fire, I have a ready reference
for the insurance company when
filing the loss claim.
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Library Data Base, 100LX

Resolving a customers problem is
my chief concern. Unfortunately,
there are times when an answer for a
problem isn't immediately available.
As Escalation Manager, this is when
I usually become involved with a
call. I have set up a database of the
technical support calls that are still
active (CUSTCALL.GDB iii ).

(800) 825-9977

/

Moving Landing Pod

BONUS Features
• Over 40 levels of play
• SWITCHable!
• Score 2000 pts and receive a
10% discount Coupon on ANY
ACE products!!

Super Interactive Grophlcs
(Thrust and Sound)

error. With the formulas in Solver, I
don't worry about calculation errors
anymore!
Note Taker is an excellent companion for Solver. I use it to document each formula in Solver, and
include information on the purpose
of each formula, the variables involved, and the information to be
entered. The category function in
Note Taker lets me quickly find the

Lander

(G2001) .....

$19

ACE Technologies. Inc.

documentation on a Solver equation.
(See Ed Keefe's article, page 40, for more
on using Note Taker with Solver.)

Using MEMO as a
Writer's Companion
Another part of my responsibilities
include writing for several LAN
magazines. I contribute to "help desk"
columns and write product reviews.
I'll use MEMO's Outline (press ~)

More Power in Your Palm .•.•.....•

The BACH Company
Sparcom™
I

Customer problem data base, 100LX

•

At one glance I know who the customer is, when the problem was first
reported, what the initial problem
was, and what has happened so far.
I have created a Subset to view open
calls only.

HP CALC's Solver Helps
Calculate System RAM
for Novell Networks
When I started doing research on the
100LX, I wasn't sure what Solver
could do for me. However, it has
become a valued tool in my arsenal.
Novell has several different, sometimes lengthy, formulas to determine
how much RAM is needed for the
server. When I'm in a hurry to perform one of these calculations, it is
not unusual to make a calculation

2MB RAM
. . . . . ComStatlon95

. . . . . PrintStatlon95

2MB StatIc RAM c.d
lulU-In Modem and ConnectlYlty Software
Serlal/Parallel Converter
Bundled with Podium Pal and Games195
Docking Station
Built-in Serlal/Parallel Converter
Bundled with Podium Pal and Games/95

Im.4rnmU:
=:r'1
aq

$189.
$269.
$169.

CALL TOU FREE: 1-800-248-2224
OR FAX US AJ: (415) 494-1995

760 SAN ANTONIO ROAD • PALO ALTO, CA 94303
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HOW TO USE: Palmtop as Support Tool

to outline longer articles. I'll import
complete drafts and edit them in
MEMO. I'll even write shorter articles
from scratch in MEMO.
I use the HP Dictionary /Thesaurus card to make sure that my spelling is correct. After completion of the
article I send it to the publisher via
CompuServe E-mail.

built-in DataComm program to dial
up my Internet access point using
VT100 emulation. I have set up a
configuration profile containing the
telephone number, emulation preference, etc. and leave that loaded when
I close down DataComm so that all I
have to do to get into the Internet is
turn on the modem and press ~ to
connect.

Using Note Taker
I use Note Taker for more than documenting Solver equations. It helps me
track hard disk space requirements
for the different parts of Novell's
Netware 4.0 program; it keeps tips &
hints; it stores file server console
commands; it keeps configuration
instructions for particular brands of
diskless workstations, and more. I
also use Note Taker for short term
projects where I need to track the
progress of the individuals involved.
I'll enter the name of the project in
the Title field and a description of
the project in the Note field.
Recently I have created a separate
Note Taker database file to track long
term projects. Keeping the projects in
separate files helps keep things organized. I have started thinking about
creating another notes database to
handle my contact management
needs, instead of purchasing a program like ACT!.

Communicating with the
Outside World
I use TAPCIS Ii on the 100LX to
watch the CompuServe Novell forums in which I am active. The
100LX lets me stay in touch wherever
I am. Although I have faster modems
available, I use the Worldport 2400
MDL modem (cradle version) and the
accessory cradle to minimize the
amount of bulk and cables to be kept
track of.
I need the Palmtop to dial up
more than just CompuServe. Using
some proprietary communications
software, I dial into our communications network hardware and monitor
its condition or make changes to the
configuration wherever I am in the
country. This flexibility helps keep
the equipment in optimum operating
condition.
Recently I have started using the

Wireless Communications is
the Future for the Palmtop
Two recently announced products in
the mobile computing arena are
worth looking at. The first is a PCMCIA card pager. A California company called Wireless Access has put a
Skytel or Mobilcom pager into a
PCMCIA Type II card that can slide
into your 100LX. The pager-on-a-card
can be powered by its own internal
battery (that should last for 30 days)
or from the batteries inside the 100LX. Although the pager doesn't have
to be inside the 100LX to receive a
message, you will have to use the
Palmtop to be able to read the page.
The projected price for the Wireless
Access PCMCIA card should be
around $300 to the end user. You
will need to purchase the pager from
the company whose service you want
to use.
The other product announcement
is from a company called RadioMail.
This company is offering a two-way
radio based E-Mail system for $89 a
month regardless of how much it is
used. Currently you have a choice of
the Ericcson/ GE Mobidem or the
Motorola InfoTAC radio modems.
RadioMail is an interesting approach
to E-mail. This system gives you an
Internet account and more. You can
send mail to almost any system you
can think of - CompuServe, CC:Mail,
MCIMail, etc. You will get your mail
wherever you are in the country and
the people sending the mail don't
have to know what city you are in.
Because you are on Internet, you can
participate in the discussion areas
there by subscribing to a ListServer
that handles the particular forum or
conference you are interested in.
My use of the HP 100LX keeps
changing as I learn more about the
HP Palmtop. To this end, I find a
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periodic review of the HP 100LX
User's Guide very helpful.
I don't regret the purchase of this
valuable business tool in the least.
Thanks to HP for a great product!!

Order Information
PCMCIA Card Pager .•..•... NlA
Price will be in the $200-$300 range. Product will be distributed to end users by companies like SkyTel.
CONTACT: Wireless Access, Inc., 125
Nicholson Lane, San Jose, CA 95134, USA;
Phone: 408-383-1900.

RadioMaii wireless service $89/mo
Wireless service interconnecting remote Email users with existing networks including
public mail systems such as CompuServe
and MCI mail, Internet, corporate LANs, online information services.
The service provides necessary software, users provide the Palmtop and the
Ericcson Mobidem RF modem.
Brief description
CONTACT: RadioMail Corporation,
2600 Campus Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403,
USA; Phone: 800-597-6245 or 415-2867800; Fax: 415-286-7801.

WorldPort V.42bis
Cradle Modem ........... $249
CONTACT: U.S. Robotics, 8100 N. McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 60076-2999, USA;
Phone: 800-342-5877 or 708-982-5010;
Fax: 708-982-5235.

100LX Accessory Cradle .•..• $70
(HP Part number F1027A)
CONTACT: Authorized HP computer deal~s worldwide. To locate an authorized
dealer in the USA, ca" 800-443-1254.
NOTE: Suggested retail prices are listed.

Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
'CIS "SHR

TAPelS ............ MIA 92
SUPPORT.ZIP .. . .... N/D 93
(Contains PERS.GOB, LANLIB
.GOB and CUSTCALL.GDB from
this article.)

'CIS - Also available in the HP Handhelds forum of
CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free of
charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide to
use it, you must pay the author the shareware fee.
This goes for any shareware found on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.

Many of these files may be found on America
Online in the Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

AOL -

USER PROFILE:

HP 95LX: a .Road Warrior's
Catch·AII Organizer
When you're on the road for over 200 days a year,
it's nice to travel light. This road warrior keeps
his office in his pocket with the HP 95LX!
By Lanny Staton
I have for some time maintained an '
"A to Z" file/day planner with a
daily diary with spaces to write plans
for each day of the year. The physical
size of this business tool amounted to
at least 1/2 inch of paper in a notebook already crowded with numerous price sheets and related selling
material.
Last year, my company expanded
my job requirements through the
merger of another company and it
became obvious to me that I needed
to become more organized. I sought
the advice of a friend with a Casio
PIM, and purchased a Casio B.O.S.S.
with 128K of memory. I was simply
amazed at the amount of paper this
little device relieved me of hauling
around in a briefcase.
I quickly decided that I did not
like the feel of the keys on the
B.O.S.S. and upgraded to a 256K
Wizard. Not satisfied with its lack of
a numeric keypad, I finally migrated
to the HP 95LX.

Shy of the 95LX at First
I was a reluctant convert at first. The
HP Palmtop had the appearance of a
real computer and I was not computer literate. Even so, the salespeople selling the Palmtop seemed to
know less than I did. I felt the 95LX
would better suit my needs, but I
wasn't sure. Fortunately, the Office
Depot I had been dealing with saw
my frustration and allowed me to
buy the 95LX and then return either
the 95LX or the Wizard within 30
days. This sounded great to me so I
took the HP home and started wading through the 95LX User's Guide.
I immediately realized that I was

out of the PIM area and had entered
the computer age. I discovered the
HP help line and The HP Palmtop
Paper. Over a period of six months, I
became convinced that the purchase
of the HP unit was the smartest business-related purchase I had ever
made.

PHONE a Catch All
for Important Information
My PHONE data file is named
APHONE.PBK so that whenever I
press IMENU I File Open, it's the first
PBK file to appear. APHONE lists
about 200 distributor and customer
names, numbers, etc. It also includes
notes on key salesmen names, fax
information, last years figures, etc.
These are listed alphabetically using
last names. I have some general internal company information listed in the
first card. (I start the name of this
card with a blank space so this card
is always the first entry in the Phone
list.) I include internal company personnel in the list, and have a separate
entry, PM·PHONE MAIL, where I list my
most important internal contacts and
their phone mail extensions. I need
only press two keys in the Phone
application (PM) in order to call up
these most often used numbers.
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PM·PHONE MAIL, card view, 95LX

My Phone Book also includes contact
information for distributors of our
products. I place a period after the
state abbreviation in the Address
field, for distributors only! When I
need a list of distributors in a specific
state, say Texas, I press ~ (Only),
key in tx. and press IENTER I.
My Phone Book has an entry for
"MOVIES" where I note down videos
recommended by friends. I have
listings for car rental companies,
motels, and airlines (with club membership numbers in the note portion
of the card). I have general listings
such as FLOORING or TOPSOIL,
containing information on those topics. I have entries for different equipment models we sell, containing
product information. I even have an
entry named PRINTER/95LX, giving
connection and configuration instructions for the printer I use with the
Palmtop.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lanny Staton is a sales manager for a large manufacturer of
steel and plastic strapping, tools, and machines. He is on the
road 200+ nights per year and is responsible for 30 distributors at over 64 locations. Contact: S. W. Regional Sales
Manager, Delta Cyklop Div, ITW, 212 Robert E Lee Drive,
Tyler, Texas 75703, U.S.A.
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HOW TO USE: Road Warrior's Organizer

Are you looking for the best
way to sell your 95LX?
Do you have someone ready to
buy your 95LX? If not, it can take
as long to sell as a used car, maybe
longer. How much is your time
worth per hour? Now multiply that
figure by 5 to 10 hours. Is that
really how you want to spend your
time?
In almost every case, you'll be
much better off selling your 95LX
to us. At Classic Compters, we
offer extra incentives if you trade
in for a 100LX. And you can keep
your 95LX until you receive your
100LX. Talk about convenience!
We make it even easier and more
profitable by purchasing your software and accessories. For a fast,
hassle-free way to sell your palmtop call us now ... and do something more productive with those
extra 5 to 10 hours.

The desktop ThinCardORIVE" transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS·DOS®or MS·Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMO-500
reads and writes SRAM cards, TMO-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
1 PCMCIAlJEIOA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
'. .
•.•• card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
. /.' Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?

~.' For further information: Databook Inc. sales
..... D~A'T'A
office 10 Alder Bush, Rohester, New York 14624:::: fiJ.ll.
ThinCardDRIVE is atrademar1<
Phone 716-889-4204 Fax 716-889-2593
::
olDatabook, Inc.
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
~,,

§B()OK

Classic Computers
(515) 472-0383 ext. 22

I originally opened a separate
PBK file for personal names and
numbers, but found that I had plenty
of room in APHONE.PBK. Keeping
everything in one phone book eliminates the need of transferring between my business and personal
Phone files, and the hassle of remembering where the name is located.

A Dieters Phone Book
A PHONE file named DIET.PBKii
lists all types of food that I normally
eat, and includes calorie and fat gram
information for each entry. I simply
used one of those small diet information books you find at the grocery
store check out counter. I then listed
foods, such as "Beans, baked" in the
name field, listed the portion size,
1/2 c., at the left margin of the number field, and then listed the calorie/fat gram information (e.g. 132/2)
in the number field starting with
column 13.
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DIET.PBK. 95LX Phone Book for Dieting

Of course, everything was automatically alphabetized and the index
view that automatically displays
when you open my "DIET.PBK"
shows the food with all portion and
calorie/fat gram information in an
easy to use listing. This certainly
simplifies my constant attempts to
control my weight.

MEMO As a Message Pad
and To-do List
I get a lot of phone calls each day
and before the 95LX, I always had a
pocket full of post-its, or whatever.
I'd always end up losing some messages and failing to answer some
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•

,

T ,

D

phone calls.
I now use MEMO to keep track of
phone messages and things I need to
do. As I receive phone messages, I
enter them directly into my MEMO
(in my AMEMO.TXT file). I also list
business and personal tasks in this
file. As each call is answered or task
completed, I simply erase the item.
H~"o

AMEMO.TXT_

Ins

8i .... Si .... 08 18 : 84
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H •.= l p
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REPORT~

.·~~L~

P~brk

F l n d

M •• r k

AMEMO.TXT file, 95LX

The key to this system is to enter
all information, never use written
notes, and constantly update the
listing by erasing completed tasks so
your list doesn't become cluttered.
Leave your word wrap set at 40 so
you don't have to scroll around to
see text. Also, I find it easier to read

WIRELESS

INFORMATION

DELIVERY

FROM

MOTOROLA

WIRELESS INFORMATION: Power for the Road Warrior!
Infonnation is power, and EMBARC SM delivers it to the people who need it most-road warriors
like you! EMBARC Infonnation Services will keep you tuned to a variety of interests, and the
world at large, to put you a step ahead in today's fast-moving, competitive marketplace.
Your EMBARC subscription includes general news and weather from USA TODAY at no
additional charge. Optional services from USA TODAY include industry news selections such as
Technology and Telecommunications, plus Personal Investing, Insurance, International News and
even Sports-timely, useful infonnation to boost productivity.
With HeadsUpTM industry news from INDIVIDUAL, Inc. you'll receive targeted wireless news
briefs that impact your industry and professional specialty. Concise story briefs provide a quick
read and eliminate infonnation overload, and optional full-text retrieval provides details when needed.
These and other infonnation services are the perfect complement to EMBARC's fully featured,
one-way wireless networking capabilities, including wireless E-mail, reports and file updates. The
total service will keep you in the loop and productive in over 200 cities in the U.S. and Canada.
Call1-800-EMBARC4, ext 425 to see what the power
of wireless infonnation CaJl- do for you.

DOS, MAC compatibility:
EMBARC service is available for
DOS-based laptops and notebooks,
HP 95LX and 100LX palmtops, and
Macintosh PowerBooks.

Ii'i\ ' Motorola and NewStream are registered trademarks of

By Motorola

ICY Motorola, Inc. All other product and company names are
the property of their respective owners ~ 1993 Motorola. Inc.

HOW TO USE: Road Warrior's Organizer

Word Processor and Spell Checker

fastWRITE!TM

NOW
HP 100LX

A

SWITCHob/el

The GA935 Printer converter
lets you print directly from
your HP 95LX!100LX on
virtually any parallel printer.

Status Line
fIICONGRAT

~To:
FM:
Sbj:
Date:

•

Mr. George McDonal~

S}}I~eB6}9~~ie~~~I ~~~~i~~t.

Con9ratulation on your proMotion
January 20, 199~

"AQUARIUM.TX"._

_

Split Window

-

f6~~eiPa~~i~~irr~nai~~t~tlPt~F~sa~gr

the
Built-in
100,000 word
Spell Checker

basic
as

that is 9ainin9
in9 Method
Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus

fastWRITE! Features

For more information Call:

• Zoom between 40, 64 and 80 columns on 100LX
• Imports and Exports WordPerfect, MSWord,
WordStar and standard ASCII formats.
• Complete control of style, fonts and formats
• Supports multiple printers and proportional fonts
• Complete Marco commands for customization
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in 95LX applications

(800) 825-9977

fastWRITE! (C1075) .................... " ........................... .. ..... $79

capital letters, SO I enter all text and
other data in CAPS, except letters
and other memos I plan to print out.

Other Uses for MEMO
Occasionally I have to give a customer some business-related information
(product spec. sheet, etc.). Instead of
carrying around a briefcase full of
brochures and photocopies, I now
carry around a few MEMO files that
contain this information. All I have to
do is print them out.
I have a MEMO file that lists all
my credit card numbers and phone
numbers for reporting theft or loss of
one.
I have a file that contains an outline of a monthly report that I need
to write and submit by the 5th of
each month.
I have a file that contains the
previous monthly reports. This allows me to view the prior month
report as I compose the current report, allOWing me to simply change
date, delete obsolete information, and
add new items.

Your Palmtopl

Compatible!

with 100,000 word Spell Checker

Edit multiple
files

Easy Printing
From

A@ OO®
ACE Technologies, Inc.

2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103
Son Jose, CoUfomfo 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fax: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

I have a file where I back up
important messages and notes from
the main AMEMO.TXT file. When I
clean out completed items in
AMEMO.TXT, I'll copy special price
quotes and other information I want
to save to this file.
I have a file where I keep social
security numbers, date of birth, etc
on my wife and four sons. This information comes in handy several times
a year while I am out traveling.
I also maintain a running list of
my golf scores as well as the courses
I've played and range times.
Finally, I use MEMO to write letters and memos and then print them
out each night on the road and either
fax them on the motel fax machine or
put them in the mail.

APPT Tracks Appointments
Accomplishments,
and Expenses
The built-in Appointment Book not
only lists all my appointments, I use
it to keep track of what I actually
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This device utilizes a
replaceable 9 volt battery
and the standard HP serial
cable .
Completely automated, with
auto on/off, fIXed baud rate
at 9600, and supported by
Xon Xoff protocol.

ONLY $89B

GRIINWICH
ISTIIBIlUSA
Tel: (704) 376-1021
Fax: (704) 335-8707
Toll Free: 1-800-476-4070

accomplished each day. This is useful
for future appointments and assists
me in writing my monthly and annual reports.
I list on every Friday's Daily view
the dollar amount of money owed
me based on that week's expense
report. I will mark that entry "Paid"
as my company reimburses me.
I also list departure and arrival
times for airline reservations as well
as noting down reservation confirmation numbers.

HP CALC Tracks
Commissions
Of course I use the Calculator Arithmetic function, but I find some of the
other functions are even more useful.
I use the List function to track my
invoices on a monthly basis to make
sure mistakes aren't made in figuring
my commissions.
I use the Conversion function to
translate not only currencies, but
length and mass, since some of my
business involves customers in Mexico.

I keep often used formulas in
Solve. For instance, the formula below gives the feet per cwt of metal
products.
feet / cwt= l/(width x gauge x . 034)

Rather than having to do all the math
on the calculator each time, I simply
go to Solve, select the desired formula and enter the variables.

Lotus 1-2-3 as
Information Database
I use Lotus primarily as a information database. I currently have down
loaded about 30 pages of price sheets
as well as a number of product comparison charts. I no longer need a
briefcase.

Printing on the Road
I do still carry a briefcase on an airplane, but use it to safely transport
my 95LX and the latest addition to
my portable office - my Diconix
180si printer from Kodak.
I decided on this model printer
after reading the Palmtop Paper
article on printers - the Kodak was
small and came with a serial port.
I carry company letterhead, envelopes, and continuous feed computer
paper in my suitcase. I do all my
printing at night in the motel room.
Although the Diconix can be operated from batteries, I never use it outside my home or motel room, so I
don't weigh myself down with them.
I carry my AC adapter for my 95LX,
an AC adapter for my printer, an HP
connectivity cable, and an additional
RAM memory card in two old zippered bank bags in my suitcase.

Backing Up Is Essential
I have a RAM card loaded in my
95LX at all times and back up my C:
drive to it at least once a day in case
of a crash. Once I accidently left my
95LX and RAM card at a motel. I
retrieved it, but since then I also keep
another RAM card at home and backup my files to it every weekend. If I
ever misplace my 95LX and RAM
card, the most I'll lose is a weeks
worth of information. I'll pick up
another 95LX, slip the backup RAM
card in, and be set to go.
It's better, of course, to never lose
your Palmtop. If you do, it's better to
have it returned. To that end, I have
set up my Owner information "business card" with my name on the first

line, "REWARD FOR RETURN" on
the second line, and my (800) number
on the third line.

HP Palmtop a
Light-Weight 'Must'
for Business Travelers
I'm using only a small part of the
abilities of this great business tool
but constantly wonder how I got
along in business without it.
Sure, there are other "portable"
computers out there. Almost every
day I see business travelers lugging
around large laptop computers. However, the 95LX is l/lOth the size and
weight of a laptop and has batteries
that last weeks instead of a few
hours.
Price is also a consideration. A
decent laptop and portable printer
could run you over $3,000. My 95LX
with cards, printer, cables, and adapters cost slightly over $1,000.00. The
choice seems simple for people with
my business travel needs.
I finally settled on a 1MB 95LX
because I did not want to outgrow it

SPECIAL

in the future.
I wrote the User Profile on my
95LX, spell checked it with my HP
Dictionary /Thesaurus card, and
printed it out on my Kodak Diconix
180si printer. Thanks goes to The HP
Palmtop Paper for helping someone
with limited computer knowledge get
the most out of his HP Palmtop.
Finally, I have one macro to
quickly save an existing file, whether
I made changes to that file or not.
The Mar/April '92 issue taught me
how to set this up. To start recording
the macro, press I<Shift > I-I CHARI and
the F-key to activate the macro. Then
press IMENU I Quit Yes IENTER I Yes.
Finally, press I<Shift> I-I CHARI and the
F-key again to stop recording the
macro.

Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
DIET.PBK ........ . .... . ..... N/D 93

PRICING!

orO

HP 95LX
HP100lX Memory:
1 MB ....... $165
2MB ........ 310
w/FREE Extra Battery

Si/))

Ie

INCORPORATED

liThe Simple Solution
to More Memory"

• Made in U.S.A.
• Lifetime Waranty
• Same Day Shipping
• VISA/MC Accepted
• Purchase Orders
from Corporations
& Institutions
Accepted

714/558-1120
714/542-8615 FAX
1801 E. Edinger #255
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Prices subject to change

w~hout

notice.
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Breaking AppManager Limit,
More
Learn how to break the HP 100LX
AppManager 38 program barrier and speed
up HP CALC's Solver function. Be aware of
a bug in the System Macro function.

& ...
MORE

By Ed Keefe

Breaking the AppMgr Barrier
One of the new features on the HP
100LX is the Application Manager
program (APPMGR). When you press
I!J, you're presented with a group
of icons that can be used to activate
any of the built in applications or any
DOS or System Manager compliant
(SMC) program that you add to this
pictorial menu system.
Application Manager will accommodate up to 38 such applications.
However, since 17 of the slots are
taken up by the built in applications,
you're left with 21 slots to use for
your own applications.
Most people will find that 21
applications may be more than they'll
ever need. However, if you add a
RAM card, the number of applications begin to grow: quickly.
Furthermore, if you happen to
have more than one RAM card, each
with its own set of applications, you
may find yourself bumping up
against the 21 application limit sooner than you thought.

Using More Than One
APPMGR.DAT File
Even though you can never have
more than 21 of your applications
available in APPMGR at one time,
you can have more than one set of 21
applications.
Whenever you add a DOS application to APPMGR, the information
that you enter, including the icon, is
saved in the C:\_DAT\APPMGR
.DAT file.
If you add a System Manager

compliant program to APPMGR,
some of the information will go in
the APPMGRDAT file and some of it
will go in the C:\_DAT\APNAME
.LST file.
Moreover, if the System Manager
compliant application resides on a
RAM card, the Application Manager
will create a separate APNAME.LST
file in the root directory of the A:
drive and store the information there.
So, to get another set of 21 slots in
APPMGR, we have to create, and
manage, a duplicate APPMGRDAT
file and one or more new APNAME
.LST files. Here's how.
Step 1:
Create duplicate APPMGR and
APNAME data files.
To create an additional APPMGR
data file, use FILER and highlight the
C:\_DAT\APPMGRDAT file name.
Press ~ (Copy) and name the file
C:\_DAT\APPMGRALT. This will
create another 8,774 byte file on your
C: drive.
While you're working with FILER,
point at C:\_DAT\APNAME.LST
and COpy that file to C:\_DAT\
APNAME.ALT. Likewise, if you have
a RAM card in the A: \ drive, COPY
the A:\APNAME.LST file to A:\
APNAME.ALT.
The reason for duplicating the
APNAME.LST files is to let you have
more than 8 System Manager compliant (SMC) programs. Apparently, if
you add a new APPMGRDAT file,
and don't change APNAME.LST, the
SMC programs configured in AP-
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NAME.LST will be automatically
added to the new APPMGRDAT file.
If you create a new, empty APNAME
.LST file this will not happen.
Step 2:
Getting APPMGR.DAT and
APNAME.LST to swap
To get the APPMGR.DAT and
APNAME.LST files to "swap" with
their *.ALT counterparts, we'll use a
batch file.
Use MEMO, or any editor that
will produce an ASCII text file, to
key in the following batch file and
save it as SWAP.BAT Ii . Don't run
this batch file until you finish the
setup. [Editor's note: Because of layout

constraints, I had to wrap many of the
lines in this batch file . Any indented line
is really a continuation of the previous
line - not a new line! Do not insert any
empty spaces between the indented line
and the previous one.]
ECHO OFF
REM SWAP.BAT
IF EXIST C:I_DATlAPPMGR.ALT REN C:'-DATI
APPMGR.DAT $$$.$$$
IF EXIST C:,-DATlAPPMGR.ALT REN C:I_DATI
APPMGR.ALT APPMGR.DAT
IF EXIST C:'-DATI$$$.$$$ REN C:I_DATI
$$$.$$$ APPMGR.ALT
IF EXIST C:,-DATIAPNAME.ALT REN C:I_DATI
APNAME.LST $$$.$$$
IF EXIST C:,-DATIAPNAME.ALT REN C:'-DATI
APNAME.ALT APNAME.LST
IF EXIST C:'-DATI$$$.$$$ REN C:'-DATI
$$$.$$$ APNAME.ALT
IF EXIST A:IAPNAME.ALT REN A:\
APNAME.LST $$$.$$$
IF EXIST A:IAPNAME.ALT REN A:\
APNAME.ALT APNAME.LST
IF EXIST A:\$$$.$$$ REN A:\$$$.$$$ APNAME.ALT
100

The use of "IF EXIST" insures that
nothing destructive will happen if
there are no .ALT files in existence.
Thus, if you want to keep the same
APNAME.LST files for both APPMGR screens, just don't create any
APNAME.ALT files. If you don't
have a RAM card in A:, you may
omit the lines that begin with IF
EXIST A:\ ...
Save this file in the root directory
of the C: drive, or in a directory that
is included in your DOS path statement.
To run this batch file, go to APPMGR and press IMENUI A T IENTER I to
terminate all applications and go to
the DOS prompt. Type c:\swap and
press IENTERI. The batch file will run
and swap all three files. The final
command, 100, will restart System
Manager.
Step 3:
Load New AppManager Entries
Once the new files have been loaded,
press I!J and delete any APPMGR
entries you wish and load in some
new ones.
It won't hurt to have duplicates in
both APPMGR.DAT files. One such
duplicate entry could be a small program that will terminate all applications and run the SWAP batch file
DO_SWAP.COM ii. Another file,
DO_SWAP.lCN ii, is a suitable icon
to use with DO_SWAP.COM.

This "swapping strategy" will give
you room for an additional 21 applications. If you need more than that,
try modifying the batch file to accommodate a third APPMGR.DAT file.
This is left as an exercise for the interested reader.

Speeding Up Solver
Another problem that I've encountered with the HP 100LX is the slowness with which the HP CALC program loads equation files.
If you thought the Appointment
Book was slow, try loading an .EQN
file that contains a dozen or so equations. The wait time is excessive.
Here's my work around for this
problem. It involves using a Note
Taker file (EQN.NDB) to hold your
equations and a macro that will
transfer one equation at a time into
solver and run it.
This method has the added benefit of letting you use Note Taker to
browse through your equations and
even categorize them by types. For
example, I have equations categorized as "Business Math Equations",
"Scientific Equations", "Graphing
Formulas", and "Calc+123 Formulas."
The downside is that you'll have
to use the COPY and PASTE keys to
transfer your individual equations to
Note Taker note fields. Depending on
the number of equations you have,
this could take some time.

I'd suggest that you try the following procedure with a couple of
equations. See if it meets your needs.
If you find that this method of loading equations into Solver is satisfactory, you can transfer all your equations to an EQN.NDB file later. I'd
also suggest that you back up your
equation files before beginning.
Step 1:
Create a Note Taker file for your equations.
You can create a new EQN.NDB file
by pressing ICTRLf-1 MEMO I IMENU I File
New, keying in EQN and pressing ~
(OK).

Step 2:
Transfer your equations to Note Taker
Load an .EQN file into MEMO and
press I <Shift> I-I <DownArrow > I to highlight the desired equation. Then press
I!!!l ~ to copy the text to the clipboard. Press ICTRLf-1 MEMO I to open
Note Taker and press IENTER I twice to
go to the Note field. Then press I!!!lIII to paste the equation in the notes
field.

VERY IMPORTANT! Delete any
French brackets "{ }" at the start and
end of the equation. This is particularly
important if you have not given your
equation a name in Solver!
Press IALTI-Title if you want to add

$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE HP 95LX AND HP 100LX
...

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per month· flat rate.

...

FREE

...

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers of Internet,
Compuserve'", AT&T Mail™, MCI MaiI™, and all other connected
networks in the global messaging matrix.

...

Two-way wireless access is available over the RAM Mobile Data
wireless networks.

...

1200, 2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is available.

...

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup access is available at
additional cost.

...

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPort™modem and Sparcom's
SmartDock™ComStation.

...

PSILink also works on MSDOS laptops.

...

PSILink for Windows is available at access speeds of up to
V.32bis (14.4 Kbps)

...

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

System Manager compliant software included.

~

PSIlinl(
GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive - Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1703.620.6651 • E-Maii: psilink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1800.791ax79
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a title to the note, and IALTI Category
to add a category description. Repeat
this operation for a couple of equations. Then exit the EQNNDB file by
pressing ~ IALTI Quit.
Step 3:
Transferring equations to Solver
Next we need to get Solver ready to
accept a single equation. This is
where things get tricky. We have to
account for all possible contingencies.
For example, Solver might or might
not be active when we start our procedure. It might contain a default
equation file. It could even have an
equation active in its editing screen.
The possibilities are almost endless.
Here's how to account for all
these contingencies.
A. Press IHP CALq IMENU I Options Startup application. Pick any of the startup applications, other than "Last
Screen" or "Solver". Press IENTER I to
complete this step.
B. Access Solver by pressing ICTRqSolver. Then press IMENU I
File New. Key in the name scratch.eqn
and press ~ . Now press IESq and
IALTI-Quit to exit Solver and HP
CALC.
C. Press IflLERllMENUI Options DOS to
get to the DOS prompt. There type
the command rem>c:\_dat\scratch.eqn
and press IENTER I. This will create a
zero-byte file in the C:\_DAT directory.
D. As a check that all is working
well, type exit and press IENTER I to get
back to FILER. Then press ~ (Goto),
key in c:\_dat and press IENTER I to see
if there is a SCRATCH.EQN file with
o bytes.
As a further check, press IHP CALC I
ICTRq-Solver. You should see the
Solve Catalog screen, with the
SCRATCH .EQN file loaded. Of
course, there won't be any equations
on the screen. Quit the Calc program
by pressing IESq and IALT I-Quit.
E. The next task is to create a System

Macro that will let us copy an equation from EQN.NDB to Solver and
run it. Without using this system
macro, this workaround would be a
real time and keystroke waster.

Start by pressing ICTRq-1MEMO I to
make sure that the Note Taker EQN.NDB file is active. (It will be the
default file unless you've accessed a
different .NDB file in the meantime.)
Highlight one of the equations.
Record the following macro. Note
that this macro must be recorded. It
won't work if you key it into a macro
"Contents" field. I'll explain why
later. I'll assume that you're going to
record this as Macro #10. However,
you may pick any empty macro key.
Follow these steps (a hyphen be-

tween two keys indicate that they must
be pressed at the same time):
1. Press I<Shift > H~ ~ to record
the macro.
2. Press IENTER I I<Tab > I to go to the
description field of the note.
3. Press I<Shift > I, hold down ~
I!!!) and then press I<RightArrow > I to
highlight all of the text in the
notes field.
4. Press I!!!) c::::J to copy the highlighted line into the clipboard.
5. Press IESq IHP CALq ICTRq-S to go
to Solver.
6. Press IESC II CTRq-S IMENU I File New
scratch.eqn IENTER I. If you see the
dialog box that asks if you want
to replace the existing file, press
IENTERI.
This starts HP Calc, accesses
Solver, shuts it down and reopens
it so you can successfully open a
new file and replace any active
file.
7. Press ~ I!!!)-(!) ~ to Paste the
equation in and close the editing
screen.
8. With the equation highlighted in
the Solver Catalog, press IENTER I to
run it.
9. FINALLY, press I<Shift> I-I!!!) ~
to stop recording the macro.
DO NOT edit this macro - it's very
fragile! If you try to access it and make
changes, you'll destroy it.
F. To test the macro, return to Note
Taker and highlight another equation.
Press I!!!) ~ and watch the screen
dance. You should wind up with the
new equation ready to run. If not,
you may have missed a keystroke
while recording the macro. Try rere-
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cording the macro again.
The biggest time saver in this
system is the fact that once you load
a single equation into Solver, it stays
there until you change it by loading
another equation. That speeds up the
process since Solver doesn't have to
read in a whole bunch of equations
and check each one of them for errors. This process was much faster on
the 9SLX because the error checking
was done when you tried to run the
equation, rather than when the equations were loaded.
I'll leave it up to you to decide if
this procedure adds anything worthwhile to the Solver program. Perhaps
it will inspire the programmers at HP
to make CALC part of the HP "101LX" database program. That way we
could use a database file for saving
equations, and, perhaps, we could
have some mathematical functions
available in our database programs.

System Macro Bug
in the HP 100LX
Most System Macros on the 100LX
work reliably. The macro described
above is the first one that I've run
across that is "fragile."
As far as I can tell, the problem
arose while recording the System
Macro, when I pressed the I<Shift >1ICTRq I<RightArrow >I keystrokes to highlight an entire note field in Note
Taker. I can record the keystrokes in
a System Macro and play them back.
However, it appears that this series
of keystrokes puts some unusual
"phantom" keystrokes in the System
Macro file. If I press I!:l M, edit and
save the macro, it no longer works
properly. If anybody knows what's
going on, let us know!
Until then, Happy Programming!

iiiiii
Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
SWAP.ZIP . .. ........ NID 93
(SWAP.lIP contains SWAP.BAT, DO_SWAP
.COM and DO_SWAP.ICN from this article.)

Configuring Your HP
Palmtop: CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT
This intermediate level article discusses the use
of CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files
in the HP Palmtops.
[Editor's Note: Many HP Palmtop users
don't need CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT files on their computers.
Both machines are set up to run without
them, and the old adage, "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it!" applies here. However, if you attach peripherals to the Palmtops or run other software programs on
them, it might be necessary to add these
two files to C: \ (root drive of the C
directory).
Many software and hardware products come with installation disks that
automatically modify, or create CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files for
you. If they don't, the documentation for
these products should tell you the commands you need to add to these files.
The following article is more of a
reference than a "How to" article. It will
probably be most useful to intermediate
and advanced users with some experience
with CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC
.BAT files. You can consult a good MSDOS manual or reference book for more
information on creating and using these
two files. In addition, both HP Palmtop
User's Guides briefly discuss these files.
See pages B-18 and B-22 of the HP
95LX User's Guide, and page 7-20 of the
HP 100LX User's Guide.]
By Mark Scardina
CONFIG.5YS and AUTOEXECBAT
files can be used on PC compatible
computers like the HP Palmtops to
configure and set up the computer.
However, there are some pitfalls in
this process unique to Palmtops.
Before you attempt to create and use
a CONFIG.SYS file, back up your data!

An error in this file can force 95LX
users to reinitialize their C: drive,
causing loss of data in it. You can
keep a copy of a valid CONFIG.5YS
and AUTOEXECBAT file on a RAM
card. If you have problems booting
up your 95LX from the C: drive, you
can insert that card an reboot.
HP 100LX users do not have this
problem as they can reboot and press
the ALT key, selecting the D: drive as
their boot drive. This bypasses a bad
CONFIG.SYS file.
Whenever you reboot your Palmtop by pressing ICTRLI-I ALT I-I DELI, you
activate an automatic start-up process
that can be controlled by two files:
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXECBAT.
These files are first searched for on
the A: drive. If not found there, the
Palmtop looks for them on the C:
drive. In order for both files to be
processed, they must both reside on
the same drive.
CREATE THE FILES IN MEMO
Both files are created as simple ASCII
text files. Open MEMO, type in the
desired lines, and save the files with
the appropriate name (C: \CONFIG
.5YS or C: \AUTOEXECBAT). Do not
insert any formatting (bold, italics,
etc.) if you are using MEMO on the
HP 100LX. If you create the files in

another word processor, make sure
you save them as ASCII files.
We'll look at the commands that
can be used in each file, and give
some simple examples towards the
end of each section.

CONFIG.SYS File
The CONFIG.SYS file includes commands that control how your PC
hardware will work in conjunction
with software and peripherals. Mistakes in editing this file can cause
your PC to lockup.
There are a range of commands
that have a profound effect on your
Palmtop's performance. Let's look at
the CONFIG.SYS file by examining
the commands that you could use.

DEVICE= Command
Device commands load device drivers, small software programs used to
control devices such as printers, monitors, a mouse, external drives, etc.
ON THE PALMTOPS: Device drivers are needed on the 95LX to let it
interface with the Sundisk mass storage
card. Both Palmtops need device drivers
to use Sparcom's Drive95 external floppy
drive, or DoubleCard/Stacker compression software.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is Software Product Manger for ACE Technologies and coauthor of The Official Guide to the HP 100LX. He also provides Palmtop
support on Compuserve as a member of TeamHP. His CompuServe ID is
[76711,732}.
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command is not used on the Palmtops.

The FILES= Command
The FILES=n command where "n" is
a number up to 255, governs the
number of files that can be open at
one time on your Pc.
ON THE PALMTOPS: On the

95LX, the minimum value that you
should use is 20. If you are using multitasking software such as SWITCH!, it
should be increased to 30. On the 100LX, the value should be 30 as System
Manager keeps more files open for the
built-in applications than it does on the
95LX.
Every program uses at least 3
files, because items such as your
keyboard are treated as files. Each
file you specify in the FILES command costs 40 bytes of memory,
whether the file is open or not!
Therefore you should not specify
many more than you need. The error
that you will usually get when the
number is set too low is that the
program is unable to open a file or a
file handle is not available.

The FCeS= Command
The File Control Blocks command is
a holdover from CPM (an early computer operating system). Currently
this command is only used in conjunction with SHARE.EXE.
ON THE PALMTOPS: The FCBS

The BUFFERS= Command
The BUFFERS=n command sets up
areas in memory to temporarily store
data that is read from and written to
your drives.
ON THE PALMTOPS: Setting
BUFFERS = 5 is sufficient on either

Palmtop.
Creating buffers in System RAM
has the effect of speeding up access
time. These areas act as a very basic
disk cache.
You can specify any number of
buffers up to 99, but each one sets
aside 530 bytes of memory for buffer
use. Since the HP Palmtops use a
RAM disk and RAM cards for file
storage instead of hard disks, file
access is much quicker to begin with.
This means that the optimal BUFFER
setting for your Palmtop will be different than the setting on your desktop Pc.
I ran several tests on the 95LX
and 100LX using both SRAM and
FlashRAM cards with and without
Stacker. The results were virtually
identical in all cases. Performance
significantly increased up to the setting BUFFERS=5, after which it leveled off and even decreased a bit.
The 100LX's D:\CONFIG.SYS file has
a BUFFERS=20 setting. I recommend

changing this to 5 when using this
file on the A: or C: drive. You will
save 7.5K of memory without a loss
of performance.

The STACKS= Command
The Stacks command sets the amount
of RAM that DOS reserves for processing hardware interrupts.
ON THE PALMTOPS: The Palm-

tops' default setting of STACKS=9 ,128
should be considered minimum. Never
specify STACKS=O,O, even if a DOS
manual tells you it's OK.
A PC is considered by many to be
an "interrupt driven computer". Instead of being able to do many things
at once, it performs small tasks one
at a time, very quickly. It must keep
interrupting the program it is running to process keystrokes, access the
disk, keep track of time, etc. It is only
its sheer speed that gives it the appearance of doing simultaneous
tasks.
Whenever one of these "interrupts" occurs, the processing of one
program or task must stop until the
interrupt process is completed. A
problem can occur if a second interrupt wants the computer's attention
while it is still processing the first
interrupt. The STACKS=m,n command
sets up "m" memory areas of size "n"
to store these interrupt requests.

What will you do when you
lose valuable information on
your HP Palmtop?
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printer
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Experienced computer users know
that it's not a question of will you lose
your data but when. There's nothing
like losing important information to
convince you of the necessity of doing
back-ups. Nothing is easier or faster
for this than a memory card . We've
made a special purchase of 5l2K
RAM cards that are just right for backups. They're faster, draw less power
and last longer than Flash cards. We
have a very limited quantity available
for $79. Call now to get yours at this
special low price.

Classic Computers
(515) 472-0383 ext. 23

Many desktop PCs have the command STACKS=O,O in their CONFIG
.SYS files to save memory because
they have enough processor power to
handle any interrupts thrown at
them. You should never specify
STACKS=O,O on your HP Palmtop!
The way in which the Palmtop
keyboard and power management is
implemented requires that the default
setting of 9,128 be considered the
minimum setting. If you are getting
"Stack Overflow" errors you should
put the command STACKS=9,256 in
your CONFIG.SYS file. Otherwise,
simply leave the command out. Finally, if you are using a PCMCIA modem, you should also use the 9,256
setting.

The BREAK= Command
The BREAK=ON command causes
DOS to check the keyboard much
more frequently for Ctrl-C and CtrlBreak. This makes it easier to break
out of a locked up program.
ON THE PALMTOPS: You could
use this command on either Palmtop to
make it easier to get out of an unfamiliar
program you're testing. However,
BREAK=ON will slow down performance.
On a desktop PC, the BREAK=ON
command causes an imperceptible
loss of performance. On the HP
Palmtops it is an entirely different
matter due to the power management
techniques employed. The 95LX and
100LX use a technique called "Light
Sleep" that turns off the CPU for up
to 55msec every time a call to check
for a keypress is made. If an application is truly waiting for a key this
action does not affect performance,
however when you specify BREAK=
ON, you cause the machine to shutdown the processor far more often
during activities that noticeably affect
performance.
Since you can issue this command, or its complement BREAK=
OFF, anytime from the DOS prompt,
I recommend that you use it only
when you need it and turn it off
when you are done. Also by using
the AC adapter which disables Light

Sleep, you can eliminate most of the
performance impact.

The VERIFY= Command
VERIFY =ON causes DOS to verify
data written to a disk on every write.
ON THE PALMTOPS: It's unnecessary to use on either Palmtop. In addition, a bug in earlier 95LX's can lock up
your machine and corrupt your C drive
if this command is used.
The VERIFY command is of no
use on the Palmtops since all disk
access is to electronic chips that are
as reliable as the memory that is

being checked against. Nothing is
gained except slower performance by
including it.

The LASTDRIVE= Command
Specifies the maximum number of
drives you can access.
ON THE PALMTOPS: Default
value on the Palmtops is E (i.e. A-E, five
drives). If you add additional drives to
the Palmtops, set the LASTDRIVE to a
higher letter (i.e. H, I , J, etc.).
Regardless of the number of physical drives on your PC, DOS keeps a
set of "logical drives" as letters in its
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79
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Gravitator*
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Bearings *
79
TarotMaster*
79
PsychStat
399
RuneMaster*
79
PhysiCalc
79
FinancialSuper*
119
Business Directories *
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139
All programs compatible
with HP OmniBook 300 and
most PCMCIA systems.
* Also runs on HP 100LX
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~
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German. (See ad elsewhere in this magazine)
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data area. Each drive is given 80
bytes of memory to maintain information about that drive. On your
Palmtop this value is defaulted to
LASTDRIVE=E. You will normally
not need to concern yourself with
this command unless you are going
to hook up your Palmtop to a "server" using such software as InterLink
or the Redirector included in the
100LX Connectivity Pack. In that case
you should select a letter at least one
higher than the total number of
drives that you are mapping. Also if
you are using Stacker software, it
will use up drive letters as well. You
can check the letters by rebooting
and noting which drive letters Stacker reserves when it loads.
For example, let's say that you are
using a Stac'd card on a 100LX and
want to use the Redirector to map
your 3 desktop drives to your 100LX.
Stacker will report that it is using A:
and E:, therefore you should put
LASTDRIVE=I in your CONFIG.SYS
to reserve the letters F, G, and H for
the Redirector.

The COUNTRY= Command
Configures DOS to recognize the
character set and punctuation conventions of other languages.
ON THE PALMTOPS: On the
95LX, it is used to select the different
foreign language conventions for time,
date, currency symbol and decimal separator. On the 100LX the KEYBEZ program governs the COUNTRY selection.
System Manager has its own setting for
this function in its SETUP application.

The SHELL= Command
Specifies the name and location of
the command interpreter you want
MS-DOS to use.
ON THE PALMTOPS: This command can be used on either Palmtop to
cause them to bypass System Manager
and boot up to DOS.
I have saved this for last because
it is the most dangerous. A mistake
in this command can produce an
error that will lock up your machine
before a point at which you can inter-

vene. The SHELL command tells
DOS what command interpreter to
use. In the case of the HP 95LX/
100LX, this is COMMAND. COM.
The format of this command is
very important and the setting is
different on the 95LX and 100LX.
Below are the acceptable forms:
HP 95LX

SHELL=C : \ COMMAND . COM
SHELL=COMMAND IP

Double Your Pleasure
• DUBLHDRTM
DublHdr™ adds an extra PCMCIA
slot to your HP95LX. Now you can
have your favorite application with
that additional memory card!

• IL Adapter
This adapter adds HPIL to your HP95
system without giving up your
PCMCIA slot or your RS-232 interface!
Now you can use those IL Printers
and Disk Drives on a desktop LAN!

IP

HP lOOLX

SHELL=D : \ DOS\COMMAND . COM
SHELL=COMMAND IP

IP

There are two important items to
notice.

• Data Acquisition & Control
• Robotics / Motion Control

I

• interloop, inc.

1. There is a blank space before each IP.
2. The complete path is used whenever
COMMAND.COM is used.

706 Charcot Avenue· San Jose, CA 95131
Tel : 408/922-0520 • Fax: 408/922-0545

If you have both a 95LX and 100LX

COMMAND.COM where it can find
itself and to set the COMSPEC variable that is used by many programs
to create a DOS shell. On the 95LX,
you would add C:\. On the 100LX you
would add 0:\005. It is not strictly
necessary on the 95LX or 100LX, but
it doesn't hurt either and can prevent
some problems that programs have
shelling to DOS.
H you continue to have problems
with programs shelling to DOS on
the 100LX, you can add 0:\005 to the
end of the SHELL command line. If
you continue to have shelling problems on the 95LX, you must use the
following command in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

and use the same card to reboot both
machines, the choice for a SHELL
statement appears to be
SHELL=COMMAND /P. This will
work most of the time. Some DOS
programs that allow you to go to the
DOS prompt from within the program will not be able to do it without
using the alternative full path SHELL
statement. You can solve this by
copying D: \DOS\COMMAND.COM
to C: \ on the 100LX and using
SHELL=C:\COMMAND.COM /P.
There are two more options that
can be used on the SHELL command
line. "/E:nnnn" sets the size of the DOS
environment (nnnn is the size in
bytes). The DOS environment is used
to store the PROMPT, PATH, COMSPEC, and program variables. Remember, to use an empty space before the / E.
This /E option has limited use on
the 95LX unless you are using that
space within the immediate shell in
which it is specified. This is because
the ROM DOS that is within the
95LX defaults to 160 or the amount
used if greater whenever DOS is
spawned, unless the /E: parameter is
used. On the 100LX the default size
is increased to 256 bytes.
A final parameter can be added to
the SHELL command line to tell
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SET COMSPEC=C: \ COMMAND . COM

CONFIG.SYS Examples
Below are examples o f basic
CONFIG.SYS files that are good starting points on either your 95LX or
100LX. Rebooting your Palmtop with
these CONFIG.SYS files in the C: \
directory will cause the Palmtop to
bypass the System Manager and go
directly to the DOS prompt. [Don't
forget the empty space before the IP.]
HP 95LX CONFIG.SYS

FILES=20
BUFFERS=5
SHELL=C : \COMMAND . COM

IP c : \

HP lOOLX CONFIG.SYS

FILES=30
BUFFERS=5
SHELL=D : \ooS\COMMAND .COM

IP D: \OOS

AUTOEXEC.BAT File
The existence of the SHELL statement
in your CONFIG.SYS file causes your
AUTOEXECBAT file to be run automatically at the end of the CONFIG
.SYS process. The AUTOEXEC file is
designed to allow you to automatically set up your software environment
and load Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) software programs. This
file can also launch System Manager
for you.
The AUTOEXECBAT and CONFIG.5YS files are ASCII text files that
can be created or edited in MEMO or
any text editor. While there is a wide
variety of commands that can be
used in this file, we will be focusing
on those that will be most likely to
appear in HP Palmtop versions of
AUTOEXECBAT. In order to efficiently do this, let's take a look at a
sample AUTOEXECBAT that can be
used on either a 95LX or lOOLX.

when they are executed. This can
cause a jumble of confusing commands to scroll down the screen on
startup. Place the ECHO OFF command at the beginning of your
AUTOEXECBAT file and command
lines will not be displayed. All
ECHO statements will still be displayed.

The PROMPT command
The PROMPT command determines
how the DOS prompt is displayed.
While the syntax of the command
is simply PROMPT <texb, there are several special characters that provide

$b
$d
$e
$g
$h
$1
$n
$p
$q
$t
$_
$$

-

I (display pipe character)
Current date
Escape code
> (display greater than sign)
Bksp (deletes prev o character)
< (display less than sign)
CUrrent drive
CUrrent drive and path
= (display equals sign)
Current time
Carriage return plus linefeed
$ (display dollar sign)

The most common command is
PROMPT $P$G which displays the
current drive and path followed by
the greater than sign. A more sophisticated example would be:

te in Portability
Just open and Startl
FUTURA 50
designed to can:v your HP 95LX or HP JOOLX palmtop computer
CI One pen/penci I holder
Cl 3 pockets for PCMCIA I. business and credit card...
Q Small and slim
r:l Computer can be attached via Velcro lVelcro included)
Q Dimensions: 7.25" x 4.5" x 1.6" (18.5 x 11.5 x 4cm)
U Crafted from premium Nappa Cow Hide Leather (Black)

echo off
prompt $D $T$H$H$H$H$H$HLL[dos) $p$g
path=C : \ ; C: \_DAT ;
echo.
echo Press [Ctrl)+[C) to go to OOS
echo Press any key to launch SysMgr
pause > nul
: LOOP
prompt $D $T$H$H$H$H$H$HLL[sys) $p$g
$sysmgr
prompt $D $T$H$H$H$H$H$HLL[dosJ $p$g
command
goto LOOP

LIMITED OFFER

REGULAR $50.00

$44.95
FUTURA 75
designed to carry your HP 95LX or
/
HP lOOLX palmtop computer with aPQger.
U One pen/pencil holder
/'
r.J 4 pocket" for PCMCIA I, business and credit cards
Q Very s lim and portable
o Computer can be attached via Velcro (Velcro included)
(J Dimensions: 9 .75" x 4,S" x 1.6" (25 x 11.5 x 4cm)
Q Crafted from premium Nappa Cow Hide Leather (Black)

The above sample uses a number of
batch file commands. Before we examine what actually will take place
when this file is run, let's take a look
at the commands that are used.

REGULAR $55.00

LIMITED OFFER

$49.95
FUTURA 100
ideal case/or your HP 95LX. HP lOOLXand calculators
(for traveling and meetings)
U 2 pen/pencil holder
U 8 pockets for PCMCIA I, business and credit cards
o 1 pocket for checkbook, etc.
W Computer can be attached via Velcro (Velcro included)
a Dime nsions: 8" x 6" x 2" (20.S x 15 x 5cm)
U Crafted from prem ium Nappa Cow Hide Leather
(Black & Burgundy)
REGULAR $69.95

The ECHO command
The ECHO command in any batch
file lets you display messages on
your Palmtop's screen.
By using the syntax ECHO <text>,
you can have your AUTOEXEC file
display messages on the screen. You
need one ECHO for every line. ECHO.
(period after echo) will cause a blank
line to be displaced.
Normally, all command lines are
written or "echoed" to the screen

extra special commands.

LIMITED OFFER

$64.95

~
:3

E & B

COMPANY

1013 McRAE WAY

'/)\\

0

ROSEVILLE, CALIFORNIA 95678

.....

liSA: 1.800.896.cASE [2273J
lilt' I: 916.344.5047
FAX: 916.782.9306

0-

24"
0

t;;..

<II

15

DAY
TRIAL
OFFER
SATI5FACTION
OR YOUR MONEY BACK

*
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PROMPT $D $T$H$H$H$H$H$H$_$_$p$g

This displays the date and time on
one line and the path below. It would
look something like this:
Fri 10-22-1993 14 : 29
C: \ _DAT> .

The PATH= command
This command tells DOS where to
look for executable programs you
want to launch.
If you always run your DOS programs from FILER you need never
worry about a PATH statement. If
you launch programs from the DOS
prompt on either Palmtop, the PATH
statement can save keystrokes.
By including in your PATH statement the drives and directories that
contain your program files, you cause
DOS to search for them instead of
having to enter the complete path
every time you run the program.
In the example above, you should
add any directories that contain programs that you use from DOS, separating each with a semi-colon. PATH
statements can be a total of 128 characters in length. There must be no
embedded spaces or the entire statement will be invalidated. This is
important if you are a 100LX owner
as MEMO will insert a space anytime
it wraps a line. You should set the
margins to 1 and 128 to avoid this.
Finally, if you run your Palmtop with
and without a card, you can get a
"drive not ready" error if you include
an A: directory and the card is not
present. Because of an obscure bug
on the 95LX, it's recommended to
capitalize all drive letters in the
PATH statement.

The PAUSE command
The PAUSE command can be used
on either Palmtop to temporarily stop
the processing of the AUTOEXEC
BAT file.
If it is used by itself on a line, you
will see the message "Press any key
to continue ... ". Press any key and the
AUTOEXECBAT file continues processing. Press ICTRq-1!) to terminate
the AUTOEXECBAT file and go
directly to the DOS prompt. I recommend that all 95LX owners put the
PAUSE statement into their AUTOEXEC BAT in case they have a prob-

lem launching System Manager. That
way they can press ICTRq-IALTI-1 DELI to
reboot and exit AUTOEXEC before
they get to the SYSMGR command.
HP 100LX owners can use the
ALT Boot menu to boot from D:
drive if they have a problem.
Since I use two ECHO statements
to describe the action of PAUSE in
our sample AUTOEXECBAT file, I
have added "> NUL" to the statement. This prevents the normal
PAUSE message from being displayed.

lABELS and GOTO Commands
LABELS and GOTO commands are
used to loop back to previous parts
of the batch files.
The :LOOP statement on line 8 of
the AUTOEXECBAT file is a "label"
and is not processed as a command
by DOS. The colon at the beginning
of the line tells DOS to treat the next
8 characters as a label. Labels are
used with the GOTO command (line
13) to control the flow of a batch file.
In our sample AUTOEXEC file, the
final GOTO LOOP statement sends
the processor back to the :LOOP
position to continue processing.
This feature can be used in AUTOEXEC BAT, or any batch file, to do
some pretty useful things.

AUTOEXEC.BAT
In Action
Let's take a detailed look how this
works in our example. If we press
[~!~9-[!~)-[£~) to reboot, the
AUTOEXECBAT file is automatically
run. The ECHO is turned off, the
PROMPT and PATH are set, the
messages "Press [Ctrl]+[C] to go to
DOS" and "Press any other key to
launch SysMgr" are displayed, and
the AUTOEXEC file PAUSES.
We can press ICTRLI-I!) to go to
DOS. If we do, because of the first
PROMPT command, the DOS prompt
will contain [dos] to indicate that
System Manager is not loaded.
If instead we press any other key,
the AUTOEXEC file would continue
running. It would ignore the label
:LOOP, execute the next PROMPT
command, and start System Manager.
We would end up at the topcard.
If we now go to FILER and then
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to DOS, the prompt will display a
[sys], indicating that System Manager
is running in the background.

New Twist on the HP 100lX
The next three lines apply to the
100LX. HP 95LX users can leave them
in AUTOEXECBAT, they will not
affect it's operation on the 95LX.
The lOOLX can terminate System
Manager by pressing I!J IMENU I
Applications Terminate. If we do this,
AUTO EXEC BAT continues with the
third-to-the-last command, and
PROMPT is set again to [dos] .
The second-to-the-last line does
something a little unusual. We're
already in DOS at this point. The line
COMMAND launches another copy
of the DOS COMMAND. COM program (DOS within DOS, so to speak).
This lets us "go to DOS" and execute
DOS commands without running the
final command line in the AUTOEXEC .BAT file. '
If we want to go back to System
Manager, all we have to do is type
exit from the DOS prompt. This terminates the other copy of DOS, and
runs the 90to LOOP command. AUTOEXEC goes back to :LOOP, runs the
second PROMPT command, and
launches System Manager.
Although the AUTOEXECBAT
file seems complicated, this series of
commands allows us to easily unload
System Manager, go to DOS and
return.
This technique can be very useful
if you need to run a DOS program
without System Manager loaded to
provide more memory. By substituting the DOS Program for COMMAND you can easily go back and
forth by exiting either.
There are numerous other batch
commands that can be used in
AUTOEXECBAT files. A good MSDOS book will provide you with
descriptions of these commands and
examples on how to use them.
I apologize for not elaborating on
TSRs, but they are an article all in
themselves. The CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXECBAT files are powerful
tools that allow you to optimize your
HP Palmtop. If you made it through
this article, you have a good start.

Doing Arithmetic Part II:
Simple Hands-on Examples
Using Five HP CALC
Applications

r+-l

~

HP CALC
By Hal Goldstein

Last issue (Sep/Oct 93, pgs. 44-47)
we began exploring HP CALC's
Arithmetic application with some
examples and explanations. Hopefully, we got some of you using HP
CALC. In this issue we will continue
to give you a flavor of the powerful,
easy-to-use applications available
from a press of the blue HP CALC
key.
In this article we will use variations of one simple, common arithmetic problem to discover how to use
some of HP CALC's different applications. The purpose of this exercise
is to introduce you to some of the HP
CALC applications that can be used
every day by most people.
THE PROBLEM
We enter a store that advertises that
all items are 15% off the marked
price. We want to know immediately
the exact cost of a given item. Let's
look at the different HP CALC applications in which we could solve that
problem. At the same time we will
look to see what kinds of problems
the HP CALC application is ideally
suited for.

Qate Calcs and Arithmetic. Simply
choose the application you wish.

Arithmetic
Let's open the Arithmetic application
and use it to determine the discounted price.
Suppose the first price we encounter was $39.95. We could simply
type 39.95-15% and press IENTER'. We
would get the answer $33.96. HP
CALC arithmetic conveniently and
intuitively interprets 39.95-15% as
39.95 minus 15% of 39.95.
Since all the sale items are 15%

off, a better approach would be to
make -15% a "constant". We do so by
entering 39.95--15% (enter the minus
sign twice). We come up with the
same answer, $33.96, but the bottom
right now lists the constant [-15.00%).
That means when we enter a number
and press IENTER" 15% will be subtracted from the number we entered.
(As discussed last issue we can
create a constant simply by entering
the operand (+, -, *, I, or 1\) twice. So
if we wish to square a bunch of numbers we could type 0""2 and [1\2.00]
appears. Typing another n~mber and

STOP! Before you buy another set of batteries ...

BAITman™

NEW!
Version 1.3

NiMH batteries
"If you are tired of throwing away batteries, BATTman will allow safe
hassle-free use of rechargeables on your 95LX.. "

"Every combination of BATTman works flawlessly and I never once lost
data.. "

- Palmtop paper, August 7992

How to Start an HP CALC
Application on the Palmtops
The HP 100LX version of HP CALC
has a few more applications and
features than the 95LX version, but is
otherwise the same calculator. To
bring up the HP CALC applications
on the 95LX, press I HP CALC' I MENU'
and select any of the seven applications (Arith, TVM, Solve, Math, Bus%,
List, or Conv) from the top row.
On the 100LX, start HP CALC and
press I MENU' Applications. The pull
down menu will list ten applications:
!VM Cash flows, !usiness%, §.olver,
.kist Stat, CQnversions, Math, C!!,stom,

With NEW Features!
•
•
•
•
•

Early warning message lets you better manage
batteries when use with Flash memory cards
Supports NiCd, NiMH and Lithium batteries
ACE NiMH batteries provide 200% more
capacity than standard NiCds
NiMH rechargeable to 1,000 times
NiMH batteries have no memory effects and
are non-toxic to our environment

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

Start using BAlTman battery management
software with NiMH, Nickel-Metal-Hydride,
rechargeable batteries and SAVE!
ACE Technologies, Inc.

BATTman NEW! version 1.3 on 3.5' floppy .... .. .... .. .. ... $49
BATTman with two Ni-metol-Hydrides .. .... ...... .. ...... .. .. $59
BATTman with two Ni-metal-Hydrides & charger "'" $69

2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103
Son Jose. C alifornia 95134 U.S A
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fax: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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pressing IENTER 1 would square it).
Arithmetic provides a straight-forward way to determine sale price;
however there are other methods.

Business%
The Business Percentage application
was created to solve percentage problems (Bus% on the 95LX and Business% on the 100LX). Suppose the
retail price of the next item we came
across was $55.95. We enter HP
CALC's Business% application and
type 55.95 and press E1 (TOTAL).
Next we key in 85 and press ~
(%TOTAL). (This stands for the percentage of the total. A 15% discount
translates into 85% of the total). Finally, we press ~ (PART) to find
that the item will cost $47.56.
To continue determining sale
prices, press down arrow to highlight
Total amount ............ TOTAL. Key in
the new item price, for example, 6.50.
Press ~ (PART) to discover your
price of $5.53.
,,,,nnf!

1f"'H".'Rf'"

t!ItJll!DWw...."

Old valu'f . ....
Nli/W valull .. .
PlfrClilnl ch anglil

lAp
Pa rt. of lola l
Plilrclilnl of lollli
i

. ............ OLD
. . . . NEW
. . . . :¥CHG
II"
.. . .. PART
:
.. %TOTAL :
•

0.00
0 . 00
0 • 00

__1~!
5.53
85. 00

PART = 5 . 53
..... _ _ _ _ _ IIl!IllDI_EiI!lllI!IElnII

Bus% screen, HP 95LX

NAV95
For Navigators and Astronomers
For tile HP 95LX/ 100LX & IBM /PC's
• Times and records sextant sights
• Built-in almanac for 58 stars
• Sun, Moon, and planets except Pluto
• Does all navigation routines
• Finds Longs & L.O.P.'s sunrise/sunset
• Finds Easter date, Julian day
• For astronomers gives info for
orienting telescopes
• Creates a file keeping all input and
computed data for later view

On 3.5" or 5.25" disks $99.00

plus $3.00 S&Hi $7.00 outside U.S.

•

Order from:
louiS Valier
2969 Kalakaua Ave. 1505
Honolulu, HI 96815

While we are in the Business% module, let's take a quick look at the top
three lines of the screen. Suppose at
that sale store there was a special
marked down rack. We saw an item,
previously priced at $27.50 with a
line through it followed by $19.95.
What percentage discount would we
be getting? Type 27.5 and press [!!I
(OLD). Now type 19.95 and press I!!l
(NEW). Finally press ~ (%CHG).
The percent change will be entered at
the end of the third line. Since it's a
markdown, it is a negative number, 27.45 (a 27.45% discount).

List Function
This application can be used to list a
number of discounted items and
calculate their sum.
Go to List on the 95LX and List
Stat on the 100LX. If the 100LX displays 2-var within the horizontal line,
press I!!l (l-Var). 1-Var should appear
on the horizontal line. Clear any leftover data from the List function by
pressing IMENU 1 Erase Data on the
95LX and IMENU 1 ~lear Qata on the
100LX.
Suppose we find four items
priced at $32, $15.95, $17, and $3.50.
We would enter them into List by
keying in 32-15% IENTER I, 15.95-15%
IENTER I, 17-15% IENTER I, and 3.50-15%
IENTER I. The resultant screen would

PRINT .ROM
YOUR PALMTOP
ParaUuk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 95 ex 100. One end
of ParaIIuk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

ParaIIDk 3 is battery powered, light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
To Order:
Call: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222

WIDgET.

S 0

F TWA

R

E

121 London Road, Knebworth,
Herts S03 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. DlS1RIBUTORS SOUGHT
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look like this, with the sum of $58.18
showing at the bottom.
'.'.W'R'"
2)
3)
~~

______2,.'.
13 . 56
14 . 45

(

S)
7)
S)

')

SUI'I :

58 . 18

- - - - - - - - - H ac -......"....~

2.98

List Stat screen, HP 100LX

Unfortunately, List does not allow
the use of constants like Arithmetic
does, so entering 32--15% won't help.
If you wish to use constants, or if
you have a more complicated problem, you can create User Defined
Function Keys (System Macros) that
toggled you between Arithmetic and
List. You can use the constant feature
in Arithmetic to compute a result,
which remains on the calc line when
you switch to List. Pressing IENTER 1
puts the result on the list.

Solver
Solver is one of the most powerful
and useful HP CALC applications. It
is especially useful for people in technical fields. Solver let's you write
your own equations and have the HP
Palmtop solve them. Even if you are
not an engineer, you may find Solver
useful. You could write equations for

POCKET SALES FORCE

Soup up your HP
with a High,.

Performance
Phone Book!

(including capitalization) both times.
When done, press ~ on the 100LX
or IENTER I on the 95LX. With the
equation you just entered highlighted, move the cursor to the left and
type a name for the formula (e.g.
"Sale"). Now press I!!) (Calc). You'll
see a screen similar to this:

Conversions

Solve Calc
L~GtPrioc-DiGoountHL~GtPrloc _ I

L1EtPr~c_

D1scount
IPa~

;.!gz

=
=
=

..

a.eo
B.Oe

a.ee

',4;;
Solver screen, HP 95LX

Sale Price $69.95
To test drive, Call or FAX

~D(!][I)D[I)(!)L!l~~

~M£,I~.

(714) 850-1767 • FAX (714) 850-0843
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. 4 Ste. 213
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

budgeting, figuring out taxes, determining gas mileage, and more. Ed
Keefe illustrated on page 37 of the
Mar / Apr 93 issue that you can even
create an equation to select your
Lotto numbers for you. Whatever
your needs, Solver could be for you.
Our example is a relatively simple
use of Solver. To compute our sale
price we must multiply the percent
discount times the retail price and
then subtract that quantity from the
retail price. On a $100 item we subtract 15% * $100 from $100 to get $85.
If we were to write a generic algebraic equation for this using words for
variables, it would look like this:
ListPrice-Discount *ListPrice=IPay

Go to the main Solver screen. On the
100LX press ~ (Insert) and ~
(Edit). On the 95LX press ~ (Insert)
and ~ (Edit). Type in the above
formula. Make sure you type in the
word "ListPrice" exactly the same

You can use this same formula
any time in the future, no matter the
discount or list price. Just change the
numbers as you need them. To save
your formulas on the 95LX, press
IMENU I File Save and give a file name.
The HP 100LX automatically saves
formulas.

Note that the labels above F2, F3, and
F4 reflect the name of our variables.
Let's say we came across an item
priced at $49.95. Type 49.95 and press
~ (ListPr). Then type .15 (for 15%)
and press ~ (Discou). Finally press
~ (IPay) to reveal the sale price $42.46.

The Conversion application lets you
convert length, area, volume, mass,
and currency (the 100LX adds temperature conversion to this list).
We can use the currency conversion
option in a way not originally intended, to solve the example problem. In
the process, we'll see how easy it is
to use the conversion applications on
the HP Palmtops.
Suppose you enter a store that is
offering two different discounts.
Some items are discounted 15% and
others 25%. Let's see how the currency application can help.

Mulfi- Tasking Software for HP 95LX

SWTICH!TM
Multi-Tasking Software for HP 95LX
Create EXM Loaders for
popular DOS programs
Single-Key
access to
menu items

95LX
Control Panel

SWI
A accis
B act95t
C act95s~t

Up to 48 EXM
programs

H!

I fastnotet Q ~ultiday
J faswritet R ~yre~otet
K hpl
S psf
~ ~~~~l~
ja91ial
~~~~~fnt
F fastco~~t N ~~re?a
V switch!
G fastlinet 0 ~enutil
W weekabk
P ~essage
X zip~enu
H fastncf9
CJfastl i ne+fastcomm (IJ act95sm Cfast note
@]faswri tel2]sokoban ~; fastl i ne /sw itch!

h

8

Set lAp
A 1 .t"rIl
[-OS
TOut
E It
E:.t t
F'ot- t
Ft'lem
S :0.0: e
t'lot- e

Assign DOS and
EXM programs
to Blue Keys

SWITCH! version 2.0 Features

For more information Call:

• Provides SWITCHablel Environment for the HP 95LX
• Switch back and forth between SWITCHablel programs with a
single-key
• Direct Launch DOS applications from Filer
• Customize your Blue Application Keys
• Instant Menu access to 48 DOS and EXM programs
• Control Panel gives you complete control of your HP 95LX
• Block cursor and Caps Lock display
• Typewriter style Shift/Caps keys and much more

(800) 825-9977

A@ID ®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

2880 Zanker Rood, Suite 103

San Jose, California 95134 USA

SWITCH! (C105S) " ."" """"""",,,,""""",, "",. ,, " "" """ ,, $59

Tel: 408·428·9722 Fax: 408-428-9721

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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On the 95LX press I MENU 1 Conv
Currency. On the 100LX press I MENU 1
APplication CQnversion and select
Currency. Now press ~ (Edit). Press
~ (More) until you get to the end
of the currency conversion rates list.
You should see five blank lines available for additional currency rates.
I."r:mf!
Update

'''Rnr"''r!ll!l;mr:l!af''
cur rQnc~

HIGH-SPEED Communications Software
Introducing

fastCOMM!

"nu".,stPM

•• . . RallO! "

Ru,p"" , .

. ... .. . . Ral"

@5-

~

676.31
28.70

Rata ::
R&l" ::
Rat!! ::
Rolla "

~1I:EI:m'~1Ilnmm

-.N,w.!

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Highlight the first available blank
line, press ~ (Name), type in List
Price and press I ENTER I. Use the same
procedure to enter the names 15%
Discount and 25% Discount on the
next two available blank lines.
Move the cursor back up to List
Price, key in 100 and press I ENTER I.
Next move the cursor to 15% Discount, key in 85 and press I ENTER I.
Move to 25% Discount, key in 75 and
press I ENTER I. Finally, press I ESq and
you're ready to go shopping.
Let's say you see a great pair of
pants for $54.95. Move the cursor up
to List Price, type in 54.95 and press
I ENTER I. You'll see the 15% discount
price is $46.71 and the 25% discount
price as $41.21.

The Only Curve
Fitting/ Graphing
Program Developed
for the UP Palm Top

Cur~
---.--/ Fit

A Software Program That Produces A
"Best Fit" Equation From Your Data
Comparing Poly, Expo, Log, Power &
Fourier Series Fits
R2 Values, Standard Deviations
1st & 2nd Derivatives, Integration
Graphing & Printing

~.S~&~

~'7~~

$179 95
MacroMed
Software.

e.a 1t-I

(BOO) B4B-B726 ~

Compatible!

*'"
SWITCHable!

Transfers up to 38.4k bps
Full Macro
Programming
Language

C=======3;:::=====
= ==::-"
We 1
t fast COMM !
Fl
HELP
F2
Ymodem batch
F3
Ymodem-G batch
F4
Xmodem
F5 • Xmoderro-G
6 • CompuServe 8+

CompuServe
B+ protocol
support

Pop-up Window
for File transfers

cor~e

2.98
_____
~

End of Currency Conversion Rate list

NOW
HP 100LX

for high-speed 14.4k bps modems

c onvvt':lion rolla :! .

Paso . .

TM

o.::::~·:t

e=

'=at-~rll

Help--~l~l~lr

M~cro

I 1

ot-

Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Overlay

':. Ie

(~pture

Setup

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus
1t

fastCOMM! Features

For more information Call:

• The only high speed data transfer program for your
HP 95/1 OOLX.
• Transfers up to 19.2k on 95LX and to 38.4k on lOOLX
• New Macro Language features allow you to fully
customize fastCOMM! for your application
• Built-in ANSI and VT-102 Terminal Emulation
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in applications

(800) 825-9977

fastCOMM! (C 1085) ........................................... ... .. .. .... $59

Conclusion
We saw last issue that HP CALC's
Arithmetic application is a powerful
tool to solve a variety of arithmetic
problems. This article displayed
Arithmetic's ability to subtract a
constant percentage by just typing a
number and pressing IENTERI. The
article also showed that four other
HP CALC's applications could deal
with that problem.
The Business Percentage application was designed to solve our discount problem. Use Business% to
solve simple common percentage
problems.
List is a simple and useful tool for
adding a series of numbers and keeping track of their sum. The 100LX
also automatically computes average
and standard deviation and lets you
work with two columns at once. In
our example we added a number of
discounted prices and automatically
kept track of both the items and the
sum.
Solver let us create a generic for-
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A CE Technologies, Inc.
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mula for solving our shopping discount problem. Solver can be used to
solve a variety of simple or complex
problems. It offers many features and
functions and is worth delving into
more deeply, especially for technical
users.
Finally, we used Currency Conversion in a unique way. All of the
conversion applications convert a
number from one unit of measurement to another. The Currency conversion differs from the other conversion applications because the relative
value of currencies fluctuates. The
Currency conversion lets you assign
relative values.
We used this feature to compute
a 15% and 25% discount from a suggested list price.
HP CALC, like the HP Palmtop
itself, is filled with rich features and
capabilities. Spend a little time exploring it and the manual and you
will find yourself using HP CALC
more in your every day dealings.

Palmtop

•

You've got the knowledge.

Now get the tools.
AS YOU'RE LOOKING THROUGH this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper, notice how many of the Programs, Games, and
Utilities we cover are included on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
Nearly all of them.
Hundreds per year. PLUS all the text from The HP Palmtop Paper.
PLUS dozens of text meso PLUS expanded advertiser information.
All for less than $9 a month with a two year subscription.
It's not often that so few dollars make so much sense.

A SUPPLEMENT.
NOTA SUBSTITUTE
FOR THE PRINTED EDITION

....... · · · · · · · · · · · · .. USE ORDER CARD AT LEFT

.

... or Call (800)373-6114 or (515)472-6330 or Fax (515)472-1879

[Letters continued from page 5.J
HP Palmtops
the Right Size!
What's Coming?
I agree that the small size of
the HP Palmtops make it
difficult to key in substantial amounts of text on
them. However, that's not
really what they were created for, or what most people
do with them.
The most important
Palmtop feature is that you
can stick them in your
pocket! This is the threshold, and in crossing it HP
has produced a winner. The
biggest complaint people
have with notebooks like
OmniBook 300 is that it's
inconvenient to carry the
darn thing around. Basically, if it's bigger than a pocket calculator, it's too big.
I think that docking station is a better long term
solution than the notebook
computer. The docking station could add four more
card slots to expand PCMCIA capacity. This would
open the Palmtop up to
things like a plug-in external keyboard and an external color monitor.
I believe that it's only a
matter of time until VLSI
chips on Palmtops have 486
VGA capability. We're almost there with the OmniBook now. Combine this
with a 64MB storage capacity Ea doubled 32MB PCMCIA card) and we'll truly be
at a revolutionary point your Palmtop will truly be
the only computer you
need. Then we'll begin to
see things like battery powered external keyboards for
travellers who can't wait to
get back to the docking
station.
This could be an interesting topic for an article.
By the way, I'm a 2 year
subscriber and I love it.
Keep up the good work!
Charlie McClain
Fresno CA, USA

Very Interesting. We plan
to do an article next year on
what is available now to turn
your Palmtops into a workstation. By the way, people can
write HP with their suggestions, problems, or compliments. Write to the Customer
Inquiry Manager, Hewlett
Packard, 1000 NE Circle Blvd,
Corvallis, OR 97330, USA.
You can also put a note up in
CompuServe's HP Handheld
forum, which HP usually
monitors - Hal.]
Automatically Adjust
HP 100LX Internal
Clock
The HP 100LX's internal
clock may lose or gain time
on a regular basis. Here's a
way to automatically correct the time every month.
Let's say you set your
100LX's internal clock to an
accurate time source. When
you check it in exactly one
month you discover that it
has lost one minute, 45 seconds (1'45").
You can create a batch
file and use it in conjunction with the built-in Appointment Book to automatically correct the time.
Here's how.
Create the following
batch file and save in the
root directory of your C
drive (give it the filename
ADJUTIME.BATIi).
c:
cd\
time 3 . 01. 45 . 50
exit

If you wait until exactly
3:00 a.m. and run this batch
file from the DOS prompt,
you'll reset the internal
clock to 3:01:45 a.m., compensating for the 1'45" your
Palmtop lost.
Automate this process
by setting an alarm in
APPT to run this batch file
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at exactly 3:00 a.m. on the
first Sunday of each month.
From APPT press ~ to
Add an appointment. In the
Description field of the appointment, enter the following command line:
Ie : \adjutime . bat

Tab down to the Start Time
field and enter 3am. Tab
down to the Alarm field
and make sure the alarm is
Enabled and the lead time is
set to O.
Now set the alarm to
repeat on the 1st Sunday of
each month. Press C!!I (Repeat) Monthly. Then Tab
down to Monthly Repeat Type
and select By Day Position.
Tab over once and use the
Up Arrow key to select 1st.
Tab over one more time
and use the Down Arrow
key to select Sunday. Press
~ twice to save the appointment.
If the clock was fast
1'45" per month instead of
slow, you would change the
time value above to 2 . 58 . 15 . 50 . The .50 at the end of
the command line compensates for the 1/2 second it
takes to reset the time. I
chose the Sunday morning
3:00 a.m. schedule because
usage conflicts are not likely.
Other DOS applications
should be closed before
running this batch file program.
When you run the
ADJUTIME.BATbatchfileit
will change the time. But
when the 100LX exits from
DOS it displays the message "Press any key to exit
form DOS ... " and you have
to press a key to return to
the System Manager applications, e.i. APPT, MEMO,
FILER, etc. You can suppress this message and

automatically return to System Manage by placing a
"Q" (quiet) in the LOf.ation
field in the Appointment/
Event entry screen.
This works very nicely if
the clock is slow. However,
if the clock is fast, that is it
gains time during the
month, putting "Q" in the
Location field will cause an
endless loop. What happens
is the batch file runs at 3
a.m., setting the time back
to 2:58 a.m. The Q (quiet)
suppressed the exit message
and caused the 100LX to go
back to System Manager
where two minutes later it
is again 3 a.m. and the time
is rest to 2:58. This continues until you delete the
appointment or change the
batch file.
If you do not put "Q" in
the LOf.ation field the exit
message will not be cleared
and the batch file will try to
run a second time and will
cause another error, "Cannot run program. Press
[ESC] to continue." The
next time you start the
100LX you will have to
press IESC I to return to
System Manager, but the
time setting will have been
done correctly.
Jose M. Lafora
Hewlett-Packard, SPAIN

[You could use the same
technique to create yearly repeating appointments to set
and reset daylight savings
time changes - Rich.]

iiiiii
Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned
On the HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK
ADJUTIME.BAT .... N/D 93
PRGTOOL1 &2 . . . .. M/J 93

---BASIC TIPS--II Lotus 1·2·3
1m!1100LX I

COMBINING DATA FROM SEPARATE
1·2·3 FILES INTO A THIRD
Lotus 1-2-3's File Combine feature lets you
automatically add data from one or more separate
spreadsheets into the one you're working on without having to manually re-enter the data.
Let's say your a sales manager and have three
spreadsheets: EAST.wK1 has sales figures for the
East Coast, WEST.wK1 has the West Coast
figures, and USA.wK1 will have the total national
figures.
To walk through this tip, you'll need to create
the three .wK1 files in the same format. Each is a
two column spreadsheet with the names of three
products in cells A5 to A7 and the corresponding
sales figures in cells B5 to B7. Use the following
data for the spreadsheets:
EAST.wK1:

WIDGETS
3,456
THINGS
1,234
NICKS
987
WEST.wKI: WIDGETS
5,890
THINGS
2,455
NICKS
1,232
USA.wK1:
Enter WIDGETS, THINGS, and NICKS in
A5-A7. Leave 85-87 blank for now.)

Go to Cell B5 in USA.wK1 and add in the
sales figures from EAST.wK1 as follows.
1. Type IMENU 1 File Combine Add Named/
Specified-Range.
2. Type in 85•• 87 (the range in EAST.wK1 containing the sales figures) and press IENTER I .
3. Then highlight or type in east.wk1 (the name
of the file to combine) and press IENTERI .
Add the sales figures from WEST.wK1 into USA
.wK1 following the procedure above. When it
comes time to enter the name of the file to combine, enter west.wk1 instead of east.wk1 .
If you followed the steps correctly, the sales
figure in USA.wK1 should be the sum of the sales
figures in EAST.wK1 and WEST.wK1.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~Appt

and answer No when asked if you want to save
your changes.
It's easier to delete current appointments on
the 100LX. Suppose you wanted to remove your
old appointments starting, with the ones in the
previous week. In APPT on the 100LX, you press
(MENU) File Remove I < Tab > I, type 5.20 and
(ENTER), intending to remove appointments prior
to May 20, 1993. The 100LX will complete the date
for you, but unfortunately it defaults to NEXT year's
date - 1994! When you press IENTER 1the 100LX
goes ahead and executes the removal of all appointments prior to May 20, 1994. The 100LX
automatically saves Appointment Book files after
changes are made to it, so you've lost all your
appointments.
If you've made no further deletions to your
Appointment Book, and have not exited it, you can
press IMENU 1 Edit Undo to restore the appointments.
You can also guard against accidental deletions by saving removed items to an archive file.
When you press IMENU 1 File Remove you are
presented with the Remove Items screen. Tab to
Save Removed Items... and press I < Spacebar> 1
to check the box. Press I < Tab > 1 and give your
archive file a name. When you press IENTER 1or
~ to remove your appointments, they will be
saved to the archive file.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356J
1100LX I
DISPLAV ANALOG CLOCK AND
DAV BAR IN APPOINTMENT BOOK
You can use the Appointment Book Options menu
to customize your Appointments (or ToDo List)
screen to display an analog clock in the upper right
corner instead of the small calendar of the month.
To customize the Appointments screen, press
IMENU 1 Options A (to go to the Customize Appointments View box).
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box) and follow the same procedure.
You can also tab to the Q.ay Graph option in
the either Customize box and press I <Spacebar> 1
IENTER 1to select it. This displays a time bar to the
left of your Appointments or ToDo list, graphically
representing your appointments in a 24 hour period.

Appointments screen displaying
analogue clock and day graph
You might want to set up the Appointments screen
with a calendar and the ToDo List screen with a
clock. You can easily toggle between the two views
by pressing !!!I (Appt) and ~ (Todo).
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

f)lPhone
11d!£I1100LX I
DO A 95LX·LlKE "ONLV" SEARCH IN
THE 100LX's PHONE BOOK
The 95LX PHONE application lets you press I!!)
(Only) to create a subset of the PHONE Book list.
Let's say on the 95LX you wanted to create a
subset listing of every reference to the area code
206 in your phone book. (In your phone book you
enter all area codes in brackets to distinguish them
from other numbers.) From the PHONE application,
press I!!), (206) and press I ENTER I. The subset
list will display all the records that have (206) in any
field in the record.
The 100LX lets you define and select many
different subsets of the same phone book (or any
database). To do a 95LX-like Only search from
within PHONE, press I!!) (Subset) ~ (Define)
and you are presented with the Define Subset
screen.

Phone: Bus ines!! I

alte rnllte I
T1 t.l v I

'''10i 100LX I
DON'T ACCIDENTLY DELETE
YOUR CURRENT APPOINTMENTS!
On the 95LX in APPT you can remove old appointments by pressing (MENU), Remove and entering
the date prior to which you want appointments
removed. The 95LX will not let you enter an incomplete date, and if you accidently entered the wrong
date, you can press IMENU 1 Quit to exit APPT,

COI'Il!<lnw

APPT Customize Appointments View box
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Then use the up or down arrow key to highlight
Appointments With Clock and press I ENTERI.
If you had selected Appointments, your screen
would be displayed without clock, calendar, or todo
list.
To modify the ToDo List screen, press IMENU 1
Options 0 (to go to the Customize T.2.oo List View

'lo

PHONE's Subset screen, HP 100LX
In the Na.!!le field type *(206) and press I F1 0 1
(OK). Give the Subset a name (e.g., "Area Code
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206") and press IENTER I. Then, wnh Area Code
206 highlighted, press IENTER 1once more. All the
records that have (206) in any field will be displayed.
If you don't use the asterisk before the selection criteria, the Subset will select only those
records with the selection criteria in the Name field.
The asterisk tells the 1OOLX to look for (206) in any
field.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper
lI01111100LX I

ORGANIZING A PHONE BOOK WITH SUBSETS
You can use the Subset (F6) option on the HP
100LX and the Only (F6) option on the 95LX to
pare down a large database and help you quickly
find the information you need. This feature works
with any 100LX database, but we'll look at Phone
Book for a specific example.
SUBSET FEATURE ON THE HP 100LX
Suppose you're going on a trip to California and
want a list of all your contacts there. Open PHONE
and press (!!) to display the Subset menu. Press
~ to Define the Subset you want to create. You
are presented with the "Define Subset" screen.
Nal'IQ
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~Memo
1100LX I

CREATE HEADERS AND FOOTERS IN
MEMO DOCUMENTS ON THE HP 100LX
You can create simple headers and footers in
Memo documents. Open MEMO and press
IMEMO 1Forma(t) Header/Footer. You are presented with a dialogue box with the cursor resting on
the Header line.
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put unique keywords (PROSPECT, CLIENT, VENDOR, etc.) into your data that will identify specific
subsets of your database. Then you can do Only
searches on those keywords.
You can create subsets of your 95LX Phone
Book using the Only (F6) feature. Let's say you
want to create a subset of your Phone Book that
contained names of individuals in California. You've
entered all you're addresses consistently (e.g. 105
West Broadway, Redondo Beach, CA 93456).
Note that the State is a two letter abbreviation
followed by an empty space. From the main
PHONE Index screen, press (!!) (Only), type in
CA (with a space after CAl and press IENTER I.
You'll get a list of all your California addresses. (We
had to specify the blank space after CA so the
search wouldn't list entries with the words "Calvin",
'Calcutta", or "Captain" in them.)
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

c:====J

PHONE's Define Subset screen, HP 1~Ol)(

Notice that the screen presented looks the same as
the data screen for an individual item. Use I <TabEl to move the cursor to the desired field and
enter the selection criteria. For this example, you
can tab to the State field and enter =CA. (Equal
sign means the field must contain CA and nothing
else in the field.) Press IF10 1after you've entered
your selection criteria and you're asked to name the
selection you've just defined. Give it a name like
California contacts and press IENTER 1to return
to the 'View Subset" screen. Make sure California
contacts is highlighted and press IENTER 1 one
more time to display a list of your Cal~ornia contacts. If you want a subset containing California and
Washington contacts, you'd enter =CA,=WA in the
State field. (The comma between =CA and =WA
means either this one 'or' that one.)
For more on using multiple criteria in a subset
definition, see page 17-16 and section 0 in the HP
100LX User's Guide.
"ONLY" FEATURE CREATES
SUBSETS ON THE HP 95LX
Creating subsets of the 95LX Phone' Book database is a little more difficult because the Only
search lists records with the specified characters
found in any field. You have to plan ahead when
you're entering information. For example, you can
put all phone area codes in brackets. You can also

Header/Footer entry box, HP 100LX

Type in your header and press I < Tab > 1to move
to the Footer line. Type in your footer and press
IENTER 1to return to the main MEMO screen. You
will not see the headers or footers on the screen,
but they will be there if you print the document out.
You cannot create Headers or Footers in
MEMO on the 95LX. You can, however, import
95LX MEMO files into other word processors and
use their headerlfooter features to format the
document. However, documents formatted in other
word processors may not be readable on the 95LX.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

• Data Base
1100LX I

SAVE TIME BY "RE-INDEXING"
YOUR DATABASE WITH "SUBSET"
The (F6) key in the Phone Book or any Database
application on the 100LX is used to create a Subset of the main database. (See related tip on this
page for more on using Subsets.)
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Subset can also be used to "remember" different sort sequences and column displays.
For example, a phone book is normally sorted
alphabetically by the Name field. You might want to
sort and display the phone book by the business
phone so you can make phone calls to the same
area at the same time of day.
CREATE A NEW SUBSET
Go to the "All Items" list of your Phone Book (or
any Database).
1. Press (!!) to go to the View Subset menu.
2. Press ~ to Define a new subset.
3. Press IF1 0 1to save the new subset. Give the
new subset a name (Business numbers for
this example) and press ~ (OK). The new
subset should be highlighted in the View Subset list.
4. Press IF1 0 1to select it. Notice that this new
subset is, so far, identical to the old, alphabetized phone book.
CHANGE THE SORT ORDER
Now change the sort order of the new subset so
that the list is sorted by Business phone numbers.
1. Press I!!I to Sort the new subset.
2. Use the Up and Down arrow keys to select
Business
3. Press ~ or IENTER 1to sort the list.
CHANGE THE COLUMN ORDER
Next change the column display so that the Business phone numbers column is to the extreme left
of the screen.
1. Press ~ (Columns) to enter the Arrange
Columns mode.
2. Use the RightArrow key to move the highlight
bar to the column you want to move (Business
in this case).
3. Press I!!I (Move left) and Business should
move over one to the left.
4. Press ~ to save your changes when you're
finished.
Your "Area code list' subset should be arranged in
numerical order, with the Business phone numbers
on the left of the screen. If you want go back to the
regular alphabetized by name view, press ~ and
select All Phone Book Items. If you ever want
your list by Business phone numbers, press (!!)
and select Business numbers.
Once you've created a subset this way, reindexing your phone book, or any database, is
almost instantaneous. Each additional subset
definition takes up about 1K on your C drive. But
this feature can really save look up time.
(For specific information on moving columns
and sorting a database, see the HP 100LX User's
Guide, beginning on page 17-24.)
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
[This tip was based on one from Frank Nagle
[71140,1253], posted on CompuServe - Rich.]

AAA
~Appt
1100lX I
USE APPOINTMENT
BOOK TO DO A TIMED
AUTOMATIC BACKUP
I am using a batch file started from the Appointment
Book to backup my files every night. It copies all files
which have been changed on
drive C: to my RAM card,
drive A:. The batch file also
writes the date and time to a
file to verify that the backup
actually took place (it always
has). I have it set to start at
2:00 am every morning. My
BACKUP.BAT file looks like
the listing below. [Editor's

Note: Because of formating
constraints, we had to wrap
the lines that begin with
"xcoPy," "date," and "time"
below. To indicate this we
indented the fol/owing line.
Enter them in the batch file
as a single line replacing the
indent with a space.]
echo off
rem --- RUN DAILY BACKUP OF C :
rem - -- and subdirectories
rem --- to A : \backup\full \
rem -- ------------------

rem --- Start in C : \

c,

cd \
rem -- - Remove time stamp
del a : \backup\datetime
rem - -- Complete Backup to A:
xcopy c : *. * a : \backup\full \ /s 1m
Iv
rem --- When was this job done?
date > a : \backup\datctime <
a : \backup\cr. txt
time » a : \backup\datetimc <
a : \backup\cr . txt
rem --- Return c ontrol to SYSMGR
e xit

The file CR.TXT accessed
from the batch file in the
third-to-Iast line contains one
carriage return. Go into
MEMO and press IENTER I
once and save it as the file
CR.TXT in the A:\BACKUP
directory on the RAM card .
Then set up BACKUP.BAT
as a repeating appointment
in APPT using the vertical
bar in the description field:
IC:\backup.bat. You will also
need to put Q in the location
field to suppress the "Press
any key ... " message and
allow the computer to return
to System Manager. (See
pages 13-18 in the HP

QUICK TIPS
1OOLX User's Guide for more
on this subject.)
If you have problems getting this to run, you might
need some more system
memory. In that case you
could run a macro that terminates all programs before
running this backup batch
file.

Iver Erling Aarva
CompuServe /D: [70630,553J

~ Battery
GlOii!t1100lX I
SOME PROGRAMS RUN
SLOWER ON BATTERIES
BECAUSE HP PALMTOP'S
TAKE CAT NAPS
"Light Sleep" is when the
display is on, but the CPU is
shut down. The Palmtop enters light sleep periodically to
conserve batteries. Unless
you're connected to the AC
adapter or a program is actively running doing calculations, the Palmtop is constantly going into light sleep.
The internal timers are still
running, and the CPU will be
awakened every 1/18th second. If there's a calculation
or something else to do, the
Palmtop takes care of it. If
not, the Palmtop drops back
into light sleep. Light sleep is
usually not visible. Although it
sometimes causes a program
to run more slowly. Since the
machine never goes into light
sleep when the AC adapter is
plugged in, some programs
will run faster when the
Palmtop is connected to the
AC adapter.
All of this applies only to
non-built-in DOS programs,
since the built-in applicaitons
take all this into account.

Everett Kaser
CompuServe 10: [70662,2540J

mJ:I100lX I
TURNING OFF
LIGHT SLEEP
APLOAD.COM Iii turns off
Light Sleep on the 100LX if
the l option is invoked. It will

restore it whenever the program exits.
HP95CTRL.COM Ii turns
off light sleep on the 95LX.

Mark Scardina
CompuServe /D: [76711,732J
and ACE Technologies

GComm
GlOiOI 100lX I
USING A MODEM
ON THE ROAD
I put together a nice little
"road warrior" kit. I have a
standard phone cable with
RJ-11 on both ends, another
cable with RJ-11 on one end
and alligator clips on the red
and green wires on the other
end. Finally, I have a Konexx
acoustic coupler, which allows for reliable 2400 baud
communications from just
about any type of phone
anywhere in the world.

Larry Lefkowitz
CompuServe 10: [76711,731J

• Data Base
100lX
SPEED UP 100LX
DATA BASE SEARCHES
The 100LX has a more fullfeatured database program
as the basis of a number of
its built-in applications. In
order to accommodate larger
data files, only a few records
from the databases are actually in system memory at a
time. The rest reside in a
disk file. To do a database
search, each record must be
read in from disk. This causes slower performance.
You can speed things up
in 100LX Databases by setting up some SUBSETS (F6)
for commonly "grouped"
things. This limits the amount
of information searched so
that searches take less time.
(See 17-13 to 17 and Appendix D in the 100LX User's
Guide for more on Subsets).

Everett Kaser
CompuServe 10: [70662,2540J

AAA
~Memo
1mEI1100lX I
CENTERING
TEXT IN MEMO
ON THE HP 100LX
You can use the following
steps to position a line of text
in MEMO so that it will print
out centered.
1. Highlight the line of text in
MEMO you want to center.
(Move the cursor to the beginning of the line, hold down
«Shift» and press «RightArrow» until you've highlighted the desired words.)
2. Press (Fn) (.) to cut the
line to the clipboard.
3. Open Lotus 1-2-3 and set
the width of column A to the
width of the MEMO line (40,
64, or 80). Highlight Cell A 1
and press (MENU) Worksheet Column Set-Width.
Type in 64 (or whatever
width you desire) and press
(ENTER).
4. Press (Fn) (+) to Paste the
text into Cell A 1.
5. Press (F2) to edit the line
in A1.
6. Press (Fn) «LeftArrow»
(DEL) to move the cursor to
the beginning of the line and
delete the apostrophe (')
symbol.
7. Type in the carrot symbol
(A) at the beginning of the
line and press (ENTER). This
centers the line in Cell A 1.
8. Press (Fn) (=) (ENTER) to
copy the centered text back
to the clipboard (you can't
cut it out of Lotus).
9. Go back to MEMO and
press (Fn) (+) to Paste the
centered text back into your
document.
You can create a system
macro to automate this process.

Alan Soloff
Fairfield lA, USA
CENTERING TEXT IN
MEMO ON THE 95LX
The instructions are almost
identical for the 95LX. Use
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steps 1-9 above with the
following changes:
•
Set the width of your
document in MEMO. For
example, in Settings select
Wrap, and enter 66. Then in
Lotus use 65 for the column
width, one less than MEMO.
(If you use the same width in
Lotus part of the centered
line will wrap to the next
line.)
• To highlight the text to be
cut in MEMO on the 95LX,
move the cursor to the beginning of the line, press (F9)
Mark, and Right Arrow to the
end of the line.
• In MEMO on the 95LX
use (F3) to Cut, (F2) to
Copy,
and (F4) to Paste.
•
In Lotus 1-2-3 on the
95LX use (CTRL)-(F2) to
Copy and (CTRL)-(F4) to
Paste.
Robert Roney
Rich Hall
Editors, The HP Palmtop Paper

C Memory Cards
1100LX I
USE STACKER 3.0
ON THE 100LX
If you use Stacker 2.01 on
the HP 100LX, and have problems with the Palmtop "unmounting" the stacker volume, you need to use Stacker 3.0. You can knock off
4.4K from its memory requirement by using the /P=O
switch in the DEVICE line of
CONFIG.SYS. This turns off
file compression "tuning." Tuning can be set from P=1,
the fastest with lowest compression ratios, to P=9, the
slowest with the highest compression ratios. This is set in
CONFIG.SYS file. The example below demonstrates this.
[Editor's Note: We had to
wrap this command line because of formatting constraints, but it is entered as a
single line in the CONFIG
.SYS file, with a space between .com and IP.]
device= c: \stacker\stacker. com
/p=o c : \stacvol . dsk

Stacker will only take 39K

of memory. To reformat you
SRAM card, pull your battery
to make sure the card is
unreadable, reinstall the
battery and reformat.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe 10: [76711,732J

liOil:li 100lX 1
WHICH CARD TO USE
WITH THE 95LXJ100LX
There are two basic types of
memory cards available for
your HP Palmtop PC: RAM
and Flash ROM cards. The
RAM (SRAM) cards are
made up of memory chips
that are backed up by a
small battery. The battery
must be changed every 8
months or so. If it dies on
you, you lose your files. The
Flash ROM cards are made
up of ROM chips that can be
written to many times. They
have no backup battery and
generally are larger in capacity, but are slower than the
RAM cards.
If you plan on running a lot
of programs or store a lot of
data, you may want to get a
Flash ROM card. If you
mostly use the built-in applications and need to store a
small amount of data, the
RAM cards are a less expensive and faster solution.
Bob Berardino
CompuServe 10: [76711, 1025J

mMisc
liOii!li 100lX 1
ZIPLOCK BAGS
PROTECT PALMTOPS
Several Palmtop users recommend using ziplock bags
to protect the HP Palmtops
from unfriendly environments.
Put an open Palmtop in a
quart sized ziplock bag and
carefully seal the bag, leaving a minimum of air in the
bag. Thus protected, the
Palmtop will resist dust, heat,
humidity, and large quantities
of water. One Palmtop user
takes his Ziplocked Palmtop
into a hot tub (not underwater, it's too hot).
All users emphasize tightly
sealing the ziplocked bag.
One user recommends the
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Ziplock freezer bag because
it's more resistant to punctures, heat and cold.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

1:1D31100lX 1
ALTERNATIVE TO DIET
FOR COMPRESSING
.SYS FILES
I have found that using a DIETed 95BUDDY.SYS file can
corrupt the C: drive. There is
an alternative, a little utility,
named SYSPACK i i , that
can compress driver files.
The program compressed
95BUDDY.SYS to about the
same size that DIET 1.44i i
did, and the compressed file
works fine. I have put a copy
of it in eddie.mit.edu on Internet. [Also in CompuServe's
HPHAND forum Lib. 7.]
Mingfang Li
Internet 10: MU@VAX.CSUN.EOU

1100lX ,iOil,
HP 95LX ADAPTER PLUG
FOR THE 100LX CABLE
Along with the new HP
1OOLX serial cable (part number HP F1015A, price $24
.95) HP supplies a small 10pin-to-4-pin adapter that allows you to use the 100LX
serial cable with the HP
95LX. It's a pretty neat little
gizmo, but I expect most users will eventually lose it.
John Crea
CompuServe 10: [76636,3676J

[Editors note: the new serial cable for the 100LX, with
the 10-pin-to-4-pin adapter
can be used with the HP 48
or 95LX and replace earlier
cables - Robert Roney.]
1100lX 'Mil
SERIAL PORT PIN
SPACING UNIQUE ON
95LX: BE CAREFUL
WITH CUSTOM CABLES
If you intend to make a custom serial cable for your HP
95LX, you should use an official HP cable (or one of the
Experimenter's Serial Cables
from EduCALC) as the starting point. The four-pin connector on the HP 95LX is not
a standard size. The pin spa-

cing (pitch) is 2mm, whereas
the spacing on a standard
header connector is 2.54mm.
While you may not see much
of a difference, using a standard four-pin connector will
bend the pins on the 95LX
which will eventually cause
them to break. Also, the
custom connector has a specially shaped molded head
which provides a strain-relief
for the pins. Without this
strain-relief, any slight tug on
the cable could cause a pin
to break. Since the Experimenter's Cables are only
$12.95 from EduCALC and
the repair of the 95LX is
$190.00, in the long run you'll
save a lot of money and grief
by using the proper connector. Currently there is no
Eperimenter's Cable for the
100LX, so you will need to
use the standard HP serial
cable as a starting point.
Dave Shier
CompuServe 10: [75030,3374J

• Phone
1100lX 1
MAKE PHONE NUMBERS
MORE READABLE
To make phone numbers
more readable in the PHONE
application on the 100LX,
copy the phone number, fax
numbers, etc. to the Notes
field. TAB or press JALTINotes to go to the Notes field
and press E!)-J < Spacebar > I to
Zoom to a larger font size.
This will make it easier to
read and you'll be able to tell
whether a particular digit is a
"0" or an "8".
When you leave the record
the font returns to the default
64 characters. You could
simplify this procedure by
writing a System Macro,
{Alt+N} {Zoom}, that goes to
the Notes field and ZOOMs
to 40 characters.
Ed Keefe
Compuserve 10: [75300,3667J
[See 6-1 to 6-10 in the
100LX User's Guide for more
on System Macros. See 2114 in the HP 95LX User's
Guide for more on User
Keys.]

'I01"100LX I

PHONE CAN'T TELL THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SPECIAL CHARACTERS
On the 95LX the ALT key is
used to generate special
characters, such as faces,
hearts, etc. (©,8,., • , you can
find these characters in the
HP 95LX User's Guide, pages E-2 & E-3.)
I had hoped to use these
special characters as search
keys in conjunction with
PHONE. However, the FIND
function doesn't work for
'unusual' characters. For example, try placing ALT-1 (©)
and AL T-2 (8) in APPT,
PHONE, or MEMO. Then,
use the FIND (F7) function
on any of these characters,
such as ALT-1. Note that it
locates both ALT-1 and ALT2! The inability to differentiate
between special characters
makes them less useful as
search keys.
Jim Gurney
Lotus Development Corp
[Editor's Note: On the
100LX the PHONE's Find
[F4] feature will not accept
A TL-MENU-1 and AL TMENU-2, these are the
100LX equivalent of AL T-1
and AL T-2. However, the
Find feature will work with
characters generated with
the [Fn] key. See page 8-4 in
the HP 100LX User's Guide
for more details on the special character generation.]
1100LX I

MOVING NOTES FIELD
SPEEDS UP PHONE
DATABASE
As a new 100LX user, I was
a little disappointed about the
loading speed of PHONE. I
got faster loading times by
modifying the Phone Book
database structure. First I
loaded PHONE.PDB into the
HP 100LX Data Base application .
I CUT and PASTED the
"NOTES" Field to the second
page of the Database (Fn/PG
DN).
Then I made the field

"NOTES" (now on the second page) as large as the
whole screen.
I added a LABEL ">
Notes: F3 <" on the first
page of the Database and
positioned it just above the
F3 key as a reminder.
Moving the NOTES field to
the second page cut the
loading time for my Phone
Book in half.
Mike Gaedeke / Switzerland
CompuServe 10: [100016,3476J

1lDJ1100LX I

[Editor's note: Your results
may vary depending on how
many records in your database actually have data in
the NOTES field. - Robert
Roney]

[The U. S. English version
of the HP 100LX uses code
page 850 and code page
437. DOS applications default to code page 437, but
can be changed in the Setup
program in Application Manager. See appendix 8-1 for
more information - Robert
Roney.]

~ Printer

CompuServe 10: [70544,3665J

CHANGE DESKJET
SETTINGS TO BE
COMPATIBLE WITH
HP PALMTOPS
I've found that it makes life
simpler to set the DeskJet500 dip switches to code
page 850 instead of the default of 437. This way, the
character set used by the
printer will match the 95LX.
Sheryl Hansen
CompuServe 10: [71163,2606J

1!1d!:tI1100LX I

1lDJ1100LX I

PRINTING FROM THE
PALMTOP TO THE HP
DESKJET 500
I printed out my phone list
directly from my 100LX to a
Deskjet 500. I connected my
100LX to the Deskjet's serial
port with the HP 100LX
DOS-compatible Cable (part
number HP F1015A, price:
$24.95) and a 9-pin to 25-pin
printer adapter (HP F1023A).
The HP 100LX Connectivity
Pack (HP F1021A) contains
all the necessary cables and
adapters for both the 100LX
and the 95LX.
The DeskJet manual
warns against connecting
more than one printer cable
to the printer at a time. The
DeskJet is compatible with
the Laserjet and works with
the Palmtop's built-in Laserjet
driver.
Simply go into SETUP on
either the 95LX or 100LX
and select the HP LaserJet
as the default printer. The
Interface should be Com1
and the Baud rate should
match your printer, usually
9600. Save your settings and
you're ready to print from any
application that supports
printing.
Bob Berardino
CompuServe 10: [76711, 1025J

PRINT ZIPPED FILES
DIRECTLY TO YOUR
PRINTER
I have been using Zipperi i
with my HP 95LX and my
DeskJet 500 to print out .ZIP
text files by exploding them
directly to the printer. This
can save a lot of disk space
(that I don't have to spare)
over that required by exploding the file to disk and then
printing. For example, 95BUDDY.TXT is a documentation file found in BUDDY.ZIP.
To print this file out from my
95LX with a printer connected to the serial port, go to
the DOS prompt and type:
Zipper -c buddy 95buddy.txt>com1

This unzips 95BUDDY.TXT
from 95BUDDy.zIP ii and
sends it directly to the serial
port, without creating 95BUDDY.TXT file on disk. If you
put a filename after the >,
95BUDDY.TXT will be unzipped to that filename instead of the printer. Note: It
took 20 minutes in draft
mode to print out 95BUDDY
.TXT.
If you have Pkunzipi i you
could use the line:
Pkunzip -c buddy 95buddy.txt>com1

1m Set Up
ImIEI
LONG BOOT UP ON 95LX:
HARDWARE PROBLEM
REALLY APNAME.LST
PROBLEM
I had some difficulty with my
HP 95LX which (I thought)
required a trip to Corvallis for
the Palmtop. Among the
symptoms was a very long (3
minute) warm boot time. Upon getting the 95LX back, all
was well until I created my
APNAME.LST file. Suddenly
there was the long boot time
again. It turns out that I was
neglecting to put a return
(ENTER) on the last line of
this file.
Once this was in place,
the HP 95LX returned to normal functioning. The file
APNAME.TIP i i gives this,
and a number of other tips
for dealing with the quirks of
the 95LX System Manager.
Robert Barbarin
CompuServe 10: [71250, 1257J
[Editor's Note: Also, see
the HP Palmtop Paper Jan/
Feb 92 page 18 and Mar/Apr
92 page 9 for discussion of
APNAME.LST.]

ouu
Shareware Mentioned
in This Article
On The HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK
'CIS "SHR 95BUDDY . . . 93 PD
'CIS "SHR APLOAD . ... 93 PD
'CIS
APNAME.TIP . N1D 93
'CIS "SHR DIET 1.44 . .. MfA 93
'CIS
HP95CTRL . .. 92 SD
'CIS
SYSPACK . .. N/D 93
'CIS
ZIPPER ..... 92 SD
'CIS "SHR PKZ110 ...• • MIA 92
'CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.
"SHR - SHAREWARE is software
distributed free of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide
to use it, you must pay the author
the shareware fee. This goes for
any shareware found on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.

Many of these files may be
found on America Online in the
Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

AOL -

Richard T. Due
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HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get
in touch with The HP Palmtop Paper
staff. You can write; mail us a dIsk
with your comments; send CompuServe mail; fax; or call. Our mairmg
address and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper, contact Brian Teitzman or Margaret Martin.
To subscribe, chan.e;e address, or
clear 1!P. any probfem with y~ur
subscnptIon, contact our subscnption department (Director Sharon
Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Tech~ical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORTis offered to all Palmtop users and
is available by callinz 503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORTis offered 24 hours a day by calling
800-443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.
On-Line Support- offered by these
bulletin board services.
• COMPUSERVE GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership
state #231.
• AMERICA ON LINE Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-~93-6288 for membership information.

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtop
Pa1?er comes from the contributions
of Palmtop PC users. We and your
fellow users welcome your suomissions. (We do not offer payment for
articles; your reward IS knowing
that you've helped others.)
If you have a good idea and
want to "go for it," send it in via
CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443] or
send disk or hard copy to Hal
Goldstein or Rich Hall at the above
address. Alternatively you can send
an outline of your idea. We will try
to guide you as to when ana
whelher we would use the article
and contact you if we need clarification or have any suggestions. We
may want to use an artIcle but for a
vanety of reasons you may not see
it for many montns. Please understand that we cannotprornise to
run any particular articfe.
If you can, especially if you
write a Palmtop Profile, send us a
black and white photo of yourself.

Products Advertised in The HP Palmtop Paper
Product [Phone/Fax numbers]

Company

Page number

ACE

AppMAN!) .... . .. . ... . .. [800·825·9977; Fax: 408·428·9721] . .inside front cover
BATTman Battery Monitoring Software) ............................... 49
CheckView) ..... . ....... .... ..... . .................. . ........... 5
Classic Lunar Lander) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33
DoubleCard / DoubleSlash RAM Memory Cards) ............ • ...... back cover

ATS
Chaplet

Travel Light, mobile office) ............ [8oo.451.4242;.Fax: .508.393.95081 .. 21
EgoFax/lVlodem) ........... . ......... [800·308·3388, Fax. 408·732·7950]...2
EgoRAM Card Plus ACT!) . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. inside back cover
Se1l95LXl100LX) ......... . .. . .• . .... [515·472·0383; Fax: 515-472·0393] ... 7

i~~~i)

Classic Computers
Coastal Electronics
CSS
Databook
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado/Bach
Elek·Tek
E M Altematives
EMBARClMotoroia
Envoy Data
Extended Systems
Global Connection
Greenwich Instruments
Hewlett Packard
IntelliLink
Intenoop
Lighthouse
Macromed
Mirical Corp
NAV95
New Media
PSllntemet
Simple Tech
Steele Creek
Timberlake
Thaddeus Computing
Walker Richer & Quinn
Widget

.::::.:::::::::::::.:.::.:::::.:.:;

~~~~5~~k :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

PCMCIA card reader) ...... • . ........ ~00'721'5465; Fax: 619-454'261~ .. 50
Environmental Case) ................ 800·733·5017; Fax: 503·752·703 .. 25
16·889-4204; Fax: 716·889·2593 .. 36
Memory Card Drive) .......... .. .....
Leather Cases). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 800·896·227~; F~: 916·782·9306 .. 47
95LX Accessone~ Catalog) ........• . .. [ 0G-677.7oo1,.Fax . .114.582.14451 .. 31
95LX & Accessones) . .. . .. . ..... . .. '1800'227'8292, Fax. 415-494·1995 . . 33
HP Deskjet 310) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 800·395·1000; Fax: 708·677·7168 .. 15
PLAMTOXIPEDSTAT) .....•.. . ...... 800·258·2550; Fax: 414·241·8514 .. 12
Road Warrior) ........... • ... [800·36 ·2724 ext.425; Fax: 801·578·1375 .. 37
PCMCIA Products) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1602'892'0954; Fax: 602·892·0029 .. 44
JetEye, infrared printing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800·235·7576; Fax: 406·587·9170 . . 44
Cases/Accessories) ....... . .. . ...... 608·752·1537; Fax: 608·752·9548 .. 18
Serial·to·Paraliel converter) . . . . . . . . . . .. 800-476-4070; Fax: 704·335·8707 .. 38
Road Warrior) .. .......................... . ... . ... [800-443·1254 .. 24
WindowS/95·100LX Connectivity Software). 1603.888.0666; Fax: 603·888·981 .. 19
Double Header; HPIL Intonace) . . . . . . . .. 408·922·0520; Fax: 408·922·0545 .. 46
Pocket Sales Force) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714·850·1767, Fax. 714·850·0843 .. 51
curveFitl ....... . .......... . .. . ... 800·848·8726; Fax: 310·945-4764 " 52
Persona Food Analyst) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800·732·7707; Fax: 719·598·5790 .. 12
Navigation software) ................ . ............. . . [808·924·7155 .. 50
Palm Modem. SRAM. Flash) . . . . . . . . . .. [800·227·3748; Fax: 714-453-0114 .. 29
E·mail software) .............. [703·620·6651; Fax back info 800·793·2979 .. 41
Memory cards) . . .......... . ........ [714·558·1120; Fax: 714·542·8615 .. 39
Memory cards) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. [704·588·1780 . . 20
Transparent Language) ................ [612·229·6260; Fax: 612·566·672 ] ... 7
PC Card Software) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
HP Palmtop Paper) ................... [800·373·6114; Fax:515-472·1879] .. 8
HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK) ........ . ... . ........ .. ... ... ........ .. 53
Reflection·Ta-Go) .................... [206·324·0407; Fax: 206·322·8151] ... 1
Paralink 3 Ser/Par Adapter) .. . . [011-44·438·815444; Fax: 011-44-438·815222] .. 50

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (November/December 1993)
I2
~

Product

2G-20.ZIP
ACCIS9.ZIP
EXCALC.ZIP
NOTEPA.ZIP
REBEL.ZIP
ABKTL.EXE
SUPPORT.ZIP
PTPDSK11.ZIP
EDCV23.ZIP
PTOMB1 .ZIP
DIET.PBK
ADJUTIME.BAT
REMCOM.ZIP
SWAP.ZIP
SYSPAC.ZIP
TRON.ZIP
UNZIP.EXE
APNAME.TIP
HPALL.ZIP
ADVERT.ZIP
PTP12.ZIP
README.ZIP

Application: Large font text ed~or for 1DOLX
Application: CompuServe access manager ver. 2.0
Application: EX Scientific calculator, 95LX11 DOLX version
Application: Note taker that links PHONE& APPT files for the 95LX
Application: Spreadsheet that handles matrix math
& coordinate geometry.
APPT: ABKTooI3.1, a stand alone Appointment Book viewer, editor
Database: Sample 1DOLX databases: PERS.GDB,
LANLlB.GDB CUSTCALL.GDB.
Database: PTP ON DISK index in PBK & GDF formats
Game: Ed's Chess for the 1DOLX
Game: Pharoah's Tomb arcade style game for·1DOLX
PHONE: .PBK database of calories and fat in common foods
Utility: Use to adjust time setting on 1DOLX
Utility: Remote control for TV, VCR, etc. on 95LX11 DOLX
Utility: Files from Programmer's Comer to add more
applications to APPMGR: SWAP. BAT, DO_SWAP.COM, DO_SWAP.lCN
Utility: Compresses driver 1iles
Utility: File compression
Utility: Latest version of utility to decompress .ZIP files
Text: Tips for wor1<ing with the 95LX System Manager
Text: Description of files in all HP forums of CompuServe
Text: In·depth descriptions, products advertised this issue
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper, NovemberlDecember 1993
Text: Cover letter for HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK

28

Shareware
Shareware
Shareware
Shareware
Shareware

9
30

Shareware
Free

10
32·33

Free
Shareware
Shareware
Free
Free
Shareware
Free

na
26
26
36
54
26
4G-41

Free
Shareware
Free
Free
na
na
na
na

58
28

10

28

na
59
na
na
na
na

Software mentioned and included in other issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk or the Subscribers Disks.
95BUDDY.EXE
APLOD.EXE
DIET12.EXE
DIET14.ZIP
DIVDSK.ZIP
HB.EXM
HP95CTRL.COM
PKL103.ZIP
PKZ110.EXE
PRGTOOL1&2.ZIP
TAP4.EXE
TF.EXM
VDE162.ZIP
ZIPPER.COM
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(93 PowerDisk) Utility for 95LX
(93 PowerDisk) Application loader for the 1DOLX AppMgr
(Fall 91) File compression program
(MfA 93) File compression program
(Fall 91) Collection of games
(92 SubsDisk) Hearts and Bones for none US English 95LX's
(92 SubsDisk) Controls serial port, cursor & more
(J/F 93) File compression program
(MfA 92) Compression/extraction program (contains PKUNZIP)
(MfJ 93) Programming Tools for the 95LX
(MIA 92) Tapcis, a CompuServe access manager
(92 SubsDisk) Tiger Fox for none US English 95LX's
(Fall 91) Text editor
(92 SubsDisk) Uncompresses .ZIP files

Shareware
Free
Free
Free
Shareware
Free
Free
Shareware
Shareware
Free
Shareware
Free
Shareware
Free

59
57

28
28,58
26
26
57

28
59
5

34
26

28
59

Special Offer

Ego RAM® & Stacker®
Join hands to bring you Hassle Free
Installation on HP9SLX

r-----,

& the New HPIOOLX*
PCMCIA 2.0/JEIDA 4.1 Compatible
5 Year Free Battery Replacement
5 Year Product Warranty
Mail in Registration Special Goodies Offer (details inside box)

Double your RAM storage for as
little as $20.

YES! I'd like to order:
Item #
1II Send me 1MB EgoRAM for HP95LX for only $179
1Il Send me 2MB EgoRAM for HP95LX for only $279
I] Send me 1MB EgoRAM & Stacker at a low Bundled price of: $199
UJ Send me 2MB EgoRAM & Stacker at a low bundled price of. $299
Name: -----------------------------------Shipping Address: ___________________________
City: _______________ State: _____ Zip: _______

*Order Ego RAM & Stacker together at a
low bundled price, and we will pre-install
Stacker for your HP Palmtops on the
Ego RAM Card.
The same data compressed files can
be shared by many other Notebook
PCs and Palmtop pes.

Country: _________________________________
Phone: _* ___________________________________
FAX:
Payment By:

0

Check enclosed (payable to Chaplet Peripherals)

o Visa

Card#

0 MasterCard
______________________ Exp. Date: _____

Signature: ________________________________
Send me the following:
Item# _ __

Qty. _

Item # _____

Qty. _ _

_

$ __

$ __

CA residents add 8.25% sales tax

$ __

Shipping & Handling

$ __

(USA $lO.OOlI nternational $20.00 )

Total: $ - ,. Note: To enable our carrier to effect prompt delivery please insert your daytime phone number.

.....

_----------------------

.. .. r-naPI

Call Chaplet today for further onformatlon or your nearest local EgoRAM distributors
Steepler Corp. RUSSIA
Tel: 095·246·6845
FAX: 502·224·1019
RONIN Nederland B.V.
Tel: 078·41 40 22
FAX: 078·4t 31 64

BEACON Corp. Japan
Tel: 03·3864·7361
FAX 03·3864·8644
EduCALC
Tel: (800) 677·7001
FAX: (714) 582·1445

SED
Tel: (800) 444-8962
FAX: (404) 493·9481
UDC Group, Australia
Tel: 09·368·2111
FAX: 09·367·1833

Stacker is a registered trademark of Stac Electronics.

Befmont
Tel: (800) 328·2488
FAX: (612) 454·8088
Transmarco, Singapore
Tel: 278·8988
FAX: 273·1156

.,.:If\\~
~~
'-

CompuSTAR
Tel: (800) 564·4219
FAX: (408) 747·0315

,~r"

t

PERI PH ERALS

252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 , USA
Tel:(408) 732-7950 • FAX:(408) 732-6050

EgoRAM®, EgoCARD® are registered trademarks of Chaplet Peripherals.

Toll free: 1-800-308-3388

Your Complete Solid State Storage Solution

DoubleCard
and DoubleRash
™

SWrrCH!
C OMPATIBLE

M

Now store up to 40MB on
your HP Palmtop!
Nominated for "Product of the Year" by
Palmtop Paper, the same DoubleCard
data compression is now available as
DoubleFlash - high capacity Flash
Memory Card.
"The real beauty of using DoubleCard is that it is
truly "plug-n-play".
- Palmtop Paper

IntroduCing DoubleFlash

DoubleFlash combines the successful DoubleCard data compression
software with the latest in Flash
Memory Technology. DoubleFlash is
the result of joint development
between ACE Technologies, SunDisk
and Stac Electronics.

Lifetime Warranty

Demonstrating our confidence in this
new technology, we are extending
DoubleCard's Lifetime Warranty policy
to all DoubleFlash products. As with all
ACE memory cards, your memory
investment is protected for life.
,
,

What IS Flash Memory?

Flash Memory is a non-volatile solid
state storage technology that does
not require batteries to retain its
contents. DoubleFlash functions
much like your PC's hard disk drive
except there are no moving parts.
Why still offer DoubleCard?

All ACE's DoubleCards are built with
ultra-low power SRAM technology.
Compared to Flash technology,
DoubleCards have much faster write
cycles and requiring less power from
your HP Palmtops.

Howdo luse DoubleFlash?

The same "plug-n-play" capability of
DoubleCard has been brought to
DoubleFlash. A ROM card" is provided
to allow you to install the DoubleFlash
software in a matter of seconds.
BA TTman built-In

your Palmtop. DoubleRAM uses the
same data compression driver as
DoubleCard and therefore requires no
additional memory.
Supports two DoubleFlash cards on the
95l.X with "DUBLHDR" two-slot extender
by Interloop. Up to 40MB on your 95l.X!
DoubleFlash and Double Card
DoubleCard 1M (up to 1MB) .. .
DoubleCard 2M (up to 2MB) .. ..
DoubleCard 4M (up to 4MB)
DoubleFlash 3M
DoubleFlash 5M
DoubleFlash 10M
DoubleFlash 20M
DoubleFlash 40M

.................. A2001
.. .. ..... A2002

............ A2004

(up to 3MB) .....
.. ................... A3003
(up to 5MB) ...
.. ....... A3005
(up to 10MB) ......
.. ..... A3010
(up to 20MB) .....
.. ...... A3020
(up to 40MB) lOOL)( only ............. A3040

(Double Cord & DOubleFlosh ore HP OMN1BooK compatIble)

DoubleFlash comes with built-in
BA7Tman battery management
software , optimized for use with Flash
technology. Now you can use all
battery technologies with DoubleFlash.

For m ore informat ion Call:

1-800-825-9977

Additional Features

DoubleFlash and DoubleCard include
the DoubieRAM utility. DoubieRAM
compresses your internal RAM disk in

ACE Technologies. Inc.

ACE Technologies. Inc. 2880 lanker Road. # 703 San Jose. California 95734 U.S.A. Tel: (408) 428-9722 Fax: (408) 428-9727
'Prices subject to change withOut notice. 'Price does NOT Include ROM cord tor HP Q5LX. DoubleFlosh. DoubleCord and OoubleRAM ore trademarks of ACE Technologies. Inc.

